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 Graef S 72010 Multi-Slicer 
179,000 -M- or €649 
Silver Item no.: 1760615

Off-White Item no.: 1761451

Iron Mica Item no.: 1761452



Double award miles 
with Fermob

24 exclusive colours, full of intensity, 
lifestyle and fun. This is Fermob. 

For more than two decades Fermob has been 
combining functionality with design and embodies 
the French way of life like no other furniture brand. 

Become one of the #FERMOBPEOPLE

Earn double award miles when you purchase Fermob 
products. Offer available exclusively to Lufthansa WorldShop 

customers from now until 31 August 2021.

design-bestseller.de
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At a glance 
Our cover items for lasting memories

 GoPro HERO9 Black  
Action Camera and 
Adventure Kit 2.0
Page 87

 Steiner BluHorizons  
8 x 32 Binoculars
Page 90

 Ray-Ban Aviator 
Sunglasses 
Page 131

Nitro Bags Daypacker Backpack 
Item No.: 1760864

All new products and more can 
be found at worldshop.eu

Do something really  
good for yourself

Luxury can sometimes be very simple. For example, when  
it’s about treating ourselves to something nice and completely 
 authentic. Such as precious time spent with our loved ones, 
 regional specialities from the market or that one, new favourite  
item that will be our loyal companion for decades to come.

For all this, you’ll find lots of inspiration in our new range. Let  
our kitchen accessories encourage you to start cooking. Discover  
timeless design highlights without any gimmicks and make your 
everyday life easier with technological innovations Made in  
Germany. Special things are often much closer than we expect.  
Have fun browsing!

Your Lufthansa WorldShop team
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Discover  
the whole Variety
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Has one of the products in this catalogue caught your eye?  
Or maybe you just appreciate the nice things in life? Then it’s time to visit  
Lufthansa WorldShop – at worldshop.eu or in one of our Airport Stores.

+ more than 3,000 awards
+ over 350 brands
+  Details and background information on  

products and brands
+ online specials and promotions

+ top brands at your fingertips
+ First-class service
+ Discount promotions and events
+ Last-minute shopping before take-off

The entire world of 
premium shopping

All the products with just 
one click: worldshop.eu
In our online shop you will quickly find all the products 
presented on the following pages – and many more.  
As there are always new updates and promotions on 
worldshop.eu, it’s worth taking a look on a regular basis. 

In close contact with  
top brands:  
Lufthansa WorldShop 
Airport Stores
In our Airport Stores you can expect to receive first-class 
advice and find exclusive travel and luxury accessories, and 
with the changing offers and in-store promotions you can 
also save a lot of miles. Come and take a look before or after 
your next flight. We look forward to seeing you!

Discover our flagship stores at the FRA and  
BER airports! Location information and opening 
hours for all the airport stores can be found at 
worldshop.eu/stores

Cash & miles

Not enough miles for your favourite product? No problem! 
Simply use the flexible Cash & miles principle when buying 
from Lufthansa WorldShop online or in an Airport Store 
and combine miles and an additional payment in euros or 
pay the whole amount in euros.

All information on Cash & Miles: 
worldshop.eu/cashandmiles

earn miles when you pay

Why only earn valuable award miles when you fly? Whether 
you’re at a filling station, a restaurant, travelling, in the 
 supermarket or shopping online – when you pay with the  
 Miles & More Credit Card, you earn miles with every purchase.

Use your credit card at one of over 300 Miles & More partners 
or at Lufthansa WorldShop. Some selected partners even 
allow you to earn miles several times over.

Find out which credit card is right for you: 
miles-and-more.com/creditcard

Earn and redeem miles – every  time you buy 
from Lufthansa WorldShop

Every Lufthansa WorldShop 
gift is a bullseye
Gift vouchers, greeting cards and gift packaging for your loved ones

Digital Lufthansa WorldShop gift vouchers can be purchased at worldshop.eu with  
euros or miles and redeemed for the entire online range. Gift cards remain valid 
for three years and can be redeemed in several steps. 

Use our greeting cards and packaging service and a small gesture will bring 
great joy to the gift recipient.

All information on our gift-related services can be found at 
worldshop.eu

Get even more for your miles with a subscription  
for world affairs.

Subscribe to selected newspapers such as “Welt am  
Sonntag”, “Süddeutsche Zeitung” or “FAZ” and redeem your 
miles. You can choose between the digital format or  
the print edition.

For more information and to subscribe: 
worldshop.eu/abo

Tip

You can You can redeem redeem 

milesmiles and  and pay in pay in 

euros.euros.

When paying in Lufthansa WorldShop 
with the Miles & More Credit Card you 
can earn double miles straight away!

7Lufthansa WorldShop
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ChildrenChildren

3 |  Janod Reverso Large Play Kitchen 
with Functional Features incl. Accessories

   46,000 -M- or €169 

 4 |  Kindsgut Marble Run XXL
   33,000 -M- or €119 

 1 |  tonies® Toniebox  
Starter Set

   22,000 -M- or €79

   

 5 |  BRIO Smart Tech Sound Action 
Tunnel Travel Set

   43,000 -M- or €159

Can be used on both  
sides with laundry room 
on the back

 2 |  tonies® Lufthansa Flight Attendant 
Creative Tonie

   4,000 -M- or €13 

ONLY ON BOARD WITH US ...

 1 |  Digital playing and audio experience, flash memory for up to 400 hrs. audio content, headphone jack. For children from approx. 3 years. 
Berry Item nO.: 1756478 | Anthracite Item nO.: 1756480 | Light Blue Item nO.: 1756477 | Red Item nO.: 1756479 | Green Item nO.: 1756481

 2 |  Audio figure for own audio content, 90 mins. playback time. WLAN, Toniebox and Toniecloud customer account required. Age: from approx. 3 years. 
Item nO.: 1758744

 3 |  Design on both sides, made from wood, light and sound effects. For children from approx. 3 to 8 years, incl. accessories, 50 x 90.5 x 32 cm. 
Item nO.: 1761049

 4 |  Educational wooden toy in a modern design, six colourful marble parts. 66 x 75 x 11 cm. For children from approx. 3 to 5 years. Item nO.: 1761053
 5 |  37-pcs. set with interactive light and sound effects, Smart Tech Sound technology, recording function, from approx. 3 years. Item nO.: 1760991

Children 9



3 |  Fuxtec FX-CT800 Handcart 
   54,000 -M- or €199

   

  11 | |  Six Degrees  Six Degrees    
Children’s ScooterChildren’s Scooter

      30,000 -M-30,000 -M- or  or €109€109

   

2 |  Six Degrees  
Children’s Stunt Scooter

   25,000 -M- or €89  

   

For adolescents 
and grown-ups

4 |  HUDORA BigWheel®  
Generation V 230 Scooter

   43,000 -M- or €159 

   

 1 |  Aluminium scooter, “easy fold” mechanism, all-round edge reinforcement, dirt catcher and reflectors, adjustable handle height (77–102 cm), 
maximum load: 100 kg. Blue Item nO.: 1759935 | Green Item nO.: 1759937 | Purple Item nO.: 1759936

 2 |  Reinforced wing handlebar, 360° steering, reinforced aluminium bar (51 cm), handlebar height: 84 cm, maximum load: 100 kg.  
Black/Coppery Item nO.: 1760966 | Blue Item nO.: 1760965

 3 |  Foldable, UV-protected sun roof, double brake function, telescopic handle, interior extension option, maximum load: 75 kg, 120 x 98 x 56 cm. 
Grey Item nO.: 1760982 | Turquoise Item nO.: 1760983 | Brown Item nO.: 1760984

 4 |  Stylish aluminium scooter, convenient folding handlebar mechanism, low-rider deck, dirt catcher, adjustable handle height (98–103 cm),  
maximum load: 120 kg. White Item nO.: 1760986 | Blue Item nO.: 1760985 | Anthracite Item nO.: 1760987
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5 |  maisto Design Elite Lamborghini Urus +  
Lamborghini Huracán Coupé  
Model Cars, 1:24

   16,000 -M- or €57

 7 |  BIG Bobby Car Classic Sansibar  
Ride-on Car

   12,000 -M- or €43

6 |  Rollplay FLEX KART  
Foldable Electric Ride-On Car

   38,000 -M- or €139

 8 |  Yamaha PSR-E373  
Keyboard

   65,000 -M- or €239 

With crossed sabres,  
the logo of the famous 

Sansibar Restaurant  
on the island of Sylt

With touch-sensitive keyboard and all-new  
tone generator LSI for an amazing array of sounds

Compactly  
stored in a jiffy

 5 |  Authentic models and trailers, made from die-cast metal / plastic, opening doors, scale: 1:24, from approx. 3 years. Item nO.: 1761045
 6 |  Foldable and electric, max. speed: 3 km/h, sturdy metal frame, for children from approx. 2 to 5 years, up to 25 kg. Item nO.: 1760997
 7 |  Black and blue with silver stickers, ergonomically optimised car body, for children from approx. 12 months, up to 50 kg. Item nO.: 1760971
 8 |  Ideal for beginners, learning functions for rapid progress. 61 touch-sensitive keys, 622 sounds, 205 rhythms. Item nO.: 1760999



 1 |  BentLeY BALANCE BIKE  
Premium Balance Bike, DualColour 

   135,000 -M- or €499 

   

 2 |  BentLeY TRICYCLE 6 in 1 stroller trike
   Matt Black / Black 162,000 -M- or €599
   Dragon Red / Red 135,000 -M- or €499
   Satin White / Brown 135,000 -M- or €499
   Sequin Blue / Blue 135,000 -M- or €499

   

Multi-functional for two  
children or baggage, on asphalt  
or uneven paths

 1 |  Balance bike with super-light magnesium frame, comfort seat, disk brake, pneumatic tyres, for children from approx. 18 months, up to 35 kg. 
Sequin Blue / Glacier White Item nO.: 1760962 | Onyx Black / Glacier White Item nO.: 1760963 | Dragon Red / Glacier White Item nO.: 1760964

 2 |  Sport buggy, Continental GT design rims, seat can be rotated 180°, rhombus seams, cup holder, for children from approx. 12 months, up to 25 kg. 
Matt Black / Black Item nO.: 1760391 | Dragon Red / Red Item nO.: 1760403 | Satin White / Brown Item nO.: 1760392 | Sequin Blue / Blue Item nO.: 1760961

 3 |  Cruiser and stroller for any terrain, compact and foldable, for children from approx. 0 to 5 years, maximum load: 54 kg. Item nO.: 1760957
 4 |  Adjustable highchair. Design: Peter Opsvik. Age: from approx. 6 months, also certified for adults up to 150 kg.  

Grey Item nO.: 1755244 | White Item nO.: 1751550 | Navy Item nO.: 1760005

  Model 3 | The Veer Cruiser is certified as a stroller in accordance with EN-1888 and ASTM and is also JPMA-certified. More information on the approvals and certifications can be found 
at tuvsud.com and jpma.org 
Model 4 | The Nomi Baby Basis is not included in delivery and is available separately on worldshop.eu.

 3 |  Veer Cruiser  
Handcart

   162,000 -M- or €599

 4 |  nomi Highchair with Mini
   70,000 -M- or €259

   

Nomi Baby Base, for  
approx. the first 6 months

Nomi Mini, for children  
from approx. 6 to 36 months

Nomi Highchair, for children  
from approx. 36 months

Officially
Licensed Product
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 6 |  CYBeX Solution Z i-Fix Plus 
Child Car Seat

   65,000 -M- or €239

   

 7 |  CYBeX Eezy S Twist + 2  
Buggy

   99,000 -M- or €369 

   

Particularly light and with a Particularly light and with a 
folded size of 32 x 20 x 48 cm folded size of 32 x 20 x 48 cm 
suitable for hand luggagesuitable for hand luggage

8 |8 |  CYBeX  CYBeX Libelle Buggy Libelle Buggy
      54,000 -M-54,000 -M- or   or  €199€199

   

Rotation mechanism Rotation mechanism 
for 360° rotatabilityfor 360° rotatability

The Base Z base unit and many more  
CYBEX products can be found at worldshop.eu

 5 |  CYBeX Cloud Z i-Size Plus  
Infant Car Seat

   79,000 -M- or €289

   

 5 |  Ergonomic lying position, 180° rotation mechanism on Base Z, linear side impact protection, energy-absorbing shell.  
From approx. 45 to 87 cm, from birth to approx. 24 months. Soho Grey Item nO.: 1757775 | Deep Black Item nO.: 1758739

 6 |  Patented tilt-adjustable headrest, automatic height and width adjustment, linear side impact protection. From approx. 100 to 150 cm,  
from  approx. 3 to 12 years. Soho Grey Item nO.: 1760028 | Deep Black Item nO.: 1758741

 7 |  Seat can be rotated 360°, one-hand folding mechanism, all-terrain wheels, flat lying position, XXL sun canopy. From birth to approx. 4 years,  
up to 22 kg (forward-facing) / 15 kg (backwards-facing). Soho Grey / Mid Grey Item nO.: 1760979 | Deep Black / Black Item nO.: 1760978 

 8 |  Compact, foldable, light travel system, weighs only 5.9 kg, infinitely adjustable backrest. For children from approx. 6 months to approx. 4 years, 
up to 22 kg. Soho Grey / Mid Grey Item nO.: 1760981 | Deep Black / Black Item nO.: 1760980

Nomi Highchair, for children  
from approx. 36 months

GUT (1,9)

Im Test:
26 Autokindersitze
Für alle Altersklassen.

Ausgabe: 07/2020

CYBEX 
SOLUTION Z i-FIX

20
YP

59

i-Size, 100 – 150 cm
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ZENO Pull-Running Kit for  
an incomparable experience  
of hands-free running

 1 |  CYBeX ZENO Seat Pack 
   65,000 -M- or  €239 

   

All colours and options for  
your style can be found at  
worldshop.eu

 2 |  CYBeX ZENO Frame 
   143,000 -M- or €529  

    

Shape you up!

 3 |  CYBeX ZENO  
Pull-Running Kit

   49,000 -M- or €179 

 1 |  ZENO seat pack. 
Silver Pink Item nO.: 1760974 | Maliblue Item nO.: 1761271 | Bleached Sand Item nO.: 1761272 | Medal Grey Item nO.: 1761273 | All Black Item nO.: 1761274

 2 |  Aluminium frame with rear wheels and fixed front wheel. For children from approx. 6 months to 4 years, up to 22 kg. 
Black with pink details Item nO.: 1760973 | Creme with orange details Item nO.: 1761269 | Black Item nO.: 1761270

 3 |  Converts ZENO into a trailer for hands-free jogging. Pull-rod for attaching to the ZENO frame with a size-adjustable waist strap. Item nO.: 1760975

  Models 1, 2 and 3 | Expected to be available from 15 March 2021.

Discover what it means to really go beyond 
boundaries – with the new ZENO from CYBEX. 
The versatile multi-sports  function offers  
absolute sporting freedom – from jogging to 
cycling and cross-country skiing. The sky’s  
the limit! On the go with your child from six 
months to four years.

The ZENO seat packet has  
different fabric colours  
for individual customisation.

Customise the look of  
your ZENO with three  
trendy frame colours.

Sports are a joyful part of life, and we want you to  
continue to be active as part of the adventure  
of parenthood. We created our Sports Goods to  
empower you to pursue the healthy way of life  
you want while loving every second you spend  
outdoors with your child.

Outstanding running performance 
thanks to 20″ rear wheels and  
a fixed front wheel

 4 |  CYBeX ZENO Cycling Kit 
   35,000 -M- or €129 

ZENO Cycling Kit for  
a comfortable ride

The streamlined design of the CYBEX AVI 
was developed for runs through urban
streets and parks. You can customise the 
frame colour and seat covers to create  
your own perfect look for sport and everyday 
 activities.

 5 |  CYBeX AVI Frame 
   99,000 -M- or €369 

    

Customise the look  
of your AVI with three 
frame  colours and  
the seat packs with  
different fabric colours.

 6 |  CYBeX AVI Seat Pack 
   41,000 -M- or €149 

   

 4 |  Drawbar with coupling, safety flag and rear light. Item nO.: 1760976
 5 |  Aluminium frame with rear wheels, fixed front wheel and luggage basket. For children from approx. 6 months to 4 years, up to 22 kg. 

Black with pink details Item nO.: 1760972 | Creme with orange details Item nO.: 1761264 | Black Item nO.: 1761263
 6 |  AVI seat pack. 

Silver Pink Item nO.: 1760977 | Maliblue Item nO.: 1761268 | Bleached Sand Item nO.: 1761267 | Medal Grey Item nO.: 1761266 | All Black Item nO.: 1761265

  Models 4, 5 and 6 | Expected to be available from 15 March 2021.
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 Bake-Assist™  
touchscreen,  
weighing and 
warming function

 3 |  Kenwood kMix Editions KMX760 
 Stand Mixer

   109,000 -M- or €399

   

 4 |  Kenwood Titanium Chef Patissier XL 
KWL90.244SI Stand Mixer

   248,000 -M- or €899

 1 |  Braun MQ 7045X  
Hand Blender Set

   39,000 -M- or €139

 2 |  Braun MQ 7087X  
Hand Blender Set

   49,000 -M- or €179

 1 |  Infinitely adjustable speed, 1,000 W, accessories: blender, chopper, whisk, measuring cup. Item no.: 1758722
 2 |  Infinitely adjustable speed, 1,000 W, accessories: stand mixer, chopper, whisk, potato masher, measuring cup. Item no.: 1758723
 3 |  5 l stainless steel bowl, splash guard, fold function, infinitely adjustable speed control, 1,000 W. 

Rosé Gold Item no.: 1758912 | Chrome Item no.: 1758909 | Black Chrome Item no.: 1758911
 4 |  Bake-Assist™ touchscreen, 1,400 W motor, four mixing elements, DuoBowl™ (7 l and 5 l bowls), multi-chopper. Item no.: 1760369

Home 17



 4 |  Graef Premium Cut “Johann Lafer”  
Multipurpose Slicer

   74,000 -M- or €269

 1 |  Graef CM 800  
Coffee Grinder

   47,000 -M- or €169

  22 | |  Graef  Graef KrümelChef KC 502   KrümelChef KC 502  
Crumb Suction CleanerCrumb Suction Cleaner

      17,000 -M-17,000 -M- or  or €59€59

 3 |  Graef DA 2042  
Dehydrator + Silicone Mats and  
Storage Containers

   36,000 -M- or €129

With extensive accessories,  
Lafer recipe book and apron

WITH EXCLUSIVE  WITH EXCLUSIVE  
ADDITIONAL  ADDITIONAL  

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

 1 |  40 grinding degree settings with additional fine adjustment, stainless steel conical grinder, 350 g bean container, output: 128 W. Item no.: 1759903
 2 |  Space-saving and powerful with two-layered filtration system (HEPA F6-x nylon filter), can be positioned vertically, output: 60 W. Item no.: 1760515
3 |  Dehydrator with 8 l drying chamber for fruit, vegetables and herbs as well as meat and fish. 3D drying technology, 35 °C to 80 °C. Item no.: 1760616
 4 |  Solid metal machine, glass bottom plate, 15° inclined cutter, 0–20 mm slice thickness, Made in Germany, output: 200 W. Item no.: 1757660

18 Home

 5 |  Solid metal construction, smooth-running carriage with stainless steel support, serrated blade (ø: 17 cm), DC Motor (130 W). Item no.: 1757996
 6 |  Compact, robust full metal design (just 10 cm wide when folded), large contact surface, 2-finger switch-on system. Item no.: 1745065 
 7 |  7-pcs. set with ergonomic handles and robust, long-lasting steel blades. Made in Switzerland. Item no.: 1760560
 8 |  3-layer material (stainless steel, aluminium, stainless steel), long life, non-stick coating, raised protective grid. Item no.: 1760716

 6 |  ritter icaro7 Multipurpose Slicer
   49,000 -M- or €179

 5 |  ritter serano7 Multipurpose Slicer
   55,000 -M- or €199

Particularly  
space-saving 
when stowed  
away

 8 |  Berndes Tricion Resist  
Sauté Pan with Glass Lid, ø 28 cm

   33,000 -M- or €119

 7 |  Victorinox Swiss Classic  
Kitchen Set, 7-pcs.

   36,000 -M- or €129

Pocket knives from Victorinox 
can be found at worldshop.eu

More sizes and pans from Berndes  
can be found at worldshop.eu

The 3-layer 
material conducts 
heat very quickly

Step by step to  
the moment to savour

Home 19



 1 |  Bosch MUM5 CreationLine  
Universal Kitchen Machine

   63,000 -M- or €229

    

 2 |  Bosch Kitchen Aids Set: Bosch MUM5 CreationLine 
Kitchen Machine + Ice Cream Maker MUZ5EB2

   77,000 -M- or €279

   

 1 |  Unique mixing system, seven speed settings, extensive range of accessories, patisserie set, output: 1,000 W. 
White Item no.: 1757680 | Deep Red Item no.: 1753887 | Mineral Silver Item no.: 1749588

 2 |  Unique stirring system, large bowl (3.9 l), extensive accessories, patisserie set, plus ice-cream maker, 1,000 W. Item no.: 1750041 
 3 |  Powerful mixer with long-lasting ThermoSafe glass container and safety lid, ProPerformance system, 1,200 W. Item no.: 1760698
 4 |  Manual carbonator, easy to use, robust workmanship, stainless steel nozzle, incl. high-quality water bottle, 15.3 x 41.4 x 25.8 cm. 

Steel Item no.: 1760707 | Black Item no.: 1760708 | White Item no.: 1760711 | Brass Item no.: 1760710 | Copper Item no.: 1760709

  Model 4 | Can be used with commercially available CO2 cylinder cartridges for 60 l of sparkling water.

 3 |  Bosch VitaPower Series 4  
Blender

   41,000 -M- or €149

 4 |  aarke Carbonator III  
Sparkling Water Maker

   Steel 61,000 -M- or €219
   Black 61,000 -M- or €219
   White 61,000 -M- or €219
   Brass 63,000 -M- or €229
   Copper 63,000 -M- or €229
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 JBL Flip 5  
Bluetooth® speaker
Page 69

 Robert Weil Up in the Air 2018, 
12.0% ABV, Germany
Page 58

 Warm, warmer, 
hot!

1

A surprise from the grill 
Have you ever tried grilled watermelon with  
a splash of balsamic vinegar?

2

nights under a starry sky  
Get outdoors! A good wine and the right 
 lighting turn a nice evening into a summer 
night’s dream.

3

Flower power 
A declaration of love is twice as good with 
flowers planted in the shape of a heart.

4

Show your colours 
Bright summer looks, flower prints and  
beach shorts – embrace anything that  
creates a holiday feeling. 

5

new summer hits for dancing all night long  
So start preparing your personal playlist now.

Five things we’re 
 particularly looking 
forward to after  
spring arrives
Just thinking about long hours of sunshine 
and short sleeves gives many people a 
warm glow inside. And when our summer 
wardrobe finally wakes up from its 
 winter sleep, the mood barometer jumps 
to maximum anticipation levels every-
where. What are you most excited about? 
Here are the top 5 things that we are 
hotly anticipating. 



 4 |  Samsung MS23K3515AW/EG 
Microwave, 23 l

   36,000 -M- or €129

 3 |  Samsung MC28M6035KK/EG HotBlast™ 
Convection Microwave Oven, 28 l

   94,000 -M- or €339

 1 |  Fully automatic or manual preparation of ice cream, sorbet, normal and frozen yoghurt, large filling opening, 12 W. Item no.: 1759411
2 |  Stainless steel design in Vintage Blue, pre-brew function, 54 mm stainless steel filter holder (for 1 and 2 cups), also for 44 mm pods. Item no.: 1760657
3 |  49 automatic programmes, HotBlast™ for powerful hot air, incl. steam bowl, scratch-resistant ceramic enamel interior, 900 W. Item no.: 1761042
 4 |  29 automatic programmes, Quick Defrost for fast defrosting, scratch-resistant ceramic enamel interior, precision control, 800 W. Item no.: 1759695

  Model 2 | More information about the award can be found at red-dot.org

HotBlast™ technology 
cooks food evenly so it 
is crispy on the outside 
and juicy on the inside

 2 |  SoLIS Barista Perfetta Plus  
Filter Coffee Machine + Barista Accessories

   138,000 -M- or €499

WITH COFFEE WITH COFFEE 
SCALES, CUP STAND SCALES, CUP STAND 

ETC.ETC.

 1 |  SoLIS Gelateria Pro Touch Ice Cream Maker
   96,000 -M- or €349

22 Home22

 5 |  Coffee specialities with and without milk foam at the push of a button, infinitely variable conical grinder, pre-brewing function. Item no.: 1760231
 6 |  Stainless steel design, four wheels, removable side sections that can withstand up to 25 kg, 101 x 98.5 x 62 cm, approx. 63 l storage capacity. 

Item no.: 1758701
 7 |  Powerful 1,800 W motor, continuous speed setting (up to 28,000 U/min.), 6x blades (titanium coated). Item no.: 1760232
 8 |  A powerful duo: the SousVide stick can be controlled via app for perfectly prepared fish, meat and vegetables. Comes with a fully automatic 

vacuum packing system including vacuum bags and film rolls. Item no.: 1758697

  Model 6 | Energy efficiency class (A to G): G. More information can be found at worldshop.eu

You can also buy the CASO SousVide 
cooker and vacuum sealer separately  
at worldshop.eu

Incl. 3-pcs.  
accessory  
set  

 8 |  CASo SV 1200 Smart SousVide  
Cooker + GourmetVAC 380 Set

   69,000 -M- or €249

 7 |  CASo B 1800  
Design Hand Blender incl. Accessories

   29,000 -M- or €109

 5 |  CASo Café Crema Touch  
Design Automatic  
Coffee Machine

   124,000 -M- or €449

 6 |  CASo Counter & Cool  
Refrigerator and drinks cabinet  
in stainless steel design

   344,000 -M- or €1,248

SAVE WHEN YOU SAVE WHEN YOU 
BUY THE SETBUY THE SET

 Can be controlled 
on the device  
or via the CASO  
Control App

Secure vacuuming with 
double weld seam

 Also use it to
cool and put down 
your drinks outside
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Grill boost function for 
extra sear marks

 1 |  tefal OptiGrill Elite GC750D 
Contact Grill

   63,000 -M- or €229

 1 |  Twelve grill programmes, grill area with non-stick coating (30 x 20 cm), countdown and grill boost function, output: 2,000 W. Item no.: 1757651 
 2 |  Intuitive operating panel similar to a smartphone, advanced personalisation options, self-cleaning system. Item no.: 1760579
 3 |  Distinctive design with open-worked decorative edge (laser-cut), mirror polished stainless steel 18/10, ø: 29 cm. Item no.: 1761399
 4 |  Stable metal housing, 3-pcs. mixing system, also suitable for hard ingredients, 1.4 l glass container. 

Cast Iron Black Item no.: 1760007 | Candy Apple Red Item no.: 1760006

 2 |  Krups Intuition Preference EA8738 
Automatic Coffee Machine

   219,000 -M- or €799

 4 |  KitchenAid ARTISAN K400 
Blender 

   91,000 -M- or €329

   

  33 | |  Alessi  Alessi CACTUS   CACTUS  
Fruit BasketFruit Basket

      27,225 -M-27,225 -M- or  or €99€99  

Are you looking for more exceptional designs? 
You’ll find more kitchen accessories at  
worldshop.eu
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More KitchenAid products and  
accessories for your mixers can 
be found at worldshop.eu 

 8 |  KitchenAid ARTISAN  
Stand Mixer

   165,000 -M- or €599

   

  KitchenAid Juicer Attachment
47,000 -M- or €169 
Item no.: 1753315

 5 |  Detachable mixing arm with 4-blade stainless steel cutting assembly, whisk attachment, chopper, removable pot protector, output: 180 W. 
Empire Red ARt.-nR.: 1761403 | Almond Cream ARt.-nR.: 1761404 | Onyx Black ARt.-nR.: 1761405 

 6 |  Automatic sensor with keep-warm function, extra-wide slots, seven toasting levels, sandwich, thawing and bagel function.  
Candy Apple Red ARt.-nR.: 1751899 | Cast Iron Black ARt.-nR.: 1755400 | Medallion Silver  ARt.-nR.: 1743680 | Empire Red ARt.-nR.: 1758656

 7 |  Double wall construction means water stays hot for longer, temperature regulator: 50–100 °C. Capacity: 1.5 l. Output: 2,400 W.  
Candy Apple Red ARt.-nR.: 1751902 | Cast Iron Black ARt.-nR.: 1755401 | Medallion Silver ARt.-nR.: 1743677 | Empire Red ARt.-nR.: 1743675

 8 |  Planetary mixer for thorough mixing, 4.8 l stainless steel bowl with handle, splash guard, output: 300 W.  
Medallion Silver ARt.-nR.: 1743685 | Pistachio ARt.-nR.: 1754324 | Candy Apple Red ARt.-nR.: 1741916 | Almond Cream ARt.-nR.: 1755394 |  
Cast Iron Black ARt.-nR.: 1755395 | Empire Red ARt.-nR.: 1758654

 9 |  Two speed settings, pulse function, drizzle basin for ingredients, 1.2 l bowl, output: 240 W. Item no.: 1757694

 Model 8 | Expected to be available from mid-June 2021.

5 |  KitchenAid 5KHBV83  
Hand Blender

   44,000 -M- or €159

   

For all your chopping,  
mixing and puréeing 
needs, compact design

 9 |  KitchenAid Food Chopper, 1.2 l
   25,000 -M- or €89

 7 |  KitchenAid ARTISAN  
Kettle, 1.5 l

   49,000 -M- or €179 

   

 6 |  KitchenAid ARTISAN  
2-Slice Toaster  

   63,000 -M- or €229

   

Sandwich tongs 
included in delivery
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 2 |  ZWILLInG ENFINIGY  
High-Performance Blender Pro

   165,000 -M- or €599

 1 |  ZWILLInG ENFINIGY  
Kettle Pro

   36,000 -M- or €129

 3 |  ZWILLInG ENFINIGY 
Blender

   28,000 -M- or €99

 4 |  ZWILLInG ENFINIGY  
Toaster with Bun Warmer

   29,000 -M- or €109

 1 |  Seven programmes (ideal temperature e.g. for coffee, baby food), keep-warm function, sensor touch display, 1.5 l, stainless steel. Item no.: 1759693
 2 |  Quiet and powerful, integrated scales, seven automatic programmes (incl. crushed ice), 1.8 l mixing container. Item no.: 1759691
 3 |  Stainless steel blade with serrated edge and piranha serration (also suitable for nuts and ice cubes), 550 ml mixing bowl. Item no.: 1759692
 4 |  Long-slot toaster for four slices (four pieces of toast or two long slices of bread), different browning levels and programmes. Item no.: 1759694

Future – made by History
ZWILLING has been perfecting high quality knives for over 280 years. 
Now the brand has taken the knife further. The result: the first 
ZWILLING blade developed for a high-performance blender. But 
that was only the beginning. 

The ZWILLING ENFINIGY series has now been created with love for 
 detail. Durable electrical kitchen appliances that meet the highest 
standards: yours.

Removable bun 
warmer for  
two bread rolls
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 5 |  Twelve hardness settings, fully automatic, compressor cooling, stainless steel casing. Capacity: 1 l, output: 200 W. Item no.: 1757679
 6 |  Three preset temperature settings (steak, burger, panini), reversible and dishwasher-safe ceramic plates, stainless steel casing. Item no.: 1758949
 7 |  Five pre-programmed speciality coffees, six individual coffee settings, hot water function, output: 1,680 W. Item no.: 1757676
 8 |  Innovative design, Kinetix® blades, large filling shaft, five One-Touch programmes, blending jug: 1,5 l, output: 1,350 W. Item no.: 1760795

 7 |  Sage the Barista Touch™  
Espresso Machine

   261,000 -M- or €949

 5  |  Sage the Smart Scoop™  
Ice Cream Machine 

   96,000 -M- or €349

 8 |  Sage the 3X Bluicer™ Pro  
Blender and Juicer

   121,000 -M- or €439

 6 |  Sage the BBQ & Press™  
Grill incl. Separate Waffle Plates

   61,000 -M- or €219

Dishwasher- 
proof waffle  
and grill plates
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 1 | Twelve speeds, pulse function, planetary mixer, double kneading hook for heavy dough, high-performance motor (600 W). Item no.: 1758710
 2 |  18 individually adjustable programmes for a wide range of breads, also suitable for jam, yoghurt and dough. Item no.: 1750631
 3 |  Steak programme with four cooking levels, six grill programmes, low-fat function, grill plates (dishwasher-safe). Item no.: 1760656
 4 |  Pre-brewing function, fast warm-up time, ULKA espresso pump (15 bar), pressure gauge, eleven grinding settings. Item no.: 1758711

 Model 4 | More information about the award can be found at plusxaward.de

 2 |  Gastroback Design Advanced 
Bread Maker 

   36,000 -M- or €129
 1 |  Gastroback Design Advanced Digital  

Stand Mixer
   129,000 -M- or €469

 3 |  Gastroback Design Advanced BBQ Smart 
Steakgrill

   52,000 -M- or €189

 4 |  Gastroback Design Advanced Barista 
Portafilter Espresso Machine

   138,000 -M- or €499

Incl.  
professional 
espresso 
tamper

 Extensive accessories 
such as 5 l ceramic 
mixing bowl, mincing 
attachment and tools 
for kebabs, sausage 
and pasta

Automatically 
adjusts the grilling 
time to the meat 
thickness
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The ideal office  
solution for 
80 cups per day

 5 |  31 individually programmable speciality coffees, 1,000 g bean container, 5 l water tank. Item no.: 1757673
 6 |  One-touch function for 15 speciality coffees, Professional Aroma Grinder for perfect grinding, professional G2 milk frother nozzle,  

Smart Connect included in delivery. Item no.: 1760597
 7 |  17 coffee specialities and extra-shot function for a more intensive taste, new operating concept with artificial intelligence, fine foam frother. 

Dark Inox Item no.: 1760599 | Piano White Item no.: 1760598  

 Model 5 | More information about the award can be found at german-design-award.com

 5 | JURA X10 Automatic Coffee Machine
   758,000 -M- or €2,759

 7 | JURA E8 (EB) Automatic Coffee Machine
   294,000 -M- or €1,069

   

 6 | JURA S8 (EA) Automatic Coffee Machine
   385,000 -M- or €1,399

Order fine coffee varieties and the 
JURA Cool Control for perfectly 
cooled milk now at worldshop.eu
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 3 |  De’Longhi DINAMICA Plus ECAM 370.95.T  
Automatic Coffee Machine

   217,000 -M- or €789

 4 |  De’Longhi DINAMICA ECAM 350.15.B  
Automatic Coffee Machine

   116,000 -M- or €419

 1 |  De’Longhi DINAMICA ECAM 356.57.B  
Automatic Coffee Machine

   176,000 -M- or €639  2 |  De’Longhi DEDICA Style EC 685 
Espresso Machine

   55,000 -M- or €199

   

 1 |  Clear text display for easy operation, LatteCrema milk system with removable carafe, twelve coffee / milk specialities. Item no.: 1759648
 2 |   For powder or E.S.E. pads, adjustable steam nozzle (hot milk / froth), steam and hot water regulator knob, programmable cup volume.

Shiny Metal Item no.: 1753426 | Black Swing Item no.: 1753423 | Stone Red Item no.: 1753424 
3 |  TFT touch screen, LatteCrema milk system with removable carafe, twelve coffee / milk specialities, coffee pot function. Item no.: 1755527
 4 |  “My coffee” function, traditional milk frother nozzle (frothed milk), sensor-touch operating panel with illuminated symbol keys. Item no.: 1750046
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 5 |  Milk frother with a removable milk container, nine one-touch keys, programmable cup volume. Item no.: 1757671 
6 |  Milk frother with a removable milk container, three one-touch keys (Espresso, Lungo, milk-based coffee specialities). 

Black Item no.: 1761422 | White Item no.: 1761423 
 7 |  Colour TFT display, LatteCrema milk system with removable carafe, 13 coffee and milk specialities. 

Black Item no.: 1760137 | White Item no.: 1760138 
 8 |  TFT touchscreen, LatteCrema milk system, Bean Adapt Technology with smartphone control, 21 coffee and milk specialities. Item no.: 1760368

 5 |  nespresso Gran Lattissima EN 650.B  
Capsule Machine

   91,000 -M- or €329

 6 |  nespresso Lattissima One Evo EN 510  
Capsule Machine

   69,000 -M- or €249

   

 7 |  De’Longhi PrimaDonna Class 
ECAM 550.65.W  
Automatic Coffee Machine

   261,000 -M- or €949

   

 8 |  De’Longhi PrimaDonna Soul  
ECAM 610.75.MB  
Automatic Coffee Machine

   358,000 -M- or €1,299

With coffee pot 
function and  
incl. glass jug
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 1 |  Samsung Jet 90 Complete 
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

   193,000 -M- or €699

 2 |  Samsung VR05R5050WK/WB  
2-in-1 Vacuum and Mopping Robot 

   110,000 -M- or €399

The Samsung Clean Station for the Jet 90  
(ITEM NO.: 1760238) that automatically empties the  
dust container can be found at worldshop.eu

Bagless cleaning  
with various  
attachments 

 4 |  Bosch BGS5BL432 Relaxx’x 
Bagless Vacuum Cleaner

   69,000 -M- or €249

  33 | |  Rowenta  Rowenta X-Force Flex 11.60 Aqua   X-Force Flex 11.60 Aqua  
Cordless Vacuum CleanerCordless Vacuum Cleaner

      118,000 -M-118,000 -M- or  or €429€429

 1 |  Powerful cleaning (200 W*), freestanding charging station, exchangeable battery, three performance levels, up to 60 mins. runtime. Item no.: 1760237
 2 |  Vacuuming and mopping function, app control, low design (8.5 cm), four cleaning modes, up to 150 mins. runtime*. Item no.: 1761041
 3 |   DigitalForce motor (130 air watts), two performance levels, simultaneous vacuuming and mopping, slide-in battery (up to 45 mins. runtime).  

Item no.: 1761261
 4 |  SmartSensor control for powerful performance, fully automatic  SelfClean system, HEPA hygiene filter, 3 l dust container, 700 W. Item no.: 1757681 

 * Model 1 | The internal suction power tests are based on the international IEC62885-2 Cl. 5.8 standard and represent the maximum suction power measured at the inlet.
  * Model 2 | Based on internal tests with furniture set up in an environment similar to a lounge. The tests were performed in Eco mode.

 With various   With various  
attachments, attachments, 
incl. aqua nozzleincl. aqua nozzle
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 5 |  Streamlined and flat, Power Soft Roll, particularly efficient, effective and gentle on hard floors, up to 53 mins. runtime. Item no.: 1760588
 6 |  Streamlined, flat and very manoeuvrable, LED front lights, multi-floor nozzle, brush cleaning feature, up to 50 mins. runtime. Item no.: 1760587
 7 |  Powerful 3-stage cleaning system, high-performance filter for cat/dog allergens, compatible with language assistants. Item no.: 1756513

  Model 6 | Expected to be available from March 2021.
  Model 7 | The pictured smartphone is not included in delivery.

Wireless power 
without compromise

More flexible household helpers from  
iRobot®, such as the Braava jet® m6  
mopping robot (ITEM NO.: 1758638),  
can be found at worldshop.eu

 7 |  iRobot® Roomba® i7+ (i7558)  
with Automatic Dirt Disposal Station

   219,000 -M- or €799

 6 |  AeG QX7-1-ANIM  
2-in-1 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

   83,000 -M- or €299

 5 |  AeG QX8-2-PALR  
2-in-1 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner 
incl. Power Soft Roll

   96,000 -M- or €349

With Deep-Clean 
mini suction brush 
for the handheld 
part, telescopic 
crevice nozzle set 
and other attach-
ments

Various attachments incl. 
BedPro mini suction brush 
for the handheld part with  
a removable brush roll
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 1 |  AeG AX71-304GY  
Air Purifier

   124,000 -M- or €449

 3 |  AeG PX71-265WT  
Portable Air Conditioner

   215,000 -M- or €779

 2 |  AeG AX91-604GY  
Premium Air Purifier

   151,000 -M- or €549

   

Air quality is quality of life
Transform your home into a place where you can relax and 
 unwind and create a climate of well-being – with the premium  
air purifiers and mobile air conditioners from AEG. 

Incl. window set  
and controllable  
via app

With optional 
wall attachment

Controllable via app

 1 |  Powerful, customised air purifying, automatically adjusts the cleaning rate to the air quality. For rooms up to 65 sqm. Item no.: 1760589
 2 |  Highly effective against fine dust, allergens, bacteria, smells. Exchangeable special filter. For rooms up to 129 sqm. Item no.: 1759133
 3 |  Five functions (heating, cooling, fan, dehumidification, auto), spiral air flow. For rooms up to 40 sqm. Item no.: 1756596
 4 |  Effective cooling through omnidirectional air flow (up to 50 sqm), can be controlled via remote control or touch button, output: 3,400 W. 

Item no.: 1759381

  Model 2 | The pictured smartphone is not included in delivery. 
Model 3 | The pictured smartphone is not included in delivery. Energy efficiency class (A+++ to D): A+. More information can be found at worldshop.eu 
Model 4 | Energy efficiency class (A+++ to D): A. More information can be found at worldshop.eu

The AFDCAR6 virus filter for the  
AEG AX91-604GY Premium Air Purifier 
can be found at worldshop.eu

 Controllable via app

 4 |  AeG AXP34U338CW 
ChillFlex Pro  
Portable Air Conditioner

   146,000 -M- or €529
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 5 |  8.5 bar steam pressure with OptimalTEMP technology, DynamiQ Sensor 2.0, removable 1.8 l water tank, transport lock function. Item no.: 1760779 
 6 |  Compact, efficient, combination HEPA/active carbon filter, real time air quality display, automatic and sleep mode. For rooms up to 49 sqm. Item no.: 1760780
 7 |  2 x 4 steps, aluminium, double-sided access. Non-slip protection: clip-step, ergo-pad® grip area, max. load: 150 kg. Item no.: 1760747 
 8 |  Work platform for indoor and outdoor use, telescopic rails, also suitable for spiral staircases, flexible set-up sizes: 51–78 x 95–121 cm. Item no.: 1756537

 Model 5 | Expected to be available from March 2021.
 * Model 6 | The microbial reduction test was performed by Airmid Healthgroup Ltd. in a 28.5 m³ room contaminated with Influenza A (H1N1). Expected to be available from March 2021.
 Model 8 | The pictured ladder is not included in delivery.

 6 |  Philips Series 800  
Air Purifier 

   47,000 -M- or €169

 5 |  Philips PerfectCare 8000 Series 
Steam Generator Iron

   124,000 -M- or €449

More Philips household helpers  
can be found at worldshop.eu

Removes up to 99.9% of  
allergens, fine dust and viruses  
from the air*

Safe, simple and fast thanks to Safe, simple and fast thanks to 
the OptimalTEMP technologythe OptimalTEMP technology

 8 |  Hailo TP1 Staircase Platform
   28,000 -M- or €99

 7 |  Günzburger Steigtechnik  
Stepladder 

   63,000 -M- or €229

Have you got higher goals? More ladders from  
Günzburger Steigtechnik can be found at 
worldshop.eu
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Made and self-made Made and self-made 
in Germanyin Germany
Local, regional, great! This motto reflects the fact that our focus is becoming  Local, regional, great! This motto reflects the fact that our focus is becoming  
increasingly local and we are even starting to do a lot of things ourselves. increasingly local and we are even starting to do a lot of things ourselves. 
And why not? Short distances and DIY solutions are not only more sustainable  And why not? Short distances and DIY solutions are not only more sustainable  
but can also be a lot of fun. After all, what is nicer than being surprised by  but can also be a lot of fun. After all, what is nicer than being surprised by  
what lies on our doorstep?what lies on our doorstep?

The time has 
come!
The shortest route is often 
also the most delicious 
one, as regional ingredients 
on the menu mean that,  
as the seasons change, we 
can enjoy seasonal high-
lights exactly when they 
taste their best. 

Lo-cal co-lour
Adjective and noun, in German  
noun only

According to Duden, the “special  
atmosphere of a town or landscape; 
local flair [captured in a work of art, 
a description etc.].

Lo-kal-ko-lo-rit
German noun

According to the German language 
dictionary Duden, the “special 
 atmo sphere of a town or landscape; 
local flair [captured in a work of  
art, a description etc.].”

 Brainstream BeepEgg®  
Egg Timer, Hesse
6,000 -M- or €19 
Item no.: 1759440 

 FRAnKFURteR BRett® MONO 
Chopping Board, Oak
121,000 -M- or €437
Item no.: 1760917 

The regional Brainstream BeepEggs®, 
FRANKFURTER BRETT® and many 
more products to inspire you to start 
doing things yourself can be found at 
worldshop.eu/localism

1. 2. 3.

our top 3 regional unusual culinary treats

Some foods are not just a treat for the eyes but also 
for the ears. Almost all regions have their own tradi-
tional dishes with wondrous names that are worth 
redis covering and re-tasting! 

1 | north Hessian “nesterhebbes” 
The North Hessian potato dumplings with a meat fill-
ing were allegedly invented to hide the meat from  
lords who were greedy for their taxes on crops and 
livestock. It’s not clear whether the story is actually 
true. But the hearty regional speciality certainly still 
tastes delicious!

2 | Westphalian “Blindhuhn” 
You won’t actually find a blind chicken in this tradi-
tional dish. The only meat you’ll find in this hearty 
stew with beans, apples, pears and all kinds of veg-
etables is smoked bacon.

3 | Franconian “Blaue Zipfel” 
This dish from Franconia and the Upper Palatinate 
is made with Bratwurst that is not actually fried. 
Instead, the “Blaue Zipfel” is cooked in a vinegar stock 
with wine, onions and a variety of spices.

IT SOUNDS STRANGE BUT THAT’S HOW YOU EAT IT!

Where does the best pasta 
come from? From the heart!
So just make it yourself. With or without egg? 
With olive oil? There are so many recipes. And 
it’s worth trying them all. Our tip: your pasta 
 creation will be particularly “homelike” if you also 
grind your own flour from local grains.

Where does my egg come from?
In the EU, the compulsory codes on the shell of our  
breakfast egg tell us at a glance where it was laid.

1.      Farming method 

0 : Organic 
 1 : Free range 
2 : Barn  
3 : Cage

2.      Country of origin 

The country code is shown 
here, for example “DE” for 
Germany

      Registration number 

In Germany, the first two digits of this identifier indicate  
the federal state. 01: Schleswig-Holstein, 02: Hamburg,  
03: Lower Saxony, 04: Bremen, 05: North Rhine-Westphalia, 
06: Hesse, 07: Rhineland-Palatinate, 08: Baden-Wuerttem-
berg, 09: Bavaria, 10: Saarland, 11: Berlin, 12: Brandenburg,  
13: Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, 14: Saxony, 15: Saxony- 
Anhalt, 16: Thuringia

3.

 mockmill 100  
Grain Mill
55,000 -M- or €199 
Item no.: 1759400 

Basic recipe  
125 g plain flour (type 405) 
125 g semolina 
1 egg 
A bit of water

Tip
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Did you know that the designation “Made in Germany” has  
a date of birth? It’s 23rd August 1887. On this date, the British 
“Merchandise Marks Act” was enacted and stipulated that 
 products from Germany had to be labelled as “made in Germany”. 
What was originally intended as a warning against counterfeit 
British products quickly became a globally recognised promise 
of quality. That’s how things can happen.

Made in Germany 
Since 1887

 HAZet   
Tool Case Set, 79-pcs. 
96,000 -M- or €349 
Item no.: 1759877 

 Properly 
filed!
The hole punch, the handy punching tool 
with the unmistakeable “clack” sound that 
has been a feature of daily life in offices 
around the world for decades, is a German 
patent from 1886. That’s not really a big 
surprise, is it?

CLICK
CLACK

Tool Sharing 
From the jigsaw to the knife sharpener – 
we all have so many tools on our base-
ment shelves and in our storage rooms 
that we barely use. Don’t you think that’s 
a shame? So here’s our tip: join up with 
your neighbours and create your own 
small “who has what network”! You can 
achieve a lot more together than alone.

The HAZET tool case set and  
a great many more product highlights 
Made in Germany can be found at 
worldshop.eu/localism

Tip
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 “Warum in die Ferne 
schweifen, wenn das 
Gute liegt so nah?”*
Everyone in Germany knows this quote 
from Goethe. But very few know this is not 
actually the original version. The original 
text written by that most German of bards is: 

Willst du immer weiter schweifen? 
Sieh, das Gute liegt so nah. 
Lerne nur das Glück ergreifen, 
Denn das Glück ist immer da.** 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832),   
Erinnerung
*  Why look so far afield when the good is so close by?
**   Do you wish to roam farther and farther? / See, the good lies 

so near. / Just learn to embrace happiness, / For happiness 
is always there.

 montblanc Meisterstück 
Platinum Line Ballpoint Pen
Page 124

 Leica Q2 Camera
Page 82

Photo safari on your doorstep
Try seeing your region through the eyes of a tourist 
and visit the local sights. You’ll soon realise how 
many exciting things are just around the corner!

For example, what about a small “LiteraTour” to 
Goethe’s summer house in Weimar? Or a weekend 
trip to Frankfurt to see Germany’s most impressive 
skyline? Find out what else the Main metropolis 
has to offer in our “Pulsating Frankfurt” travel tip 
on pages 140–141.

The local hero that we all know.  
Or do we?
Johannes Gutenberg revolutionised printing with his  
movable type. Which makes it even more astonishing  
how little we actually know about the man who trans-
formed knowledge itself into an accessible tool for the 
masses. For example, nobody knows what he actually 
looked like, as the first fictitious portrait of him was 
 created around 100 years after his death.

By the way, you can discover how  
sustainable modern printing companies 
work today on page 139.
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More innovative furniture items from Tojo  
can be found at worldshop.eu

The cabling for your Eos lampshade and many more 
table and floor lamps from UMAGE can be found at 
worldshop.eu

  11 | |  UmAGe  UmAGe Asteria Table  Asteria Table 
LampLamp

      83,000 -M-83,000 -M- or  or €299€299

   

 1 |  Dimmable design light with integrated USB charging port. 13 W LED lamp with warm white light (3,000 K / 600 lm).  
Anthracite Item no.: 1760952 | Pearl White Item no.: 1760953 

 2 |  Unusual lampshade with real goose feathers, compatible with E27 fittings, suspension and feet. Item no.: 1760954  
 3 |  Pendant lamp with three 6 W LEDs, warm white light (3,000 K / 3 x 220 lm), cable length can be individually adjusted. Item no.: 1760930
 4 |  Stable seat in a puristic design. Can be used as a stool, table or shelf. 70 x 40 x 30 cm.  

Natural Item no.: 1760921 | White Item no.: 1760922
 5 |  Innovative clothes stand in an unconventional look. Interlocking construction without any screws or fittings. Height: 116 cm. 

Anthracite Item no.: 1760920 | White Item no.: 1760919

  Models 1 and 3 | LEDs in the lamp cannot be replaced. 
  Model 2 | The manufacturer only recommends the use of LED light sources with a maximum 15 W output. Light source not included in delivery.

 2 |  UmAGe Eos medium  
Lampshade

   33,000 -M- or €119

 5 |  tojo-dienerle  
Clothes Stand

   30,000 -M- or €109

   

  44 | |  tojo  tojo-sit -sit 
Stool and Side TableStool and Side Table

   Natural    Natural 44,000 -M-44,000 -M- or  or €159€159
   White    White 50,000 -M-50,000 -M- or  or €179€179

   

 3 |  UmAGe Chimes Cluster 
3-LED Pendant Lamp

   54,725 -M- or €199
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Three levels of 
brightness

Incl. protective  
case

Incl. protective caseIncl. protective case

 6 |  Directional arm with spring balance system, adjustable head, incl. light source. Height: 73 cm, base (ø): 17 cm. Item no.: 1731928
 7 |  Cable-free LED lamp with warm white light, for indoors and outdoors, 3.7 V battery, lighting duration up to 40 hrs. Height: 26 cm. Item no.: 1760610
 8 |  Comfortable outdoor sun lounger made of weatherproof material, cushion filled with environmentally neutral EPS beads. 80 x 80 x 150 cm.  

Item no.: 1760746
 9 |  Comfortable outdoor lounger made of weatherproof material, cushion filled with environmentally neutral EPS beads. 116 x 50 x 180 cm.  

Item no.: 1760744

  Model 7 | LEDs in the lamp cannot be replaced. 

More cosy outdoor furniture from blomus 
can be found at worldshop.eu

  99 | |  blomus  blomus STAY   STAY  
BedBed

      193,000 -M-193,000 -M- or  or €699€699  

  88 | |  blomus  blomus Lounger L  Lounger L 
      138,000 -M-138,000 -M- or  or €499€499  

 6 |  Artemide Tolomeo Micro Table  
Lamp

   55,000 -M- or €199
 7 |  Stelton Elton  

LED Lamp
   55,000 -M- or €199
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Take your living room  
outside with you

 2 |  fatboy® Edison the Giant
   138,000 -M- or €499

   
   

 1 |  High-quality outdoor hammock made from water-repellent and UV-resistant outdoor material with a metal frame, 270 x 110 x 138 cm. 
Ocean Blue Item no.: 1760630 | Thunder Grey Item no.: 1760632 | Mist Item no.: 1760631 | Steel Blue Item no.: 1760633 

 2 |  Impressive LED floor lamp, app control, three light settings, change in colour temperature, suitable for indoors and outdoors,  
height approx. 182 cm. Anthracite Item no.: 1754918 | Light Grey Item no.: 1754917

 Model 1  | Expected to be available from the end of March 2021. The pictured cushion is not included in delivery.
 Model 2 | LEDs in the lamp cannot be replaced. 

 1 |  fatboy® Headdemock Superb 
Hammock

   151,000 -M- or €549
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The small highlights  
with a big impact 
These little products from the fatboy® Edison series allow you  
to create the perfect lighting mood indoors and out. The warm LED 
light with 3,000 K can be adjusted to three levels depending on  
the occasion.

 3 |  Set of 3 mini LED battery-operated lamps, three light levels, magnetic snap connector for charging, runtime up to 24 hrs., suitable for 
indoors and outdoors, height approx. 15 cm. Item no.: 1759417

 4 |  Cult LED battery-operated lamp, infinitely adjustable brightness control, memory function, runtime up to 24 hrs., suitable for indoors and 
outdoors, height approx. 25 cm. Item no.: 1741596

 5 |  Beanbag made from water and dirt-repellent material, pleasant feel, 140 x 180 cm, outer cover can be washed at 30 °C. 
Grey Item no.: 1758660 | Mineral Blue Item no.: 1758661 | Red Item no.: 1750029

 6 |  Modern LED battery-operated lamp, three light settings, runtime up to 24 hrs., suitable for indoors and outdoors, ø approx. 20 cm.  
Blue Item no.: 1760634 | Taupe Item no.: 1752768 | Red Item no.: 1752769 

 Models 3, 4 and 6 | LEDs in the lamp cannot be replaced. 

 4 |  fatboy® Edison the Petit
   18,000 -M- or €65

 3 |  fatboy® Edison the Mini, Set of 3
   39,000 -M- or €139

 6 |  fatboy® Bolleke  
Hanging Light

   22,000 -M- or €79

   

 5 |  fatboy® Original Outdoor  
Beanbag

   72,000 -M- or €259
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Delicious vegetables from  
your own balcony
Many delicious kitchen classics can also thrive on your 
balcony. At least if you choose the right location. For 
 example, beans, chilis, cucumbers, peppers and toma-
toes feel particularly at home on south-facing balconies, 
as they love a lot of sun. On the other hand, wild garlic and 
lettuce prefer a bit more shade. Low growing plants 
such as bush tomatoes or radishes are suitable for windy 
balconies.

 1 |  For vegetables, herbs and edible flowers on balconies and terraces. With water tank. Soil capacity: 34 l, 128 x 61 x 32 cm. Item no.: 1758706
 2 |  100% larch wood, clever connecting system. Soil capacity: 100 l, 100 x 75 x 60 cm. Item no.: 1756607
 3 |  Stylish metal raised bed incl. trellis and with integrated water reservoir. Soil capacity: 34 l, 161 x 62 x 33 cm. Item no.: 1760558
 4 |  Decorative design, for indoor or outdoor use, rustproof, easy to set up. Soil capacity: 66 l, 100 x 80 x 30 cm. Item no.: 1756606

 4 |  Bio Green Freising-XL  
Metal Raised Bed

   28,000 -M- or €99

 3 |  Bio Green CityJungle  
“Heidelberg” Raised Bed

   41,000 -M- or €149

 2 |  Bio Green Organic Raised Bed
   47,000 -M- or €169

   

 1 |  Bio Green CityJungle  
with Trellis

   25,000 -M- or €89

   

Incl. 17 l 
water tank

Tip
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 5 |  Electrical heat source for the terrace/balcony, heats up in just five seconds, three heat levels, output: 1,500 W. Item no.: 1756535
 6 |  Stylish wood burner for the garden made from weather-resistant corten steel. 37.5 x 125 x 42.8 cm, 48 kg. Item no.: 1760685
 7 |  TURBO ZONE™ for searing food, HEAT RANGE™ for cooking on a low or high flame, SWITCH GRID cast iron grate. Item no.: 1760692
 8 |  Solid aluminium pole. Axially pivotable on both sides, rotatable up to 360°, can be set at an angle in seven positions, SPF: 50+. 350 x 260 cm. 

Light Grey Item no.: 1760650 | Natural Item no.: 1760649 | Anthracite Item no.: 1760651 
 9 |  Aluminium pole with crank handle and automatic tilt function. Fixing wheel can be used to adjust the height by approx. 30 cm, UV protection: 80. 

300 x 200 cm. Natural Item no.: 1760652 | Anthracite Item no.: 1760653 | Bordeaux Item no.: 1760654 

 Model 8 | Delivered without slabs/base. Granite slab with wheels (ITEM NO.: 1760648) plus adapter (ITEM NO.: 1760655) can be found at worldshop.eu

 8 |  doppler ACTIVE II 
Cantilever Umbrella

   138,000 -M- or €499

   

 9 |  doppler EXPERT Auto Tilt 
Central Pole Umbrella

   63,000 -M- or €229

   

 7 |  enders Monroe Pro 3 SIK Turbo 
Gas Barbecue

   165,000 -M- or €599

   

 6 |  eva solo Fireplace 
Wood Burner

   220,000 -M- or €799

   

More doppler umbrellas and bases  
can be found at worldshop.eu

  55 | |  eva solo  eva solo HeatUp   HeatUp  
Terrace HeaterTerrace Heater

      137,000 -M-137,000 -M- or  or €495€495

With practical  
axial pivoting 

Grill your steaks exactly  
how you like them with  
TURBO ZONE™
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 1 |  GS4 high-performance barbecue system: electronic ignition, four powerful burners, Flavorizer Bars®. Item no.: 1756825
 2 |  GS4 high-performance barbecue system: sear station, electronic ignition system, three stainless steel burners, grease management system. 

Item no.: 1758643
 3 |  Crossover ignition system, stainless steel GBS grate, three stainless steel burners, recessed side cooker. Item no.: 1758642
 4 |  Intelligent two zone grilling system, precise temperature regulation, LED digital display, output: 2,200 W. Item no.: 1754310

 4 |  Weber® PULSE 2000  
Electric Barbecue with Cart

   275,000 -M- or €999

 3 |  Weber® Spirit EP-335  
Premium Gas Barbecue

   275,000 -M- or €999

   

 2 |  Weber® Genesis® II E-330 GBS  
Gas Barbecue

   344,000 -M- or €1,249

 1 |  Weber® Summit® E-470 GBS  
Gas Barbecue 

   769,000 -M- or €2,799
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 5 |  Electronic crossover ignition system, GBS cast iron grill grate, Flavorizer Bars®. Width: 121 cm. Item no.: 1760702
 6 |  Electronic crossover ignition system, GBS cast iron grill grate, Flavorizer Bars®. Width: 126 cm. Item no.: 1760703
 7 |  Electronic ignition system, GBS sear station, Flavorizer Bars®, double-walled lid, incl. Weber® Connect. Item no.: 1760704
 8 |  Compact portable solution with gas cartridge: 2-part grate made of porcelain-enamelled cast iron, infinitely adjustable. Item no.: 1758644

More barbecues and practical accessories 
from Weber® can be found at worldshop.eu

 8 |  Weber® Q 1200  
Gas Barbecue

   83,000 -M- or €299

   

 7 |  Weber® Genesis® II EX-335 GBS  
Gas Barbecue

   517,000 -M- or €1,879

   

 6 |  Weber® Spirit E-315 GBS  
Gas Barbecue

   215,000 -M- or €779

   

 5 |  Weber® Spirit E-215 GBS  
Gas Barbecue

   173,000 -M- or €628
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 1 |  Watering times can be controlled and saved remotely (up to 10 m) via the GARDENA Bluetooth® app. Item no.: 1760667
 2 |  For up to 36 pot plants. Daily watering for one minute, various distributors for different water amounts. Item no.: 1760672
 3 |  Tangle-free winding and unwinding, GARDENA quality hose (15 m, 11 mm), connecting hose, system parts and nozzle. Item no.: 1760670
 4 |  GARDENA smart SILENO city robotic lawnmower with smart Water Control, smart Gateway and smart Sensor. Item no.: 1760671
 5 |  Quietly and efficiently masters even narrow passages and inclines up to 35%, suitable for lawn areas up to 250 sqm. Item no.: 1754347

 1 |  GARDenA  
Bluetooth® Water Control

   19,000 -M- or €69

   

 3 |  GARDenA RollUp S  
Wall-Mounted Hose Box

   28,000 -M- or €99

   

 4 |  GARDenA smart system   
Robotic Mower Starter Set

   303,000 -M- or €1,099

   

 5 |  GARDenA SILENO City 250 
Robotic Mower

   176,000 -M- or €639

   

 2 |  GARDenA city gardening  
Holiday Watering

   33,000 -M- or €119

   

 Smart acces-
sories for ideal 
maintenance 
and irrigation
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 6 |  Ideal for mobile cleaning around your house and garden. Three cleaning levels (9, 14, 24 bar), suction hose (5 m) with filter. Item no.: 1760668
 7 |  Nesting and hibernation aid for native insects, four different habitats. Frost-proof, can be used all year round, incl. handle. Item no.: 1760676
 8 |  Atmospheric outdoor light, for 350 ml lamp oil, burning time: at least 6 hrs. Frost-proof, with bell-shaped extinguisher, incl. handle. Item no.: 1760675

Small tips and  
tricks for even 
more life in your  
green oasis

The ClickUp! Bird Feeder and 
more GARDENA products for 
your garden can be found at 
worldshop.eu

 6 |  GARDenA AquaClean 24/18 V Premium 
Battery Medium-Pressure Washer

   55,000 -M- or €199

 7 |  GARDenA ClickUp!  
Insect Hotel incl. Handle

   17,000 -M- or €59

   

 8 |  GARDenA ClickUp!  
Torch Fireplace incl. Handle

   15,000 -M- or €54

   

 Can be used without a water 
connection or power source



 1 |  High-performance for all applications up to 10.3 bar, real-time measurement, auto-stop function, lithium-ion battery (3,000 mAh). Item no.: 1760641
 2 |  For lawns up to 500 sqm, intuitive and simple cutting height adjustment, motor performance with 36 V, two  lithium-ion batteries (2,000 mAh). 

Item no.: 1758687
 3 |  Ergonomic design with optimum balance, diamond-ground blades, powerful motor, high cutting performance, lithium-ion battery (2,000 mAh). 

Item no.: 1756569

 3 |  Bosch EasyHedgeCut 18-45 
Cordless Hedge Cutter

   29,000 -M- or €109

 2 |  Bosch Universal Rotak 36-560  
Cordless Lawnmower

   118,000 -M- or €429

 1 |  Bosch EasyPump 
Cordless Pneumatic Pump

   19,000 -M- or €69

With pressure selection  
for precise filling

 Flower of the year 2021: 
 the great burnet
The flower of the year 2021 is at home in the fragrant, colourful wet meadows that 
are used for hay extraction. By honouring the great burnet, the Loki Schmidt 
Foundation wants to raise awareness of the fact that sustainably used grassland 
is an important habitat for many animal and plant species. Such grassland is 
 unfortunately becoming increasingly rare.

More Bosch products  
can be found at worldshop.eu

 8 |  Bosch ZAMO 
Laser Distance Gauge Set

   25,000 -M- or  €89 

 5 |  Bosch Promoline All-in-One  
Tool Kit Case

   16,000 -M- or €55 

 4 |  Intuitive features, LED drill direction display, mode selection with automatic gear change, two lithium-ion batteries (2,500 mAh). Item no.: 1760645
 5 |  111-pcs. set of accessories/tools for various tasks, handy format, storage box, lithium-ion battery (2,000 mAh). Item no.: 1755345
 6 |  Extra-strong quality cutting line for high trimming performance, powerful motor, trimming diameter: 23 cm. Item no.: 1756568
 7 |  Handy, ergonomic, easy to use and always ready, various attachments, lithium-ion battery (2,000 mAh). Item no.: 1760646
 8 |  Fast measuring time, for distances from 0.15 m–20 m and surface areas, accuracy ± 3.0 mm/m, incl. tape, wheel and line adapters. Item no.: 1756563

 6 |  Bosch EasyGrassCut 18-230  
Cordless Lawn Trimmer

   33,000 -M- or €119 

 4 |  Bosch AdvancedDrill 18  
Cordless Two-Speed Drill/Driver

   61,000 -M- or €219 

 7 |  Bosch EasyCut&Grind  
Cordless Cutter and  
Grinder

   28,000 -M- or €99 

With adapters for measuring  
distances, circumferences and 
aligning objects
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 1 |  All-in-one: removes dry and moist everyday dirt in one step, 4-roller technology, 45 mins. battery runtime. Item no.: 1760556
 2 |  Pressure washer with Bluetooth®, app, Boost Mode, Smart Control pistol, hose drum. Incl. Home Kit. Item no.: 1760555
 3 |  Rotating brush rollers, two water jets, ergonomic for less back strain, adjustable water supply (max. pressure: 10 bar). Item no.: 1757022
 4 | Power Control pistol and lances with Quick Connect, hose drum, application consultant via Garden App. Incl. Home Kit. Item no.: 1760554

 2 |  Kärcher K 7 Premium  
Smart Control Home 

   182,000 -M- or €659

 3 |  Kärcher PCL 4  
Patio Cleaner 

   55,000 -M- or €199
 4 |  Kärcher K 4 Premium Power Control Home  

Pressure Washer 
   99,000 -M- or €359

 1 |  Kärcher FC 7  
Hard Floor Cleaner 

   127,000 -M- or €459

For almost  
every kind of 
everyday dirt

With  
3-in-1 multi-jet lance
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 8 |  wolfcraft VLC 1000 
Vinyl and Laminate Cutter

   41,000 -M- or €149

 5 |  64-pcs. professional tool set, hard-wearing micro leather, clear layout, for screwing and repair work. Item no.: 1760680
 6 |  High-performance spray system, 4-in-1 multi-function nozzle, spray attachment, lance, hoses, foam set, 36 V battery, 5 to 46 bar. Item no.: 1760678 
 7 |  Seven drawers, ergonomic working thanks to an optimised working height of 104 cm, 78 x 104 x 50 cm, 74.1 kg, Made in Germany. Item no.: 1754332
 8 |  Professional cutter for board thicknesses up to 14 mm, triple power transmission through gear drives, with returning mechanism. Item no.: 1760683

 7 |  HAZet Workshop Trolley  
incl. 130-pcs. Professional Tool Kit

   275,000 -M- or €999

 5 |  HAZet  
Premium Tool Bag

   99,000 -M- or €359

 6 |  GLoRIA MultiJet 36 V  
Pressure Washer Set

   94,000 -M- or €339

EXCLUSIVELY WITH EXCLUSIVELY WITH 
FREE FOAM SETFREE FOAM SET

 Foam nozzle 
suitable for 
car cleaning

With  
3-in-1 multi-jet lance
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  33 | |  CASO  CASO WineExclusive 38 Smart   WineExclusive 38 Smart  
Wine CoolerWine Cooler

     220,000 -M-220,000 -M- or  or €799€799

4 |  Haier Wine Cooler 
HWS77GDAU1

   220,000 -M- or €799

 1 |  Dark fruit, red wine made from the grape varieties Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, St. Laurent and Cabernet Dorsa. Item nO.: 1761010
 2 |  Dry red wine, 70% Shiraz, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, aged for 14 months in oak barrels, ruby red, opulently fragrant. Item nO.: 1740070
 3 |  For up to 38 bottles, two cooling zones (5–20 °C), glass with UV filter protection, smooth running compressor. 40 x 106.5 x 67 cm. Item nO.: 1760830
 4 |  For up to 77 bottles, two temperature zones (5–20 °C), anti-vibration system, UV protection, controllable via app. 49.7 x 127 x 58.5 cm. Item nO.: 1760552

  Model 3 | Bottles pictured are not included in delivery. Energy efficiency class (A to G): G. More information can be found at worldshop.eu
  Model 4 | This device is designed only for storing wine. Energy efficiency class (A to G): G. More information can be found at worldshop.eu

More wine coolers can be 
found at worldshop.eu

 C Controllable via appontrollable via app

 1 |  markus Schneider Black Print 2018, 
14.0% ABV, Germany

    6 bottles à 0.75 l, 
litre price €19.78

   25,000 -M- or  €89   22 | |  Penfolds  Penfolds Koonunga Hill   Koonunga Hill  
Shiraz 2018, 13.5% ABV,  Shiraz 2018, 13.5% ABV,  
AustraliaAustralia

    6 bottles à 0.75 l,     6 bottles à 0.75 l, 
litre price €14.44litre price €14.44

      19,000 -M-19,000 -M- or  or €65€65

 All-glass door  
incl. UV filter  
protection 
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 1 |  Skin Gin Reptile Brown, 
42.0% ABV, Germany

    One bottle à 0.5 l, 
litre price €78

   11,000 -M- or €39

 2 |  Ron Zacapa  
Centenario XO Rum,  
40.0% ABV, Guatemala

    One bottle à 0.7 l, 
litre price €141.43

   28,000 -M- or €99

 4 |  macallan Quest 
Single Malt Whisky,  
40.0% ABV, Scotland

    One bottle à 1.0 l, 
litre price €59

   17,000 -M- or €59

3 |  Hibiki Harmony  
Master’s Select Whisky,  
43.0% ABV, Japan

    One bottle à 0.7 l, 
litre price €184.29

   37,000 -M- or €129

 1 |  Hand-crafted blend. Essences of juniper, mint, lime, lemon, grapefruit, orange and coriander. Item nO.: 1761002
 2 |  Balanced combination of sweetness, spiciness and fruity aromas. Consists of 6 to 25 year old rums. Item nO.: 1750695
 3 |  Blended from malt and grain whiskies from the Suntory distillery, slightly bitter with a long-lasting sweet finish. Item nO.: 1751753
 4 |  Speyside whisky, clear, delicate, soft, slight sweetness, citric freshness, floral vanilla, light oak aroma. Item nO.: 1756739
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 6 |  Siegfried  
Rheinland Dry Gin, 
41.0% ABV, Germany

    One bottle à 0.5 l, 
litre price €58

   9,000 -M- or €29

 5 |  Non-alcoholic alternative for gin lovers, distilled from 18 botanicals, natural aromas, sugar-free. Item nO.: 1760420 
6 |  Classic gin, mature, delicate composition from 18 botanicals, no artificial aromas or additives. Item nO.: 1760419

Ever tried an alcohol-free  
Gin Fizz?
Gin Fizz is a refreshing gin classic and a non-alcoholic  
indulgence. Only four ingredients in a glass provide a  
delicious sparkling drink.

Instructions

Squeeze the lemon. Add the Wonderleaf gin, lemon juice, 
sugar syrup and a few ice cubes to the cocktail shaker. Shake 
well to generate some froth. Then strain into a glass filled  
with ice cubes and top up with sparkling water. You can also 
add a slice of lemon to the non-alcoholic Gin Fizz or garnish  
it with lemon zest.

Ingredients

5 cl Siegfried  
Wonderleaf Gin 
3 cl lemon juice 
1–2 cl sugar syrup 
8–10 cl sparkling 
water

The classic way to drink a Gin 
Fizz is with dry gin, such as the 
Siegfried Rheinland Dry Gin. 
Why not just try both variants?

 5 |  Siegfried  
Wonderleaf Non-Alcoholic 
Gin, Germany

    One bottle à 0.5 l, 
litre price €38

   6,000 -M- or €19



 1 |  Robert Weil Up in the Air 2018, 
12.0% ABV, Germany

    6 bottles à 0.75 l,   
litre price €17.56

   23,000 -M- or €79

 1 |  Special Riesling cuvée from the Rheingau region, quality white wine (QbA), dry. Item nO.: 1761005
2 |  Classic dry Sauvignon Blanc, white grapes from the Palatinate. Aromas of juniper, cassis and gooseberry. Item nO.: 1751739
 3 |  Exclusive Lufthansa version, minimalist design, aluminium, cognac-coloured leather details. 30.1 x 103 x 40.4 cm. Item nO.: 1761101

Up in the AirUp in the Air
The Robert Weil Riesling “Up in the Air”  The Robert Weil Riesling “Up in the Air”  
is a special cuvée in commemoration  is a special cuvée in commemoration  
of the first trip around the world by the of the first trip around the world by the 
famous LZ 127 “Graf Zeppelin” airship famous LZ 127 “Graf Zeppelin” airship 
in 1929. Because this airship was carrying in 1929. Because this airship was carrying 
wine from the cellars of the Dr. Robert wine from the cellars of the Dr. Robert 
Weil winery.Weil winery.

 2 |  Bassermann-Jordan
Pionier Sauvignon Blanc 2019, 
12.5% ABV, Germany

    6 bottles à 0.75 l,  
litre price €15.33

   20,000 -M- or €69

Airline Flair
Beautiful things that provide great pleasure at home:  
the Lufthansa bordbar voyager is the perfect designer 
piece for the widely travelled and can be used both as a 
cabinet and a mini bar.

 3 |  Lufthansa bordbar voyager
   442,000 -M- or €1,699
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 6 |  Riedel Winewings Glasses
   Cabernet Sauvignon 8,000 -M- or €26
   Pinot Noir 8,000 -M- or €26
   Riesling 8,000 -M- or €26
   Champagne 8,000 -M- or €26

 4 |  Exciting collection of red wines from South Africa, France, Spain, Portugal and Italy. Item nO.: 1761016
 5 |  Wide Rosé selection from Italy, Austria, France, Germany and Spain, 5 x dry and 1 x sweet. Item nO.: 1761013
6 |  Crystal glass from the grape type-specific Winewings glass range, dishwasher-proof, Made in Germany. 

Cabernet Sauvignon Item nO.: 1760794 | Pinot Noir Item nO.: 1760787 | Riesling Item nO.: 1760788 | Champagne Item nO.: 1760789

 5 |  the World is Pink XII 
9.5–12.5% ABV

   6 bottles à 0.75 l,  
   litre price €10.89 
   14,000 -M- or €49

 4 |  A trip Around the 
World Red IX  
13.0–14.5% ABV

    6 bottles à 0.75 l,  
litre price €13.11

   17,000 -M- or €59

these red wines are ideal for cooling:

– Young vintages 
– Light and fruity on the palate with aromas of    
 plums, cherries and berries, for example 
– Varietals with soft tannins – e.g. Merlot,   
 Pinot Noir and Grenache  
– Aged in steel tanks rather than oak barrels 
– Alcohol content below 13.5% ABV

Red wine – delicious  
also when served cold
As the temperatures rise, many wine lovers tend 
to go more for white wine and Rosé. And yet,  
a “red” cooled to between 12 and 14 °C can also 
provide great enjoyment in a glass. Provided 
you choose the right one.
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 2 |  ZWIeSeL GLAS Enoteca 
Riesling White Wine Glasses, 
Set of 2

   19,000 -M- or €69

 1 |  ZWIeSeL GLAS Vervino  
Champagne Glasses,  
Set of 2

   7,000 -M- or €23

 1 |  Crystal glass with nucleation point, tall bowl shape, plenty of room for bringing out the bouquet, dishwasher-safe, gift packaging. Item nO.: 1760819
 2 |  Hand-blown crystal glass, concentrates the aromas in a minimum volume, dishwasher-safe, gift packaging. Item nO.: 1760822
3 |  Pure, tart and full-bodied champagne, light fruitiness, seductive aroma and well matured. Item nO.: 1740014
 4 |  White wines from France, Spain, Portugal, Italy and South Africa. Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Grigio, Verdejo and more. Item nO.: 1761015

  Model 1 | For more information about the award visit red-dot.org and ifworlddesignguide.com

3 |  moët & Chandon
Impérial Champagne, 
12.0% ABV, France

    2 bottles à 0.75 l, 
litre price €50.67

   22,000 -M- or €76

 4 |  A trip Around the World White IV  
9.5–13.5% ABV

    6 bottles à 0.75 l,  
litre price €13.11

   17,000 -M- or €59

More ZWIESEL GLAS products 
can be found at worldshop.eu

worldshop.eu
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 1 |  Sennheiser MOMENTUM True Wireless 2  
In-Ear Headphones 

   89,000 -M- or €299

   

 2 |  Sennheiser CX 400BT True Wireless  
In-Ear Headphones 

   59,000 -M- or €199

   

 1 |  Active noise cancelling, touch control, Smart Pause, battery runtime up to 7 hrs. (up to 28 hrs. with fully-charged charging case). 
White Item no.: 1758788 | Black Item no.: 1758787

 2 |   Premium sound – ideal for sound lovers. Dynamic 7 mm driver, intuitive operation, very comfortable to wear. 
Black Item no.: 1760069 | White Item no.: 1760072

 3 |  Tesla high-end drivers, subtle copper details, sound personalisation. Touchpad operation, battery runtime more than 30 hrs. Item no.: 1761084

More beyerdynamic products 
can be found at worldshop.eu

 3 |  beyerdynamic Amiron wireless copper 
Bluetooth® Headphones

   236,000 -M- or €799 

 Wireless 
range up  
to 10 m
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Stylish worlds of sound 
for any room
The high-quality loudspeakers from Sonoro deliver the 
exclusive soundtrack for your home: transform your living 
room into a concert hall with the Meisterstück or discover 
the best sound quality in a sleek design with the Prestige 
music system. The Elite internet radio delivers room-filling 
360° performance in your office and with the Stream  
internet radio you can even enjoy optimised sound in tiled 
rooms when cooking in the kitchen or relaxing in the bath. 

 5 | Sonoro Stream Internet Radio
   79,000 -M- or €269

   

 7 |  Sonoro Meisterstück  
Premium Compact System

   295,000 -M- or €999

   

 4 | Sonoro Prestige Music System
   236,000 -M- or €799

   

 6 |  Sonoro Elite Internet Radio with CD Player 
   133,000 -M- or €449

   

 4 |  Wooden casing (piano finish), 2.1 loudspeaker system (4″ subwoofer), CD, DAB+, internet radio, streaming services, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®.  
Black Item no.: 1759921 | White Item no.: 1759922 | Silver Item no.: 1759923

 5 |  Wood decor casing (splash-proof), 3″ broadband loudspeaker, two passive drivers, bathroom equaliser, waterproof remote control, DAB+,  
internet radio, streaming services, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®. Bog Oak / Silver Item no.: 1759928 | Walnut/Black Item no.: 1759929 | Maple/White Item no.: 1759927

 6 |  Wooden casing (piano finish), 360° loudspeaker technology, CD, DAB+, internet radio, streaming services, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®, alarm function, 
dimmable display. Black Item no.: 1759924 | White Item no.: 1759925 | Silver Item no.: 1759926

 7 |  Wooden casing (piano finish), 2.1 loudspeaker system (five levels, 5″ subwoofer), CD, DAB+, internet radio, streaming services, Wi-Fi,  
bidirectional Bluetooth®. Black Item no.: 1759918 | White Item no.: 1759919 | Silver Item no.: 1759920

 Models 4 to 7 | You may need to pay a subscription to be able to stream titles via a music service.
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 1 |  Tempo model, play music and answer calls, Open Ear Audio™ design, access to Siri® or Google Assistant™. Item no.: 1760332
 2 |  StayHear™ Max ear inserts for secure fit, Bluetooth® 5.1, sweat and weather-resistant as per IPX4, battery runtime up to 5 hrs. 

Triple Black Item no.: 1760335 | Baltic Blue Item no.: 1760336 | Glacier White Item no.: 1760337
3 |  Noise cancelling, access to language assistants, unsurpassed system with four microphones, runtime up to 20 hrs.  

Black Item no.: 1757607 | Silver Item no.: 1757608
 4 |  StayHear™ Max ear inserts, microphone array, Bluetooth® 5.1, sweat and weather-resistant as per IPX4, battery runtime up to 6 hrs. 

Soapstone Item no.: 1760339 | Triple Black Item no.: 1760338

  Models 1, 2 and 4 | Protected against splashes from any direction in accordance with the IPX4 standard.

 4 |  Bose QuietComfort® Earbuds  
Noise-Cancelling In-Ear Headphones

   83,000 -M- or €279 

   

3 | Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 700
   98,000 -M- or €329

   

 2 |  Bose Sport Earbuds  
Wireless In-Ear Headphones

   59,000 -M- or €199

   

 1 |  Bose Frames  
Audio Sport Sunglasses

   83,000 -M- or €279 

With integrated 
loudspeakers in the frames

 5 |  Powerful sound in a stylish design, portable. Voice control, Bluetooth® 5.0, waterproof as per IPX5, runtime up to 16 hrs. 
Night Black Item no.: 1761072 | Silver White Item no.: 1761073

 6 |  Powerful bass, secure fit. Auto-off function, voice control, Bluetooth® 5.0, waterproof as per IPX4, runtime up to 16 hrs. 
Night Black Item no.: 1761076 | Sand White Item no.: 1761077 

 7 |  Powerful bass, on-ear detection, with joystick. Voice control, Bluetooth® 5.0, comfortable padding, runtime up to 30 hrs. 
Night Black Item no.: 1761078 | Sand White Item no.: 1761079

 8 |  High sound quality, auto-play function, voice control, Bluetooth® 5.0, waterproof as per IPX7, runtime up to 25 hrs. 
Night Black Item no.: 1761070 | Moon Grey Item no.: 1761071

  Model 5 | Protected against water jets (nozzle) from any angle in accordance with the IPX5 standard. 
Model 6 | Protected against splashes from any direction in accordance with the IPX4 standard. 
Model 8 | Protected against temporary immersion in water in accordance with the IPX7 standard.

 7 |  teufel SUPREME ON 
Over-Ear Headphones

   44,000 -M- or €149

   

 8 |  teufel AIRY SPORTS  
In-Ear Sport Headphones

   36,000 -M- or €119 

   

 6 |  teufel SUPREME IN 
In-Ear Headphones

   36,000 -M- or €119 

   

 5 |  teufel MOTIV GO 
Stereo Loudspeaker

   74,000 -M- or €249 
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 3 | technics SC-C70MK2 compact system
   266,000 -M- or €899

   

From music lovers  
for music lovers 
Whether it’s the sounds of different instruments,  
a stage performance or the powerful voice of your  
favourite singer – the high-end products from  
Technics transform music into a highly emotional  
sound experience.

 2 |  technics SC-C30  
Multiroom Loudspeaker

   177,000 -M- or €599

   

 1 |  Outstanding level of noise cancelling, premium sound quality, high-quality Technics design, 6.5 hrs. battery runtime (19.5 hrs. with charging case). 
Silver Item no.: 1760113 | Black Item no.: 1760112

 2 |  Four integrated speakers, subwoofer, automatic sound adjustment, internet radio, Bluetooth®, Chromecast™, AirPlay® 2. 
Black Item no.: 1757685 | White Item no.: 1757921 

 3 |  Four speakers, subwoofer, automatic sound adjustment, CD, DAB+, internet radio, AirPlay® 2, Chromecast™, Bluetooth®.  
Silver Item no.: 1760150 | Black Item no.: 1760149

 1 |  technics EAH-AZ70W Noise Cancelling 
True Wireless In-Ear Headphones

   83,000 -M- or €279
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 4 |  Mobile smart speaker for great sound both indoors and out, streaming via WLAN and Bluetooth®, voice control. 
White Item no.: 1760142 | Black Item no.: 1758107

 5 |  Powerful smart speaker with integrated voice control, clear and detailed room-filling sound at any volume. 
White Item no.: 1754060 | Black Item no.: 1754061

 6 |  Maximum sound in studio quality, unique acoustic design (three High Excursion woofers, two side tweeters, centre tweeter).  
Black Item no.: 1760144 | White Item no.: 1760143

 7 |  Smart, compact WLAN soundbar for TV, music and more for thrilling, room-filling sound. Voice control. 
Black Item no.: 1755639 | White Item no.: 1755638 

  Models 4, 5 and 7 | Voice control via Google Assistant™ and Amazon Alexa. 
Models 4 to 7 | Actual availability of music and voice services subject to change. A local home network (WLAN) and internet access are required.

More smart Sonos products can be  
found at worldshop.eu/sonos

 7 |  Sonos Beam  
WLAN Smart Soundbar  
with Voice Control

   118,000 -M- or €399

   

 5 |  Sonos One  
WLAN Smart Speaker  
with Voice Control

   68,000 -M- or €229

   

 4 |  Sonos Move  
WLAN & Bluetooth® 
Smart Speaker with Battery

   118,000 -M- or €399

   

 6 |  Sonos Five  
WLAN speaker

   171,000 -M- or €579

   

Sound adapts 
perfectly to  
the surroundings
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 1 |  Powerful JBL Original Pro Sound, with powerbank. Resistant to dust and water as per IP67, PartyBoost, playback up to 20 hrs. 
Black Item no.: 1761057 | Grey Item no.: 1761058 | Blue Item no.: 1761059

 2 |  Multibeam™ technology / Virtual Dolby Atmos® for 3D surround sound, streaming via Chromecast™, AirPlay®, Alexa MRM. Item no.: 1761060
 3 |  Active Noise Cancelling, JBL Signature Sound, language assistant. Frequency range: 16 Hz–20 kHz, playback up to 50 hrs. 

White Item no.: 1761064 | Black Item no.: 1761063
 4 |  Active Noise Cancelling, JBL Signature Sound, language assistant. Frequency range: 16 Hz–20 kHz, playback up to 50 hrs. 

Black Item no.:  1761065 | White Item no.: 1761066

  Model 1  | Dustproof and protected against temporary immersion in water in accordance with the IP67 standard. 
Model 2 | You may need to pay a subscription to be able to stream titles via a music service.

 1 |  JBL Charge 5  
Bluetooth® Speaker

   53,000 -M- or €179 

   

 2 |  JBL Bar 5.0 Soundbar
   118,000 -M- or €399 

 3 |  JBL Live 660 NC  
Over-Ear Headphones

   53,000 -M- or €179 

   

 4 |  JBL Live 460 NC  
On-Ear Headphones

   33,000 -M- or €109
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 5 |  Crystal clear DAB/DAB+/UKW radio sound, LCD scroll display, playback up to 12 hrs., waterproof as per IPX7. 
Black Item no.: 1759747 | White Item no.: 1759748

 6 |  Surround sound, comfortable to wear for long sessions, voice focus boom microphone, game chat balance regulation. Item no.: 1760318
 7 |  Completely wireless, active noise cancelling, JBL Signature Sound. Waterproof as per IPX7, battery runtime up to 28 hrs. 

Black Item no.: 1761061 | White Item no.: 1761062
 8 |  Can be used in a horizontal or vertical position, compact, waterproof as per IPX7, rich JBL sound, playback up to 12 hrs. 

Blue Item no.: 1757593 | Black Item no.: 1757592 | White Item no.: 1757594

  Models 5, 7 and 8 | Protected against temporary immersion in water in accordance with the IPX7 standard.

 7 |  JBL Live Pro + TWS  
In-Ear Headphones

   53,000 -M- or €179

   

 5 |  JBL Tuner 2  
Portable Digital Radio

   30,000 -M- or €99

   

6 |  JBL Quantum 400  
USB Gaming Headset

   27,000 -M- or €89 

 8 |  JBL Flip 5  
Bluetooth® Speaker

   39,000 -M- or €129 
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 1 |  Sony SRS-XB23 
Bluetooth® Speaker

   30,000 -M- or €99 

   

 3 |  Sony WF-1000XM3 Noise Cancelling 
True Wireless In-Ear Headphones

   68,000 -M- or €229

   

 2 |  Sony WH-1000XM4 Wireless  
Noise Cancelling Headphones

   103,000 -M- or €349

 1 |  Powerful sound. Easy-to-handle and compact, with carrying strap, Bluetooth® 5.0, waterproof as per IP67, battery runtime up to 12 hrs.  
Black Item no.: 1761288 | Blue Item no.: 1761289

 2 |  Outstanding sound quality, personalised noise cancelling, Bluetooth® 5.0, adaptation to ambient noise, air pressure optimisation. Item no.: 1760380
 3 |  Noise cancelling with HD processor, voice assistant, intelligent audio functions, Bluetooth® 5.0, runtime up to 24 hrs.  

Black Item no.: 1757574 | Platinum Silver Item no.: 1757572
 4 |  Dolby Atmos®/DTS:X™, built-in subwoofer, Vertical Sound Engine for 3D surround sound, Bluetooth® 5.0, 4K HDR-compatible. Item no.: 1758831

 Model 1 | Protected against dust and temporary immersion in water in accordance with the IP67 standard.

 4 |  Sony HT-X8500 
Dolby Atmos® 2.1 Channel Soundbar

   98,000 -M- or €329

Handsfree  
for making  
phone calls 

Incl. case and 
plug adapter for 
flight 

Incl.  
charging case
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 5 |  QLED 4K, 100% colour volume (Quantum Dot), Adaptive Picture, NFC, Apple AirPlay® 2, incl. feet for free positioning. 
GQ43LS01TAUXZG (43″/108 cm) Item no.: 1761123 | GQ49LS01TAUXZG (49″/123 cm) Item no.: 1761124 |  
GQ55LS01TAUXZG (55″/138 cm) Item no.: 1761125 

 6 |  Richness of detail thanks to Quantum HDR, Dual LED backlighting, Adaptive Picture, Real Game Enhancer+, 100 Hz display.  
GQ55Q70TGTXZG (55″/138 cm) Item no.: 1761126 | GQ65Q70TGTXZG (65″/163 cm) Item no.: 1761127 |  
GQ75Q70TGTXZG (75″/189 cm) Item no.: 1761128

 7 |  Dolby® Digital Plus, Smart Sound, horn speaker with Samsung Acoustic Beam, One Body Design, design: Kvadrat, Alexa, WLAN, Bluetooth®.  
Black Item no.: 1759798 | Grey Item no.: 1759799

  Model 5 | Energy efficiency class (A to G): G. More information can be found at worldshop.eu. More information about the award can be found at ifworlddesignguide.com
 Model 6 |  Energy efficiency class (A to G): G. More information can be found at worldshop.eu

 7 |  Samsung 4.0 Channel Soundbar  
HW-S60T/ZG / HW-S61T/ZG 

   118,000 -M- or €399

   

 6 |  Samsung QLED 4K Q70T TV
   GQ55Q70TGTXZG 295,000 -M- or €999
   GQ65Q70TGTXZG 413,000 -M- or €1,399
   GQ75Q70TGTXZG 590,000 -M- or €1,999

5 | Samsung The Serif TV
   GQ43LS01TAUXZG 295,000 -M- or €999
   GQ49LS01TAUXZG 325,000 -M- or €1,099
   GQ55LS01TAUXZG 384,000 -M- or €1,299

Minimalistic  
360°  
appearance
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Saving energy  
is easy!

Protecting the environment suits everyone: 
simply integrate these small tricks and energy- 
saving tips into your daily routine – and  
you’ll end up with a smaller ecological foot-
print and more money in your wallet.

Bye-bye power guzzlers
Use modern energy-saving light sources such  
as LEDs and replace conventional bulbs.

Preferably not 
 ”topless”
Cooking with a lid on the 
pan saves a lot of energy 
and also cooks many 
things much more quickly.

Laptop beats desktop PC
Laptops consume less energy than desktop 
PCs, as they are designed for mobile use  
with the longest possible runtime – and that 
requires energy-efficient components.

Smart power
Why pay for power when you can also 
get it for free? Charge your smartphone 
while driving your car – the “juice”  
from the car battery costs nothing as
it charges itself.

Clever chilling is cool
A temperature of +5 to +7 degrees is enough 
in the fridge; –18 degrees is sufficient in the 
freezer. Making the temperature colder will not 
extend the shelf life of food, but each addi-
tional degree will increase electricity consump-
tion by around 6%.

CLEVER!

KNOW-HOW :-)

TRICK 17

Economical appliances can be found at 
worldshop.eu
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 4 |  Panasonic SC-DM504 
Compact System

   62,000 -M- or €209

   

 3 |  Panasonic RZ-S500W  
True Wireless Noise Cancelling Headphones

   47,000 -M- or €159

   

 1 |  Panasonic HXW804 Series  
4K Ultra HD HDR LED Smart TV

   TX-40HXW804 207,000 -M- or €699
   TX-50HXW804 248,000 -M- or €839
   TX-58HXW804 269,000 -M- or €909
   TX-65HXW804 325,000 -M- or €1,099

 2 |  Panasonic SC-HTB600  
2.1 Soundbar System

   127,000 -M- or €429

Many more Panasonic products  
can be found at worldshop.eu

 1 |  Superb picture quality, smart operation, Cinema Surround Sound Plus sound system with rich bass and clear speech intelligibility,  
Multi-HDR-Ultimate supports all major HDR formats, Quattro Tuner for flexible reception.  
TX-40HXW804 (40″/100 cm) Item no.: 1760105 | TX-50HXW804 (50″/126 cm) Item no.: 1760104 |  
TX-58HXW804 (58″/146 cm) Item no.: 1760103 | TX-65HXW804 (65″/164 cm) Item no.: 1760102

 2 |  Hollywood-quality surround sound, with wireless subwoofer, 360 W (RMS) output, Dolby Atmos® and DTS:X™ support. Item no.: 1760106
 3 |  Best sound, noise cancelling with interaction mode, up to 19.5 hrs. battery runtime, extremely stable Bluetooth® connection, simple operation. 

White Item no.: 1760136 | Black Item no.: 1760135 
 4 |  Brilliant sound quality, intuitive operation, five favourite buttons, CD, USB, DAB+/UKW, Bluetooth®, TV connection possible (optical input), 

clock/alarm/timer. White Item no.: 1759102 | Black Item no.: 1759101

 Model 1 | Energy efficiency class (A to G): F (50″/65″) / G (40″/58″). More information can be found at worldshop.eu
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 5 |  Samsung Galaxy Z Fold2 5G 
Smartphone

   575,000 -M- or €1,949 

   

 4 |  Samsung Galaxy Note20  
Smartphone

   275,000 -M- or €929  

   

 2 |  Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 
Wi-Fi Tablet 

   207,000 -M- or €699

   

 3 |  Samsung Galaxy Tab S7+ 
Wi-Fi Tablet (not pictured)

   289,000 -M- or €979

   

 1 |  Foldable. Notebook and tablet in one. 5G, 360° QLED touch display, with Intel® Core™i7, incl. S Pen. Runtime up to 20 hrs. Item no.: 1761441
 2 |  LTPS display (11″, 27.81 cm), S Pen, quad speaker system, Octa-Core processor, 8,000 mAh battery, 128 GB, dual main camera.  

Mystic Bronze Item no.: 1760123 | Mystic Black Item no.: 1760121
 3 |  Super AMOLED display (12.4″, 31.50 cm), S Pen, quad speaker system, Octa-Core processor, 10,090 mAh battery, 256 GB, dual main camera. 

Mystic Bronze Item no.: 1760125 | Mystic Black Item no.: 1760124
 4 |  Infinity-O display (6.7″, 16.95 cm) in 20:9 aspect ratio, S Pen remote control and S Pen gestures, 256 GB, triple main camera. 

Mystic Bronze Item no.: 1760127 | Mystic Gray Item no.: 1760126
 5 |  With a foldable display, three compatible apps can be used at the same time, high-end processor with AI technology, 256 GB. 

Mystic Bronze Item no.: 1760402 | Mystic Black Item no.: 1760401

  Models 1 to 8 | More information on 5G/LTE, battery runtime and playback time, storage capacity, display size and water-resistance can be found at worldshop.eu

All the details about the new design  
and technology highlights from Samsung  
can be found at worldshop.eu

360° display – many practical 
set-up options

 1 |  Samsung Galaxy Book Flex2 5G  
Notebook, 512 GB

   575,000 -M- or €1,949
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 6 |  Perfect shape, full Galaxy power. 108 MP camera, 8K video. With Video Snap and Single Take. High-resolution display. 
Phantom Black Item no.: 1761445 | Phantom Silver Item no.: 1761444

 7 |  Rich sound. Intelligent, active noise cancelling. Playback up to 5 hrs., incl. inductively rechargeable charging case. 
Phantom Black Item no.: 1761439 | Phantom Silver Item no.: 1761440 

 8 |  Elegant look, heart rate/fitness/sleep tracking, over 120 workouts, rotating bezel, runtimes: ø: 41 mm up to 43 hrs., ø: 45 mm up to 56 hrs. 
ø: 41 mm, Mystic Bronze Item no.: 1760133 | ø: 41 mm, Mystic Silver Item no.: 1760134
ø: 45 mm, Mystic Black Item no.: 1760131 | ø: 45 mm, Mystic Silver Item no.: 1760132

 6 |  Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G 
Smartphone

   412,000 -M- or €1,399

   

 7 |  Samsung Galaxy Buds Pro 
True Wireless Earbuds

   68,000 -M- or €229

   

 8 |  Samsung Galaxy Watch3 BT  
Smartwatch

   ø: 41 mm 127,000 -M- or €429

   
   ø: 45 mm 136,000 -M- or €459

   

Work. Play. Live.
Discover the Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G, Galaxy Buds Pro  
and Galaxy Watch3 now.
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 1 |  5G chipset (5 nm), Leica 50 MP Ultra Vision camera, professional video camera, 4,400 mAh battery with quick charge function. 
Silver Item no.: 1761118 | Black Item no.: 1761119

 2 |  Intelligent, dynamic active noise cancellation, Quick Attention mode, dual device connectivity, battery runtime up to 7 hrs. 
Ceramic White Item no.: 1761120 | Carbon Black Item no.: 1761121

 3 |  Battery runtime up to 10 days, personal fitness trainer, record progress and data, smart daily assistant. 
Sakura Pink Item no.: 1761115 | Graphite Black Item no.: 1761116

 4 |  Full HD display (10.1″), loudspeakers with Harman Kardon technology, multi-layered TÜV-certified eye protection. Item no.: 1761117

 Model 4 | Further information on certification by TÜV Rheinland can be found at www.tuv.com

 2 |  HUAWeI FreeBuds Pro  
In-Ear Headphones

   53,000 -M- or €179

   

 3 |  HUAWeI Watch Fit Smartwatch
   39,000 -M- or €129 

   

 4 |  HUAWeI MatePad T 10s  
Wi-Fi Tablet, 3 + 64 GB

   65,000 -M- or €219 

 1 |  HUAWeI Mate 40 Pro  
Smartphone

   354,000 -M- or €1,199 

   

The quickest way to the app
HUAWEI Petal Search gives you access to millions of apps. 
Simply use the search field on the start screen and you 
will see the available download options – in the HUAWEI 
AppGallery or the app stores of other providers.

More highlights from HUAWEI can be found at  
worldshop.eu

 Leica triple camera with 
50, 20, 12 MP
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 6 |  Google Chromecast with  
Google TV Streaming Player

   21,000 -M- or €69  

 8 |  Google Nest Audio 
Smart Loudspeaker

   30,000 -M- or €99  

   

 5 |  Powerful sound, music streaming and smart home control via voice command, simple assistance with Google Assistant, ø: 98 mm. 
Chalk Item no.: 1761285 | Carbon Item no.: 1761232

 6 |  4K HDR quality, incl. voice remote with Google Assistant, personalised recommendations, compatible with Android and iOS. Item no.: 1761233
 7 |  For fast, reliable mesh WLAN for up to 210 sqm, WLAN access point with integrated loudspeaker with Google Assistant. Item no.: 1761235
 8 |  Crystal-clear sound and rich bass tones, music streaming and smart home control via voice command, simple assistance with Google Assistant. 

Chalk Item no.: 1761234 | Carbon Item no.: 1761286

 Model 6 | 4K-supported TV with an HDMI connection and a reliable broadband internet connection are required. 
 Model 7 | Modem and an active broadband internet connection are required. 
  Models 5 to 8 | Actual availability of music and voice services subject to change. A local home network (WLAN), internet access, a nearby power socket, a Google account and a compatible 

mobile device are required. You may need to pay a subscription to be able to stream songs, media or films.

 5 |  Google Nest Mini 
Smart Loudspeaker

   18,000 -M- or €59

   

 7 |  Google Nest Wifi Router +  
Wifi access point

   77,000 -M- or €259 

Wifi Router

 Remote control

Wifi access point 
and smart loudspeaker

Streaming Player
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Apple Watch® Series 6
152,000 -M- or €459 

 iPad Air® 10.9 
from 215,000 -M- or €649 

iPhone® 12 Pro
from 380,000 -M- or €1,149 

AirPods Pro®  
with Wireless Charge Case 
83,000 -M- or €279 

The latest Apple products and  
many more can be found at  
worldshop.eu/apple

The future is on your wrist, 
in your ears and in your hands.

Apple Watch® Series 6, AirPods Pro®, iPad Air® 10.9 and iPhone® 12 Pro are a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in US and other countries. Apple is not a participant in or sponsor  
of this promotion. Apple Watch® Series 6 requires iPhone® 6s or later with iOS 14 or later. Apps for iPad Air® 10.9 are available on the App Store. Title availability is subject to change.
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 1 |  Four AI array microphones, 360° speech recognition, echo/noise suppression, for up to eight persons, connection via Bluetooth®, USB, AUX. 
Black Item no.: 1761131 | Grey Item no.: 1761132

 2 |  USB 3.2 GEN 1 interface with USB-C port, high performance through flash memory. Silent and compact design. 
256 GB Item no.: 1761082 | 512 GB Item no.: 1761083 | 1 TB Item no.: 1761081 

 3 |  For indoors and outdoors, extensive choice of colours, wireless (runtime up to 6 hrs.), 90 lm, waterproof as per IP65. ø: 25 cm. Item no.: 1755610
 4 |  Automatically activates sprinkler (seven watering times/day), for all common hose systems and distributors. 1–5 bar. Item no.: 1756592

  Models 3 and 4 | Requirements: iPhone® or iPad® with iOS/iPadOS® 14.2 or later. Automation and remote access: HomePod®, HomePod mini® or Apple TV® (4th generation or later) 
set up as control unit. Smartphone not included in delivery.  
Model 3 | Bulbs and LEDs in the lights cannot be replaced. Protected against dust and low pressure water jets (nozzle) from any angle in accordance with the IP65 standard. 
Model 4 | More information about the award can be found at red-dot.org/de

 4 |  eve Aqua  
Smart Garden Irrigation

   27,000 -M- or €89

  11 | |  emeet  emeet OfficeCore M2   OfficeCore M2  
Conference SpeakerConference Speaker

      59,000 -M-59,000 -M- or  or €199€199    

   

Everything at a glance:  
manual watering control and  
schedules in the app

Both HomeKit®-compatible 
products can be controlled  
with the app, Siri® or buttons. 
No bridge required

Crystal-clear Crystal-clear 
HD audio qualityHD audio quality

 2 |  Verbatim Store ‘n‘ Go Portable External SSD
   256 GB 26,000 -M- or €85
   512 GB 30,000 -M- or €99
   1 TB 47,000 -M- or €159

  33 | |  eve  eve Flare Smart  Flare Smart 
LED LightLED Light

      30,000 -M-30,000 -M- or  or €99€99
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 1 |  Unlimited playing pleasure: at home or on the go, alone or with friends, as a handheld device or on the television.  
Neon Red / Neon Blue Item no.: 1757332 | Grey Item no.: 1757333

 2 |  Black wireless controller for the Nintendo Switch console with vibration feature. Item no.: 1757811

  11 | | nintendo nintendo Switch Console Switch Console
      109,000 -M-109,000 -M- or  or €329€329

   

 2 |  nintendo Switch Pro 
Controller 

   20,000 -M- or €60

More Nintendo games can be 
found at worldshop.eu

teufel Cage Gaming Headset
50,000 -M- or €169
Item no.: 1759737 

 fatboy® Original Slim Velvet  
Beanbag
52,000 -M- or €189 
Dark Blue Item no.: 1757738

JBL Quantum 800 Gaming Headset
47,000 -M- or €159
Item no.: 1759749 

nintendo Switch Games
Animal Crossing 20,000 -M- or €59 Item no.: 1759377

The Legend of Zelda 20,000 -M- or €59 Item no.: 1757814

Perfectly equipped
When it comes to beating the top score, it’s all 
about having the right equipment. So grab your 
controller and a professional headset and make 
yourself comfy on the fatboy® beanbag when you 
start your next game session.

 3 |  Mirrorless camera, CMOS sensor with 24.3 MP, 4K videos, WLAN/Bluetooth®, incl. NIKKOR Z 24–50    mm 1:4–6.3 VR lens. Item no.: 1761421
 4 |  Mirrorless camera, DX sensor with 20.9 MP and optical low-pass filter, 4K videos, incl. NIKKOR Z DX 16–50 mm F3.5–6.3 VR. Item no.: 1758965 
 5 | Lightweight telephoto zoom lens for Nikon Z cameras, with image stabilisation (1:4–6.3 VR). Ideal for travelling. Item no.: 1761419
 6 | Stable and lightweight mirrorless camera. CMOS sensor with 24.5 MP, Dual Expeed, WLAN and Bluetooth®, 14 images per sec. Item no.: 1761420
 Models 3 and 6 | A local home network (WLAN) and internet access are required.

 4 |  nikon Z 50 Camera +  
NIKKOR Z DX 16–50 mm Lens

   236,000 -M- or €799

6 |  nikon Z 6II Camera 
   738,000 -M- or €2,499

 5 |  nikon NIKKOR Z 24–200 mm Lens
   265,000 -M- or €899

 3 |  nikon Z 5 Camera +  
NIKKOR Z 24–50 mm Lens

   439,000 -M- or €1,499

TESTSIEGER

www.test.de
Ausgabe 01/2021

20
FL

10

GUT (1,8)
Im Test:
Systemkameras von 
1.000 bis 2.000 Euro

Zusammen mit einem weiteren 
Gerät eines anderen Herstellers

Produkt:
Nikon Z 5 + 
NIKKOR Z 24-50 mm

TESTSIEGER

www.test.de
Ausgabe 01/2021

20
X

S
98

GUT (1,7)
Im Test:
Systemkameras
bis 1.000 Euro

Produkt:
Nikon Z 50 + 
Z DX 16-50 mm VR
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 4 | Leica Q2 camera 
   1,473,000 -M- or €4,990

 1 |  Powerful, detailed and relaxed sound. 2 x 300 W (4 Ω), comprehensive menu functions. Made in Germany. Item no.: 1761094
 2 |  High-end, Made in Germany. AVM tone arm, incl. Ortofon 2M Blue MM cartridge, white lighting (can be dimmed/switched off). Item no.: 1761093
 3 |  Innovative 4/3 sensor with 17 MP for detailed photos, versatile zoom lens (24 to 75 mm equiv. KB), Wi-Fi.  

Black Item no.: 1759811 | Silver Item no.: 1757618
 4 |  Innovative 47.3 MP full frame sensor, fast ASPH. lens: Summilux 1:1.7/28 mm, fast auto-focus, OLED viewfinder. Item no.: 1759810

 3 |  Leica D-Lux 7 Compact Camera
   340,000 -M- or €1,150

   

Discover more Leica cameras at 
worldshop.eu

 2 |  AVm Rotation R 2.3 Midnight Blue  
Turntable

   1,178,000 -M- or €3,990

 1 |  AVm A 6.2 Master Edition  
Full Amplifier

   1,768,000 -M- or €5,990

DIY:
Make a photo wall or photo album out of your snapshots.  
Or why not create a cookbook with your favourite recipes?

 5 |  Small WLAN camera for detailed photos/videos, 25 x optical zoom, 20 MP, intuitive operation. Display: 7.5 cm (3″). Item no.: 1761069
 6 |  Label, print and stick or gift square photos per app. Lightweight, compact and ideal for on the go.  

Black Item no.: 1759817 | White Item no.: 1759818

  Model 5 | A local home network (WLAN) and internet access are required. 
Model 6 | Pictured smartphone not included in delivery.

 5 |  Canon PowerShot SX620 HS  
Compact Camera

   80,000 -M- or €269

Easy connection to your  
mobile device – for remote 
shooting and saving/sharing  
images

 6 |  Canon SELPHY SQUARE QX10 
Smart Photo Printer

   53,000 -M- or €179

   

Print your smartphone 
photos any time and  
anywhere

Tip
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The sun is smiling –  
smile with it.
Can you hear it? Summer is calling. High time to 
get active outside again. If you’ve got the right 
accessories at hand, there’s nothing to stop you 
being active and enjoying yourself. So go out-
side and have some fun!

More products for outdoor fun 
can be found at worldshop.eu

 Bose Sport Earbuds  
Wireless In-Ear Headphones
Glacier White 59,000 -M- or €199 Item no.: 1760337

Baltic Blue 59,000 -M- or €199 Item no.: 1760336

Triple Black 59,000 -M- or €199 Item no.: 1760335
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 1 | DJI Mini 2 Drone
   136,000 -M- or €459 

 2 | DJI Mini 2 Fly More Combo
   177,000 -M- or €599 

 1 |  Ultra lightweight and foldable. With 4K video, QuickShots and 4 x zoom. Intelligent recording modes, up to 31 mins. of flight time. Item no.:  1761277
 2 |  Comprehensive drone kit with lots of replacement parts and accessories. Item no.: 1761278
 3 |  E-scooter compliant with German Road Traffic regulations, foldable, three driving modes, dual-density tyres (puncture-proof), speed up to 20 km/h. 

E45D (range up to 45 km) Item no.: 1761204 | E25D (range up to 25 km, not pictured) Item no.: 1761203 |  
E22D (range up to 22 km, not pictured) Item no.: 1761202

Available in three  
versions

Puncture-proof tyres

 3 |  Segway Ninebot KickScooter
   E45D 199,000 -M- or €679 
   E25D 148,000 -M- or €499
   E22D 118,000 -M- or €399

 uvex lgl 43 Sunglasses
17,000 -M- or €60 
Blue Havanna Item no.: 1759161 

worldshop.eu

 Sports &   Sports &  
WellnessWellness
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 2 |  Deuter UP Stockholm  
Daypack

   28,000 -M- or €100

   

 1 |  Deuter UP Sydney 
Daypack

   34,000 -M- or €120

   

 3 |  Deuter Compact EXP 14  
Bike Backpack

   28,000 -M- or €100 

   

 4 |  Deuter Compact EXP 12 SL  
Bike Backpack

   28,000 -M- or €100 

   

More colours and sizes can be 
found at worldshop.eu

 5 |  Deuter Aviant Duffel Pro Movo 60  
Rolling Travel Bag

   62,000 -M- or €220 

   

 1 |  Made from recycled materials, front pocket with two compartments, 15′′ laptop compartment, magnetic closure. Volume: 22 l. 
Clay-Turmeric Item no.: 1761143 | Sand-Bone Item no.: 1761142 | Black Item no.: 1761144

 2 |  Made from recycled materials, large front pocket, padded 15′′ laptop compartment, inside pocket for valuables. Volume: 22 l. 
Teal-Sage Item no.: 1761145 | Black Item no.: 1761146 | Stone-Pepper Item no.: 1761147

 3 |  Airstripes back system, removable rain cover, volume can be expanded by five litres. Volume: 14 l / 19 l. 
Graphite-Black Item no.: 1761152 | Teal-Sand Item no.: 1761153

 4 |  Airstripes back system, removable rain cover, volume can be expanded by five litres. Volume: 12 l / 17 l.  
Sienna-Redwood Item no.: 1761150 | Graphite-Black Item no.: 1761151

 5 |  Can be used as a trolley or backpack, shoulder straps and height-adjustable handle can be stowed away, water-repellent. Volume: 60 l. 
Arctic-Graphite Item no.: 1761148 | Black Item no.: 1761140 | Clay-Coffee Item no.: 1761141
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 6 |  Robust, slim-line design. 4K videos / 12 MP photos, HyperSmooth 2.0 and three stabilisation levels, bit rate 100 Mbit/s. Item no.: 1761197
 7 |  23.6 MP sensor for 5K videos / 20 MP photos, HyperSmooth 3.0 video stabilisation, horizontal alignment (up to 45% tilt). Item no.: 1761186
 8 |  Three cameras in one, 270° panorama shots without panning, 360° stereo sound, Max HyperSmooth. Item no.: 1761198
 9 |  Selfie stick made from aluminium, extension up to 97 cm, shortening to 38 cm, built-in ball joint, premium handle. Item no.: 1761201
  10 |  Compact travel kit comprising a versatile mini extension pole (up to 22.7 cm), tripod and magnetic rotary clip. Item no.: 1761199
  11 |  Adventure kit consisting of three loops: floating hand grip (water), head strap and QuickClip (POV recordings). Item no.: 1761200

 7 |  GoPro HERO9 Black  
Action Camera

   142,000 -M- or €479 

 6 |  GoPro HERO8 Black  
Action Camera

   112,000 -M- or €379 

 8 |  GoPro MAX  
Action Camera

   157,000 -M- or €529 

 9 |  GoPro El Grande  
Extension Pole

   18,000 -M- or €59 

  10 |  GoPro Travel Kit  
Accessories

   19,000 -M- or €64 

  11 |  GoPro Adventure Kit 2.0  
Accessories

   15,000 -M- or €49 



Double paddle can  
be used as two single 
paddles

 1 |  Sevylor® Supercaravelle XR86GTX-7  
Inflatable Dinghy

   51,000 -M- or €179 

 2 |  Sevylor® Tahaa Kit  
Kajak Set

   45,000 -M- or €159 

 5 |  Sevylor® 12 V High-Pressure Pump
   21,000 -M- or €74 

 3 |  Sevylor® Puddle Jumper™  
Swimming Aid with 3D Motif

   8,000 -M- or €27 

 4 |  Sevylor® Aluminium Shaft AV150 
Paddle Set

   7,000 -M- or €24 

AHOY! SPLASHING  
PERMITTED.

Embark on your next Embark on your next 
adventure!adventure!

 1 |  For three persons. Stabilising chambers on both sides ensure safe water positioning. Includes repair kit. Max. load capacity: 250 kg, 267 x 127 cm. Item no.: 1761168 
 2 |  For two persons. Bottom chamber with I-carrier construction ensures stability. Includes paddles and repair kit. Max. load capacity: 160 kg. Item no.: 1761169
 3 |  Durable and resilient, PE foam boards with excellent buoyancy. Comfortable to wear, push-fit closure at the back.

Crab Item no.: 1761172 | Octopus Item no.: 1761170 | Unicorn Item no.: 1761173 | Bee Item no.: 1761171
 4 |  Paddle set with aluminium shaft in beige/grey. Large paddle blades. Size: 150 x 19 cm, weight: 1.1 kg. Item no.: 1761167
 5 |  For operation with 12 V. For all Sevylor® products, SUPs and boats with nylon hulls. No additional inflation with hand pump required. Item no.: 1761174

 Model 3 | Approved for weight class 15 to 30 kg, swimming aid in accordance with EN 13138-1.
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 7 |  Coleman® 16 QT Excursion  
Cooler 15 l

   13,000 -M- or €44 

 6 |  Coleman® Aspen 4  
Tunnel Tent

   104,000 -M- or €369 

 9 |  Campingaz Camping Cook CV  
Stove

   16,000 -M- or €54 

 8 |  Campingaz Attitude 2go CV  
Table-Top Grill

   56,000 -M- or €199 

 Operated with gas cartridge 
CV 470 Plus

 6 |  For four persons, lightweight fibreglass poles. Sewn-in groundsheet, overtaped seams, UV Guard™, 4,000 mm water column. Item no.: 1761175
 7 |  Robust, easy to clean, with two wheels and telescopic handle. Total capacity: 15 l. Interior: 20 x 30 x 30 cm. 2.4 kg. Item no.: 1761176
 8 |  Even heat distribution, output: 2.4 kW, grilling surface: 48 x 26 cm. With thermometer, Piezo ignition and fat pan. Item no.: 1761178
 9 |  Robust entry-level model, two 1,800 W burners that can be independently adjusted, Easy Click® cartridge, easy to clean. 1.9 kg. Item no.: 1761177

 Models 8 and 9 | Gas canisters are not included in delivery.
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 1 |  Photochromic lenses with Autobright technology protect the eyes, Fast-Close-Focus system. Magnification: 10 x, ø lens: 26 mm. Item no.: 1757834
 2 |  Photochromic lenses with Autobright technology protect the eyes, Fast-Close-Focus system. Magnification: 8 x, ø lens: 22 mm. Item no.: 1757835
 3 |  Photochromic lenses with Autobright technology protect the eyes, Fast-Close-Focus system. Magnification: 10 x, ø lens: 42 mm. Item no.: 1761165
 4 | Photochromic lenses with Autobright technology protect the eyes, Fast-Close-Focus system. Magnification: 8 x, ø lens: 32 mm. Item no.: 1761166

4 |  Steiner BluHorizons 8 x 32 
Binoculars

   93,000 -M- or €329 

 3 |  Steiner BluHorizons 10 x 42  
Binoculars

   104,000 -M- or €369 

 1 |  Steiner BluHorizons 10 x 26  
Binoculars

   45,000 -M- or €159 

 2 |  Steiner BluHorizons 8 x 22  
Binoculars

   42,000 -M- or €149 

With light protection 
factor for the eyes
Compact, rugged and innovative – the 
 BluHorizons are the world’s first and  
only binoculars to feature photochromic 
lenses with Autobright technology. They 
therefore automatically adjust to the light 
conditions so you always have optimum 
vision even in bright sunshine or when light 
is  reflecting. The simple and intuitive 
 Fast-Close-Focus system enables you to 
continuously view sharp images from 
close range and far into the distance. 
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 5 |  Elegant, lightweight, powerful. With Advanced Focus system and Smart Light technology. Waterproof*. Flicker-free light. Item no.: 1761179
 6 |  Compact, with 160° swivelling lamp head and focusing light beam. Waterproof*. Intuitive thanks to Wheel Switch. 167 g. Item no.: 1761180
 7 |  Ultra lightweight 20 DEN hexagonal ripstop nylon, quadruple seams, incl. 12 KN aluminium snap hooks. 240 g, 325 x 148 cm. 

Storm Blue Item no.: 1761158 | Caribbean Blue Item no.: 1761157 | Olive Green Item no.: 1761159

 *Model 5 | Flex Sealing Technology: protected against dust and continuous immersion in water in accordance with the IP68 standard.
 *Model 6 | Flex Sealing Technology: protected against dust and temporary immersion in water in accordance with the IP67 standard.

Super lightweight,  
yet strong

CoCoon Microfibre Ultralight  
Travel Towel L
 5,000 -M- or €15
Item no.: 1749346

Additional sizes and more  
COCOON travel accessories can  
be found at worldshop.eu

 6 |  Ledlenser H5R Core  
Rechargeable Headlamp

   17,000 -M- or €59 

 5 |  Ledlenser P7R Core  
Rechargeable Torch

   23,000 -M- or €79 

More highlights from  
Ledlenser can be found at  
worldshop.eu

 7 |  CoCoon Ultralight Hammock
   20,000 -M- or €69
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 EDA sensor for  
identifying stress

 Notifications about  
your heart health

 3 |  Fitbit Sense  
Smartwatch

   98,000 -M- or €329 

   

4 |  Fitbit Versa 3  
Smartwatch

   68,000 -M- or €229

   

 1 |  100% UVA/UVB/UVC protection, uvex variomatic®, uvex supravision®, adjustable soft nose pads and ear pieces, lens ventilation. 
Black Green Mat Item no.: 1761181 | White Item no.: 1761182

 2 |  Multi Impact Protection System, FAS strap system, 17 ventilation channels, adjustable visor, sizes: 52–57 cm, 56–61 cm. 
White Sky, 52–57 cm Item no.: 1761183 | White Sky, 56–61 cm Item no.: 1761252 | All Black, 52–57 cm Item no.: 1761184 | All Black, 56–61 cm Item no.: 1761253

 3 |  ECG app, GPS, heart rate/fitness/sleep tracking, skin temperature sensor, voice assistant, Fitbit Pay, runtime up to 6 days. 
Carbon / Graphite Stainless Steel Item no.: 1760378 | Lunar White / Soft Gold Stainless Steel Item no.: 1760379

4 |  GPS, heart rate/fitness/sleep tracking, voice assistant, Fitbit Pay, runtime up to 6 days. 
Pink Clay / Soft Gold Aluminium Item no.: 1760376 | Black / Black Aluminium Item no.: 1760375 | Midnight / Soft Gold Aluminium Item no.: 1760377

2 |  uvex quatro cc MIPS  
Bike Helmet

   39,000 -M- or €139

   

Mountain bikes and more 
bicycle accessories can be  
found at worldshop.eu

 1 |  uvex sportstyle 803 race V  
Sports Glasses

   39,000 -M- or €139 
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 8 |  Garmin Lily™ Sport  
Smartwatch

   53,000 -M- or €179

    9  |  Garmin Camper 890 MT-D EU 
 Navigation Device

   162,000 -M- or €549 

 7 |  Garmin Venu® Sq Music  
Smartwatch

   68,000 -M- or €229

   

5 |  Garmin fēnix® 6 Pro  
GPS Multisport Smartwatch

   189,000 -M- or €639

6 |  Garmin fēnix® 6 Pro Solar  
GPS Multisport Smartwatch

   249,000 -M- or €849 

 5 |  Multi-satellite reception, transflective display, sport apps, Garmin Pay™. Strap width: 22 mm. Runtime up to 14 days. Item no.: 1759374
 6 |  Solar charging for a runtime of up to 16 days, transflective display, sport apps, Garmin Pay™, ø: 45 mm, strap width: 22 mm. Item no.: 1759978
 7 |  Touch display, adaptive training plans, more than 20 sport apps, Garmin Pay™, ø: 33 mm, strap width: 20 mm. Runtime up to 6 days.  

Black / Slate Grey Item no.: 1760304 | Beige / Rose Gold Item no.: 1760305 | Dark Blue / White Gold Item no.: 1760306
8 |  Touch display, patterned dial, sports apps, fitness tracking (for women). ø: 34.5 mm, strap width: 14 mm. Runtime up to 5 days.  

Forest Berry / Purple Violet Item no.: 1761329 | White/Ivory Item no.: 1761327 | Agate Grey / Rose Gold Item no.: 1761328
9 |  HD touch display (8″/20.3 cm), 3D maps (Europe), Digital Traffic, driver assistance, voice control, hands-free function. Item no.: 1761091

  Model 7 | You may need to pay a subscription to be able to stream titles via a music service.

 With Garmin Music
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 1 |  High-end EMS device for use at home, 20 workouts in two categories, four cuffs (2 x arms, 2 x legs), 40 programmes. Item no.: 1758916
 2 |  For trigger point massages, six attachments, four intensity levels (up to 3,200 impulses/min.), ergonomic handle, battery. Item no.: 1761207
3 |  Especially soft and fluffy. 100% specially spun cotton, with classy chenille piping border. 50 x 100 cm. 

Papyrus Item no.: 1760956 | Graphite Item no.: 1741572 | White Item no.: 1741573
 4 | Air purification, humidification, mineralisation, sterilisation, ionisation, up to 50 sqm, incl. filter set and water evaporation block. Item no.: 1761208

 1 |  Beurer EM 95 Bluetooth®  
EMShomeSTUDIO  
Muscle Stimulation Device

   107,000 -M- or €379 

 3 |  möve Terry Towels, Set of 3
   14,000 -M- or €49  

   

 4 |  Beurer MK 500 maremed®  
Sea Air Simulator Combination Set

   109,000 -M- or €389 

Combination set  
including special  
sea salt (1,250 g)

 2 |  Beurer MG 180 Massage Gun 
Muscle Massager

   56,000 -M- or €199 
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 5 |  Powerful and gentle, wet/dry, with SkinIQ, precision trimmer, flexible 360° shaver heads, in-app personalisation. Item no.: 1759988
 6 |  Trims, styles and shaves all hair lengths, one blade for the face, one blade for the body incl. skin protection attachment. Item no.: 1761210
 7 |  Infrared sensor for optimum temperature, ThermoProtect, ionisation function, six fan/temperature settings, 2,300 W output. Item no.: 1755998
 8 |  Three brush heads, five cleaning modes, three intensities, app integration, pressure feedback, up to 62,000 brush head movements/min.  

White Item no.: 1757690 | Black Item no.: 1757689

 * Model 5 | Comparison of shaving residues after using cleaning fluid and water in the cleaning cartridge. 
 Model 6 | Expected to be available from mid-March 2021.

 6 |  Philips OneBlade Pro QP6550/15 
Face & Body Trimmer

   23,000 -M- or €79 

 8 |  Philips DiamondClean Smart 
HX9924/03 Sonic Electric 
Toothbrush

   56,000 -M- or €199

   

 7 |  Philips MoistureProtect  
HP8281/00 Hair Dryer

   20,000 -M- or €69 

 With brush heads, tongue cleaner  
attachment, charging case and  
innovative charging glass

 With skin protection, 
trimming attachment 
and precision comb

 Cleaning station: cleans and maintains  Cleaning station: cleans and maintains 
razors in one minute. Ten times more razors in one minute. Ten times more 

effective than cleaning with water.*effective than cleaning with water.*

  55 | |  Philips  Philips Shaver S7782/50  Shaver S7782/50 
Electric ShaverElectric Shaver

      45,000 -M-45,000 -M- or  or €159€159

Handy Handy 
travel casetravel case

More Philips products 
can be found at worldshop.eu



 1 |  For trimming, shaping and clipping full beard and designer stubble, high-quality Japanese stainless steel blades, comb attachment. Item no.: 1758897
 2 |  12-in-1 set: beard styling, contour touch-ups, eyebrow shaping, and trimming of nose, ear and body hair. Item no.: 1758896
 3 |  Blades made of Japanese stainless steel, 160 mins. runtime, 45 cutting lengths (0.6–28 mm), washable blade, hard storage case. Item no.: 1759987
 4 |  Hair automatically drawn in, three curl sizes, choice of curl rotation direction, Hydrotherm™ steam system, three temperature settings.  

Item no.: 1759982
 5 |  Ion technology with anti-frizz effect, cable rewind function for space-saving storage, output: 2,000 W. Item no.: 1758895

 Water container with 
steam function  
for soft finish

Diffusor for 
natural curls

 1 |  BaByliss Japanese Steel  
Beard Trimmer

   23,000 -M- or €79

 3 |  BaByliss Japanese Steel  
Digital Hair Clipper

   28,000 -M- or €99

 2 |  BaByliss Japanese Steel  
12-in-1 Multi Trimmer

   23,000 -M- or €79

 5 |  BaByliss Cordkeeper  
Hair Dryer

   11,000 -M- or €39

 4 |  BaByliss Curl Secret Shine  
Auto Curler with Steam Technology

   37,000 -M- or €129
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All cordless products come 
with a heat-resistant travel case

Professional cordless styling –  
without compromising

 Comfortable clip  
keeps the strand in place 
when creating curls

 6 |  Cordless, 25 mm heating wand for soft curls, three temperature settings, Micro-Heating Matrix for constant heat distribution. Item no.: 1761206
 7 |  Cordless straightener, three temperature settings, incl. silicone protective cover, Micro-Heating Matrix for constant heat distribution. Item no.: 1759983
8 |  Cordless, 28 mm heating wand for soft waves, three temperature settings, Micro-Heating Matrix for constant heat distribution. Item no.: 1761205

 6 |  BaByliss 9000  
Cordless Curling Tong  
with Clip, 25 mm

   51,000 -M- or €179 

 8 |  BaByliss 9000  
Cordless Waving Wand, 28 mm

   51,000 -M- or €179 

 7 |  BaByliss 9000  
Cordless Straightener

   56,000 -M- or €199
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Please contact your airline for information  Please contact your airline for information  
on the applicable baggage regulations.on the applicable baggage regulations.

Let’s talk about . . .  
. . . luggage
Travelling means new experiences. And before you leave? 
As travel specialists claiming to offer you an optimal 
 service at any time, we won’t leave you on your own here 
either. We help you out with the very finest interesting 
facts on the subject of luggage.

 Something new was taking off
Getting from the prehistoric leather bag to the 19th century  
trunk to the ultra lightweight high-tech trolley was a long process. 
And precisely who it was who invented the easy-to-manoeuvre 
classic piece of luggage on wheels is highly contentious.  
In any event, the trolley only had its breakthrough as a stan-
dard piece of equipment for travellers in the 20th century. 

 The name speaks for itself
The word “trolley” originates from the term “to troll”,  
a colloquial expression for “walking”. The first trolley 
ever sold was made by the French company Delsey  
in 1972.

I pack my bags and  
take with me . . .
The world record for this popular memory game is  
150 terms. But for this, you have to be an absolute pro  
when it comes to memory. How many can you manage?

Listen up!
Why carry a case when it could be the other  
way round? Now there is a motorised trolley  
that you can straddle and then ride up to a  
speed of 11 km/h. Naturally the classic way  
is still the more elegant . . .

You can find even more exciting small talk 
knowledge on page 118.

Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0 
Trolley L, 4-Wheel
40,000 -M- or €149 
ITem no.: 1755964



  11 | |  Porsche  Porsche  DesignDesign Roadster   Roadster  
Backpack, LeatherBackpack, Leather

Minimalist design, 
maximum functionality

  22 | |  Porsche  Porsche  Design Roadster  Roadster 
Weekender, LeatherWeekender, Leather

 The Roadster series backpack and  The Roadster series backpack and 
bags are available in leather or nylonbags are available in leather or nylon

Size (W x H x D)Size (W x H x D) Volume WeightWeight
Leather/Black Leather/Black 
Item no.Item no.

Nylon/Black Nylon/Black 
Item no.Item no.

11 33 x 44 x 12.5 cm33 x 44 x 12.5 cm 18.5 l 1.4 kg1.4 kg 17608121760812 —— 155,000 -M- 155,000 -M- oror €579 €579
11 33 x 44 x 12.5 cm33 x 44 x 12.5 cm 17.9 l 1.1 kg1.1 kg —— 17608131760813 107,000 -M- 107,000 -M- oror €399 €399
22 51 x 35 x 24 cm51 x 35 x 24 cm 42.6 l 2.0 kg2.0 kg 17608101760810 —— 173,000 -M- 173,000 -M- oror €645 €645
22 51 x 35 x 24 cm51 x 35 x 24 cm 42.6 l 1.7 kg1.7 kg —— 17608111760811 123,000 -M- 123,000 -M- oror €460 €460
33 38 x 29 x 11 cm38 x 29 x 11 cm 12.1 l 1.0 kg1.0 kg —— 17608291760829 99,000 -M- 99,000 -M- oror €369 €369
33 38 x 29 x 11 cm38 x 29 x 11 cm 12.1 l 1.2 kg1.2 kg 17608321760832 —— 131,000 -M- 131,000 -M- oror €489 €489

3 |3 |  Porsche  Porsche  Design Roadster  Roadster 
Briefcase, NylonBriefcase, Nylon
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Porsche Design
Optimise the function. Reduce the form to the bare essentials, without compromise.  Optimise the function. Reduce the form to the bare essentials, without compromise.  
A vision that company founder Professor Ferdinand Alexander Porsche turned into reality A vision that company founder Professor Ferdinand Alexander Porsche turned into reality 
with the creation of the legendary Porsche 911. And a maxim that Porsche Design has with the creation of the legendary Porsche 911. And a maxim that Porsche Design has 
followed consistently since 1972. With the extraordinary design of the Roadster hard shellfollowed consistently since 1972. With the extraordinary design of the Roadster hard shell  
cases developed and manufactured by BRIC’S, for example, which offer maximumcases developed and manufactured by BRIC’S, for example, which offer maximum  
volume and functionality despite their low weight.volume and functionality despite their low weight.

  44 | |   Porsche Design Porsche Design SLG   SLG  
Business Wallet 7 CardBusiness Wallet 7 Card

   

  55 | |   Porsche Design Porsche Design SLG   SLG  
Business Wallet 4 CardBusiness Wallet 4 Card

   

  66 | |  Porsche  Porsche  DesignDesign  Roadster Roadster 
Hardcase Trolley 75  Hardcase Trolley 75  
(expandable)(expandable)

   

  77 | |  Porsche  Porsche  DesignDesign  Roadster Roadster 
Hardcase Trolley 69  Hardcase Trolley 69  
(expandable)(expandable)

   

  99 | |  Porsche  Porsche  DesignDesign  Roadster Roadster 
Hardcase Trolley 55Hardcase Trolley 55

   

  88 | |  Porsche  Porsche  DesignDesign  Roadster Roadster 
Hardcase Trolley 55 with Hardcase Trolley 55 with 
front pocket (expandable)front pocket (expandable)

   

Size (W x H x D)Size (W x H x D) Handle heightHandle height VolumeVolume WeightWeight
BlackBlack
Item no. Item no. 

BrownBrown
Item no. Item no. 

Black MattBlack Matt
Item no.Item no.

Dark Blue MattDark Blue Matt
Item no.Item no.

44 12.5 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm12.5 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm —— —— 100 g100 g 17608271760827 17608281760828 —— —— 38,000 -M- 38,000 -M- oror €139 €139
55 11 x 9.5 x 2 cm11 x 9.5 x 2 cm —— —— 100 g100 g 17608241760824 17608261760826 —— —— 30,000 -M- 30,000 -M- oror €109 €109
66 53 x 78 x 31/35 cm53 x 78 x 31/35 cm 110 cm110 cm 115/134 l115/134 l 5.3 kg5.3 kg —— —— 17608081760808 17608091760809 146,000 -M- 146,000 -M- oror €545 €545
77 48 x 69 x 28/32 cm48 x 69 x 28/32 cm 105 cm105 cm 83/98 l83/98 l 4.1 kg4.1 kg —— —— 17608061760806 17608071760807 133,000 -M- 133,000 -M- oror  €495  €495
88 38 x 55 x 23/27 cm38 x 55 x 23/27 cm 105 cm105 cm 45/50 l45/50 l 3.9 kg3.9 kg —— —— 17608041760804 17608051760805 133,000 -M- 133,000 -M- oror  €495  €495
99 38 x 55 x 23 cm38 x 55 x 23 cm 105 cm105 cm 45 l45 l 3 kg3 kg —— —— 17607961760796 17607971760797 106,000 -M- 106,000 -M- oror €395 €395
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Fully padded and Fully padded and 
water-repellent, water-repellent, 
with reinforced corners with reinforced corners 
and practical handlesand practical handles

  22 | |  eastpak  eastpak Tranzpack CNNCT  Tranzpack CNNCT 
Travel BackpackTravel Backpack

   

  33 | |  eastpak  eastpak Tranverz S CNNCT  Tranverz S CNNCT 
Roller BagRoller Bag

   

  11 | |  eastpak  eastpak Tecum L CNNCT  Tecum L CNNCT 
BackpackBackpack

   

Size (W x H x D)
Handle 
height Volume Weight

Sunday 
Grey
Item no. 

Black 
Item no.

Accent Grey
Item no. 

Coat
Item no. 

Khaki
Item no.

Black 2
Item no.

Triple
Denim
Item no.

1 33.5 x 48.5 x 21 cm — 22 l 1 kg — — 1760894 1756872 — — — 31,000 -M- or €115
2 30 x 50 x 33 cm — 36 l 1.5 kg — — 1760855 1760856 — — — 37,000 -M- or €135
3 32.5 x 51 x 25 cm 105 cm 42 l 2.8 kg — — 1760854 1756876 1759064 — — 43,000 -M- or €160
4 39 x 81 x 43.5 cm — 135 l 2.7 kg 1756879 1756878 — — — — — 30,000 -M- or €110
5 32.5 x 51 x 25 cm 105 cm 40 l 2.4 kg 1760858 1760857 — — — — — 41,000 -M- or €150
6 34 x 49 x 24 cm — 35 l 860 g 1760851 — — — — 1746553 1756898 30,000 -M- or €110

Eastpak 
Versatile, stylish and lightweight: professional back-
packs, bags and trolleys from Eastpak made from 
high-quality, robust and durable materials ensure 
you’re well equipped for city life and all your travels. 

Many more sturdy travel  
companions can be found  
at worldshop.eu

  66 | |  eastpak  eastpak Volker  Volker 
BackpackBackpack

   

 5 |  eastpak  
Double Tranverz S 
Roller Bag

   

 4 |  eastpak Warehouse+ 
Roller Travel Bag
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 THULE 
For over 75 years, THULE has been 
 designing solutions to make enjoying 
a life of  adventures even simpler. For 
example, with sturdy and well thought-
out bags and backpacks that can with-
stand any trip. Regardless of whether 
you’re discovering the spectacular, big 
wide outdoors or travelling the world.

 7 |  THULe Crossover 2 Laptop Bag, 15.6″

 8 |  THULe Lithos Backpack, 16 l

   

  11 |  THULe Paramount  
Backpack, 24 l

   

  10 |  THULe Landmark  
Men’s Backpack, 60 l

   

Size (W x H x D) Volume Weight
Black
Item no. 

Poseidon
Item no. 

Dark Forest
Item no.

Obsidian
Item no. 

Woodthrush/Black
Item no. 

Olivine
Item no. 

Black/Blue
Item no. 

7 44 x 15/21.3 x 32 cm — 1.5 kg 1758610 — — — — — — 54,000 -M- or €199
8 20 x 42 x 28 cm 16 l 700 g 1756371 — — — 1758607 — 1758609 16,000 -M- or €59
9 30 x 53 x 21 cm 26 l 1.0 kg 1760833 1760834 — — — 1760835 — 35,000 -M- or €129

10 33 x 45 x 55 cm 60 l 1.8 kg — — 1758537 1758536 — — — 48,000 -M- or €179
11 30 x 23 x 55 cm 24 l 1.0 kg 1759504 — — — — 1759517 — 38,000 -M- or €139

  99 | |  THULe  THULe Chasm Backpack, 26 l Chasm Backpack, 26 l

   



 1 |  WenGeR Ibex Deluxe 
Laptop Backpack

 2 |  WenGeR Ibex Slimline 
Laptop Backpack

 5 |  WenGeR Carbon 
Laptop Backpack

 3 |  WenGeR Potomac 
Laptop Trolley

Size (W x H x D) Volume Weight Item no. 

1 37 x 47 x 28 cm 26 l 1.7 kg 1761043 27,000 -M- or €99
2 37 x 47 x 24 cm 19 l 1.5 kg 1758547 19,000 -M- or €70
3 44 x 42 x 25 cm 23 l 3.5 kg 1761044 41,000 -M- or €150
4 35 x 45 x 25 cm 21 l 1.5 kg 1745969 23,000 -M- or €85
5 34 x 50 x 29 cm 30 l 1.5 kg 1743584 31,000 -M- or €115

WENGER
This Swiss brand has been associated with traditional values and a passion  
for quality, precision and outstanding craftsmanship for over 120 years.  
Although the laptop luggage items may vary a great deal, they all have one 
thing in common: they’re reliable, functional, well conceived and the perfect  
embodiment of current trends. 

 4 |  WenGeR Legacy 
Laptop Backpack

More WENGER products can 
be found at worldshop.eu
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VOCIER
The timeless design of VOCIER cabin trolleys impresses 
frequent travellers worldwide with intelligent functions like 
the removable Zero Crease compartment and the extra 
compartment that allows access to the cosmetics bag at 
the security check without opening the trolley. Matching 
business backpacks, briefcases and leisure bags in the 
VOCIER Satellite system are perfect additions to the 
 lightweight travel companions with lifelong manufacturer 
warranty*.

* More information about the manufacturer’s warranty can be found at worldshop.eu

More high-quality luggage items from 
the VOCIER Satellite system can be 
found at worldshop.eu

  10 |  VoCIeR Trolley, Leather

 7 |  VoCIeR C30 Business  
Laptop Backpack 

 6 |  VoCIeR C25  
Business Briefcase 

 9 |  VoCIeR  
Trolley, Nylon

 8 |  VoCIeR C34  
Travel Duffel Bag 

Safety compartment 
on handle for boarding  
pass

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight Item no. leather Item no. nylon

6 9 x 29 x 41 cm — — 1.1 kg — 1760837 66,000 -M- or €245
7 16 x 44 x 31 cm — 21 l 800 g — 1760838 53,000 -M- or €195

8 24 x 30 x 48.5 cm — 30 l 1.4 kg — 1760836 79,000 -M- or €295
9 40 x 55 x 20 cm 97 cm 23/44 l 4.1 kg — 1753226 159,000 -M- or €595

10 40 x 55 x 20 cm 97 cm 23/44 l 5.3 kg 1753225 — 266,000 -M- or €995
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B|Y by BRIC’S Eolo and Ulisse 
eolo Collection from B|Y by BRIC’S 
Especially made for voyages of discovery: the Eolo collection is made from soft functional 
 materials, and offers you distinctive solutions in the form of a cast metal zip, fluorescent 
orange details and an innovative design.

 3 |  BRIC’S B|Y Ulisse  
Trolley 76 (expandable)

   

Luminous LED band can be switched  
on via the button at the base of  
the shoulder strap (batteries required)

 2 |  BRIC’S B|Y Eolo  
Business Backpack

   

 1 |  BRIC’S B|Y Eolo  
Travel Bag

   

  5 | BRIC’S B|Y Ulisse  
   Trolley 69 (expandable)

   

 4 |  BRIC’S B|Y Ulisse 
Trolley 55

   

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Black
Item no. 

Olive
Item no. 

Mango
Item no. 

1 54 x 32 x 34 cm — 55 l 1.5 kg 1758597 1758598 — 37,000 -M- or €135
2 29 x 47 x 19 cm — 22 l 1.1 kg 1758601 1758602 — 35,000 -M- or €129
3 52 x 77 x 29/34 cm 105 cm 120/132 l 4.8 kg — 1758596 1757500 47,000 -M- or €175
4 37 x 55 x 20 cm 105 cm 37 l 2.5 kg — 1758594 1757494 35,000 -M- or €129
5 49 x 71 x 28/32 cm 105 cm 90/100 l 4.0 kg — 1758595 1757497 45,000 -M- or €165

Ulisse Collection from B|Y by BRIC’S Ulisse Collection from B|Y by BRIC’S 
The robust 360° trolleys are made of shock-resis-The robust 360° trolleys are made of shock-resis-
tant polypropylene. A striking relief-structured  tant polypropylene. A striking relief-structured  
surface design and clever interior. Thanks to perfect surface design and clever interior. Thanks to perfect 
space management, the trolleys ensure that you  space management, the trolleys ensure that you  
can fit your clothing into various compartments for can fit your clothing into various compartments for 
ideal packing.ideal packing.
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 The hard shell cases from 
the Ypsilon range are made 
of recyclable polypropylene

Models 8 to 10 | More information about the manufacturer warranty at worldshop.eu 

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Black
Item no. 

Navy
Item no. 

Red
Item no. 

Iron Grey
Item no. 

6 50 x 28 x 30 cm — 42 l 1.0 kg 1758588 1758589 — — 18,000 -M- or €65
7 40 x 55 x 20 cm 105 cm 42 l 2.2 kg 1758591 1758592 — — 27,000 -M- or €99
8 40 x 55 x 20/25 cm 106 cm 40/47 l 2.5 kg 1760847 — 1760849 1760848 48,000 -M- or €179
9 49 x 69 x 25/30 cm 102 cm 90/107 l 3.1 kg 1760844 — 1760846 1760845 54,000 -M- or €199

10 56 x 78 x 30/35 cm 102 cm 120/142 l 3.9 kg 1760841 — 1760843 1760842 56,000 -M- or €209

RV RONCATO 
 Roncato is a family-run business that has been making professional 
 luggage systems and travel items for over 60 years. A passion for hand-
crafted details, outstanding finishes and ongoing research into innova-
tions are the guiding values of the brand. The Ypsilon and Joy collections 
stand for Roncato’s strong identity when it comes to development  
and production of innovative and original travel products. What’s more, 
the sustainable hard shell cases are all “made in Italy”.

  66 | |  Roncato  Roncato Joy  Joy 
Travel BagTravel Bag

   

 7 |  Roncato Joy 
Cabin Trolley Backpack

   

 8 |  Roncato Ypsilon 4R 55 
Trolley (expandable)

   

 9 |  Roncato Ypsilon 4R 69 
Trolley (expandable)

   

  10 |  Roncato Ypsilon 4R 78 
Trolley (expandable)
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Sportiness for all occasions:  
the KICK OFF series of travel bag 
models is available in other sizes  
at worldshop.eu

Can be carried as  
a backpack and bag

Trolley sleeve for  
attaching to another 
piece of luggage

 2 |  travelite KICK OFF  
Travel Bag M

   

 4 |  travelite KICK OFF  
Trolley Travel Bag S

   

 6 |  travelite KICK OFF  
Cabin Luggage Backpack 

   

 3 |  travelite KICK OFF  
Travel Bag L

   

 5 |  travelite KICK OFF  
Trolley Travel Bag L

   

 1 |  travelite KICK OFF  
Toiletry Bag

   

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Rosé
Item no. 

Dark Anthracite
Item no. 

1 26 x 16 x 12 cm — 5 l 200 g 1760891 1760171 4,000 -M- or €12
2 50 x 29 x 30 cm —— 45 l 700 g 1760888 1760887 10,000 -M- or €34
3 60 x 34 x 36 cm — 73 l 900 g 1760886 1760885 11,000 -M- or €39
4 40 x 55 x 20 cm 104 cm 44 l 2.4 kg 1760882 1759520 14,000 -M- or €49
5 37 x 68 x 26 cm 104 cm 65 l 2.7 kg 1760880 1760168 16,000 -M- or €59
6 37 x 50 x 20 cm — 35 l 900 g 1760890 1760889 11,000 -M- or €39

travelite KICK OFF
Time for a bit of sportiness – with KICK OFF, the series from  
Hamburg-based luggage specialist travelite. These lightweight  
and robust bags and backpacks were developed especially for  
sports and leisure. Not only is the polyester durable, it’s also easy 
to clean. Perfect for adventure and sporting challenges.
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  99 | |  travelite  travelite NEXT  NEXT 
4-Wheel Trolley M 4-Wheel Trolley M 

     88 | |  travelite  travelite NEXT  NEXT 
4-Wheel Trolley S  4-Wheel Trolley S  

   

  77 | |  travelite  travelite NEXT  NEXT 
4-Wheel Trolley L4-Wheel Trolley L

   

travelite NEXT
Take durability to a whole new level – with elegant NEXT aluminium suitcases from travelite. 
The reinforced corners and the robust frame structure give these exclusive trolleys real 
staying power on their four manoeuvrable and particularly quiet double wheels. Not only 
does the high-quality aluminium protect your luggage, it also preserves the memories of 
every kilometre you experience together with this exceptional travel companion.

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Black
Item no. 

Silver
Item no. 

7 52 x 77 x 29 cm 104 cm 100 l 6.4 kg 1759601 1759600 80,000 -M- or €299
8 39 x 55 x 22 cm 104 cm 39 l 3.9 kg 1759597 1759596 67,000 -M- or €249
9 47 x 67 x 26 cm 104 cm 69 l 5.2 kg 1759599 1759598 75,000 -M- or €279
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Models 1 and 2 | Packing powerbanks in hold luggage is strictly prohibited. Powerbanks may be carried in hand luggage only. Powerbank not included. 

 TITAN® X-RAY PRO
The X-RAY trolleys will turn heads with their striking exterior 
and scratch-resistant, matte Atomic finish. The innovative 
lock – which opens using your personal fingerprint – is also 
sure to cause a storm.

The extremely lightweight, robust shell of the “Made in 
 Germany” trolleys is a trendsetter, moulded from sustainably 
produced senosan® polycarbonate. TITAN® is the only 
 manufacturer that produces polycarbonate travel cases in 
Germany.

Practical, secure and just like  
a scene from a good spy film: 
the fingerprint sensor

More information can be  
found at worldshop.eu

 2 |  TITAn® X-RAY PRO  
Trolley S with USB Port

 3 |  TITAn® X-RAY PRO  
Trolley M+

 4 |  TITAn® X-RAY PRO  
Trolley L

 1 |  TITAn® X-RAY PRO  
Trolley S with Front Pocket and USB Port

USB port for 
connecting 
a powerbank

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Atomic Steel
Item no. 

1 40 x 55 x 23 cm 104 cm 42 l 3.1 kg 1759533 62,000 -M- or €229
2 40 x 55 x 20 cm 104 cm 40 l 2.6 kg 1758621 48,000 -M- or €179
3 50 x 72 x 28 cm 104 cm 87 l 3.5 kg 1758622 54,000 -M- or €199
4 52 x 77 x 29 cm 104 cm 102 l 3.8 kg 1758623 59,000 -M- or €219
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TITAN® HIGHLIGHT 
Start every journey with a highlight: the sporty series 
impresses with its extremely low weight, elegant 
carbon-look design and tasteful  details. The trolleys 
are made from particularly durable polypropylene, 
which makes them the perfect travel companions for 
frequent flyers in particular. Four silent-running 
double wheels and the robust lightweight metal handle 
ensure comfortable handling.  

 6 |  TITAn® HIGHLIGHT  
Trolley S with Front Pocket

   

 7 |  TITAn® HIGHLIGHT  
Trolley S

   

 8 |  TITAn® HIGHLIGHT  
Trolley M (expandable)

   

 5 |  TITAn® HIGHLIGHT  
Trolley L

   

Size (W x H x D)Size (W x H x D) Handle heightHandle height VolumeVolume WeightWeight
AnthraciteAnthracite
Item no. Item no. 

BlackBlack
Item no.Item no.

55 52 x 75 x 31 cm52 x 75 x 31 cm 104 cm104 cm 107 l107 l 3.4 kg3.4 kg 17563871756387 17563861756386 35,000 -M- 35,000 -M- oror €129 €129
66 40 x 55 x 23 cm40 x 55 x 23 cm 104 cm104 cm 42 l42 l 2.5 kg2.5 kg 17574221757422 17574211757421 32,000 -M- 32,000 -M- oror €119 €119
77 40 x 55 x 20 cm40 x 55 x 20 cm 104 cm104 cm 38 l38 l 2.2 kg2.2 kg 17563831756383 17563821756382 27,000 -M- 27,000 -M- oror €99 €99
88 46 x 67 x 28/31 cm46 x 67 x 28/31 cm 104 cm104 cm 73/79 l73/79 l 3.3 kg3.3 kg 17563851756385 17563841756384 32,000 -M- 32,000 -M- oror €119 €119



BARBARA SOFTSIDE  
and BARBARA GLINT
Elegant, ladylike and perfectly structured – these two 
extraordinary collections are certainly that. The hard- 
wearing BARBARA GLINT series offers enchanting, softly 
shimmering shades. With BARBARA SOFTSIDE, 
 numerous rose gold highlights blend perfectly with the 
timeless grey felt look and the coral lining. 

 1 |  BARBARA & TITAn® 
SOFTSIDE Weekender

 4 |  BARBARA & TITAn®  
SOFTSIDE Backpack

Further product highlights from  
BARBARA & TITAN® can be found  
online at worldshop.eu

 2 |  BARBARA & TITAn®  
SOFTSIDE Trolley S

 3 |  BARBARA & TITAn®  
SOFTSIDE Cosmetic Case

 7 |  BARBARA & TITAn®  
GLINT Beauty Case

   

 6 |  BARBARA & TITAn®  
GLINT Trolley L

   

 5 |  BARBARA & TITAn®  
GLINT Trolley S (expandable)

   

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Anthracite Metallic
Item no.

Rosé Metallic
Item no.

Grey
Item no. 

1 49 x 33 x 24 cm — 39 l 1.0 kg — — 1755199 19,000 -M- or €69
2 40 x 55 x 20 cm 104 cm 37 l 2.5 kg — — 1755149 32,000 -M- or  €119
3 27 x 12 x 15 cm — 4.9 l 200 g — — 1755145 6,000 -M- or €19
4 27 x 38 x 12 cm — 12 l 700 g — — 1755146 16,000 -M- or €59
5 40 x 55 x 20/23 cm 104 cm 39/45 l 2.9 kg 1757426 1757427 — 35,000 -M- or €129
6 51 x 77 x 29 cm 104 cm 100 l 4.3 kg 1757430 1757431 — 43,000 -M- or €159
7 38 x 25 x 22 cm — 12 l 1.5 kg 1757432 1757433 — 22,000 -M- or €79
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  10 |  Horizn Studios  
Cabin Model M5

   

* Model 10 | It is strictly prohibited to pack powerbanks in hold luggage. Powerbanks may be carried in hand luggage only.

 8 |  Horizn Studios  
Gion Backpack

   

 9 |  Horizn Studios  
Weekender

Horizn Studios
Horizn Studios designed this stylish luggage 
 series for all digital nomads. The Cabin Model M5 
comes with two USB ports, which are connected 
to a powerbank* (10,000 mAh). If you want to check 
in your trolley, simply remove the smart charger 
with a single click. High-quality details made of 
vegan hi-core material underline the demand for  
a contemporary design.

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Black
Item no. 

Graphite
Item no. 

Night Blue
Item no. 

Dark Olive
Item no.

8 31 x 46 x 16 cm — 23 l 900 g 1755289 1760839 1760031 1760840 43,000 -M- or €160
9 52 x 31 x 20 cm — 32 l 1.1 kg 1755750 — — — 43,000 -M- or €160

10 40 x 55 x 20 cm 104 cm 33 l 3.4 kg 1760029 1757413 1760030 1760032 97,000 -M- or €360
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4 |4 |  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Flight Collection 3.0Flight Collection 3.0    
Cabin Trolley, 2-Wheel (expandable)Cabin Trolley, 2-Wheel (expandable)

  66 | |  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Flight Collection 3.0Flight Collection 3.0    
Trolley L, 4-WheelTrolley L, 4-Wheel

Lufthansa Flight  
Collection 3.0 
The modern designs stand out through their The modern designs stand out through their 
functionality and stylish appearance, meet functionality and stylish appearance, meet 
the most demanding needs and will impress the most demanding needs and will impress 
not only frequent flyers. Clever details ensure not only frequent flyers. Clever details ensure 
that you are always well organised when you that you are always well organised when you 
embark on your next journey – and depending embark on your next journey – and depending 
on the piece of luggage, you’ll also have on the piece of luggage, you’ll also have 
plenty of space and separate compartments plenty of space and separate compartments 
for delicate clothing. The models are made for delicate clothing. The models are made 
from hard-wearing polyester, which means from hard-wearing polyester, which means 
they are both particularly light and durable. they are both particularly light and durable. 
The cabin bag can be attached to other items The cabin bag can be attached to other items 
of luggage.of luggage.

  11 | |  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Flight Collection 3.0Flight Collection 3.0    
Cabin BagCabin Bag

2 |2 |  Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0    Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0  
Laptop Bag (expandable)Laptop Bag (expandable)

7  |  Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0  7  |  Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0  
BackpackBackpack

  88 | |  Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0    Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0  
Business WheelerBusiness Wheeler

5 |5 |  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Flight Collection 3.0    
Trolley XL, 4-WheelTrolley XL, 4-Wheel

 3 |  Lufthansa Flight Collection 3.0  
Cabin Trolley, 4-WheelCabin Trolley, 4-Wheel

Size (W x H x D) Handle heightHandle height VolumeVolume WeightWeight
BlackBlack
Item no. Item no. 

11 42 x 29 x 17 cm42 x 29 x 17 cm —— 21 l21 l 1.0 kg1.0 kg 17559581755958 22,000 -M- 22,000 -M- oror €79 €79
22 44 x 32 x 15/19 cm44 x 32 x 15/19 cm —— 21/27 l21/27 l 1.2 kg 1.2 kg 17559621755962 24,000 -M- 24,000 -M- oror €89 €89
33 39 x 55 x 21 cm39 x 55 x 21 cm 104 cm 104 cm 41 l 41 l 2.7 kg 2.7 kg 17559601755960 35,000 -M- 35,000 -M- oror €129 €129
44 40 x 55 x 23/27 cm40 x 55 x 23/27 cm 104 cm104 cm 50/59 l50/59 l 2.7 kg2.7 kg 17559591755959 27,000 -M- 27,000 -M- oror €99 €99
55 47 x 77 x 30/34 cm47 x 77 x 30/34 cm 104 cm104 cm 106/115 l106/115 l 3.7 kg3.7 kg 17559651755965 46,000 -M- 46,000 -M- oror €169 €169
66 43 x 67 x 28/32 cm43 x 67 x 28/32 cm 104 cm104 cm 75/85 l75/85 l 3.2 kg3.2 kg 17559641755964 40,000 -M- 40,000 -M- oror €149 €149
77 34 x 47 x 19 cm34 x 47 x 19 cm —— 30 l30 l 1.3 kg 1.3 kg 17559631755963 22,000 -M- 22,000 -M- oror €79 €79
88 46 x 40 x 22 cm46 x 40 x 22 cm 104 cm 104 cm 40 l 40 l 3.2 kg 3.2 kg 17559611755961 38,000 -M- 38,000 -M- oror €139 €139
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Lufthansa Holiday Collection 3.0
Exclusive design, eminently practical and constructed from robust materials to cope 
with the most demanding travel requirements: this collection scores highly on many 
levels. Made from particularly hard-wearing polyester and featuring a comfortable 
internal organiser system, these luggage pieces will give long-lasting pleasure even 
to globetrotters and frequent flyers. A distinctive feature are the practical external 
pockets for rapid access to travel accessories. 

  12 |  Lufthansa Holiday Collection 3.0  
Cabin Trolley

  11 |  Lufthansa Holiday Collection 3.0  
Travel Bag

  13 |  Lufthansa Holiday Collection 3.0  
Double Decker

  14 |  Lufthansa Holiday Collection 3.0 
Jumbo Trolley L (expandable)

    1010  ||  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Holiday Collection 3.0Holiday Collection 3.0    
BackpackBackpack

99  ||  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Holiday Collection 3.0Holiday Collection 3.0    
WeekenderWeekender

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Marine
Item no. 

9 51 x 34 x 20 cm —— 35 l 1.2 kg 1756861 14,000 -M- or €49
10 35 x 45 x 18 cm —— 28 l 800 g 1756862 11,000 -M- or €39
11 55 x 32 x 30 cm —— 53 l 1.0 kg 1756863 14,000 -M- or €49
12 39 x 55 x 20 cm 104 cm 39 l 2.6 kg 1756858 27,000 -M- or €99
13 41 x 79 x 35 cm 104 cm 113 l 3.7 kg 1756859 27,000 -M- or €99
14 47 x 77 x 30/34 cm 104 cm 102/115 l 3.7 kg 1756860 32,000 -M- or €119
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  11 | |  Lufthansa  Lufthansa  Universal 
Collection 3.0    
Cabin TrolleyCabin Trolley

   

  22 | |  Lufthansa   Lufthansa Universal Collection 3.0Universal Collection 3.0    
Trolley M+ (expandable)Trolley M+ (expandable)

   

Lufthansa Universal 
 Collection 3.0
The perfect travel companions: robust, comfort-The perfect travel companions: robust, comfort-
able and secure – these are where the trolleys  able and secure – these are where the trolleys  
in the Universal Collection score highly. The in the Universal Collection score highly. The 
 specially manufactured hard shell made from  specially manufactured hard shell made from 
100% ABS is scratch-proof and lightweight.  100% ABS is scratch-proof and lightweight.  
The four double wheels and lockable lightweight The four double wheels and lockable lightweight 
telescopic metal handle combine to ensure telescopic metal handle combine to ensure 
that these trolleys glide effortlessly – even over that these trolleys glide effortlessly – even over 
uneven surfaces. uneven surfaces. 

Expandable for Expandable for 
additional storage additional storage 
spacespace

  33 | |  Lufthansa  Lufthansa Universal Collection 3.0   Universal Collection 3.0  
Trolley LTrolley L

   

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Blue
Item no. 

Silver
Item no. 

1 40 x 55 x 23 cm 104 cm 40 l 2.7 kg 1756864 1756865 22,000 -M- or €79
2 46 x 67 x 27/31 cm 104 cm 77/88 l 3.7 kg 1756866 1756867 24,000 -M- or €89
3 51 x 77 x 30 cm 104 cm 110 l 4.2 kg 1756868 1756869 27,000 -M- or €99
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Lufthansa Runway 
 Collection
Ideal travel experience for airline fans: the luggage 
pieces in the Lufthansa Runway collection are made 
from durable polycarbonate and feature a resistant 
smart shark skin surface. The elegant crane logo is 
visibly positioned on all items.

 4 |  Lufthansa Runway  
Collection 3.0  
Trolley XL (expandable)

 8 |  Lufthansa Runway Collection 3.0  
Business Trolley with Front Pocket

With practical 
 expansion fold 
for extra space

Main compart-
ment with 
 packing strap

With practical  
zipped front pocket 

 7 |  Lufthansa Runway 
Collection 3.0  
Cabin Trolley

 6 |  Lufthansa Runway 
Collection 3.0  
Trolley L (expandable)

 5 |  Lufthansa Runway Collection 3.0  
Business Wheeler with Front Pocket

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Anthracite
Item no. 

4 53 x 74 x 31/35 cm 104 cm 113/128 l 4.4 kg 1755957 48,000 -M- or €179
5 44 x 42 x 23 cm 104 cm 35 l 3.2 kg 1758486 43,000 -M- or €159
6 46 x 67 x 28/32 cm 104 cm 80/91 l 3.6 kg 1755956 43,000 -M- or €159
7 40 x 55 x 23 cm 104 cm 46 l 2.6 kg 1755955 38,000 -M- or €139
8 40 x 55 x 23 cm 104 cm 44 l 3.3 kg 1758485 46,000 -M- or €169
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 Let’s talk about . . . 
. . . luggage
 Fun facts and small talk knowledge 
in numbers when it comes to luggage

From high-tech trolleys to travel bags on 
wheels, a wide selection of travel companions 
for all occasions awaits you. Discover the  
entire range at worldshop.eu/luggage

 TITAn® X-RAY PRO  
Trolley M+
Page 110

18
The maximum speed in kilometres per hour  
that your case travels without you on the baggage 
conveyor belts at Frankfurt Airport.

1850 
The year in which the very first sketch of a case 
on wheels was published in the “Handbuch für 
Fuß reisende” (Handbook for foot travellers).  
It was a kind of construction manual. How many 
travellers actually tried assembling the do-it-
yourself trolley is not known.

3.653.474. 
The patent number for the first four-wheeled 
case from 1972, known as “rolling luggage”.

15–30 
This is roughly how long it takes to try out all 
 combinations from 000 to 999 in a three-digit 
combination lock should you ever forget the 
combination code for your case.

If you tend to be forgetful and don’t have much 
time, you may rather want to go for a modern 
high-tech system with fingerprint sensor. Just 
like in a good secret agent film ...
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worldshop.eu/rimowa

RIMOWA

Please contact your airline for information  
on the applicable baggage regulations.



RIMOWA Original Lufthansa Edition
The unmistakeable RIMOWA Original represents the most legendary luggage 
design of all time. This strikingly robust and surprisingly light classic is an 
 incomparable symbol of craftsmanship and innovation. Every RIMOWA Original 
is made of high-quality anodised aluminium and designed for a long life.

 3 |  RIMOWA Original 
Lufthansa Edition Check-In L

 1 |  RIMOWA Original 
Lufthansa Edition Cabin

 2 |  RIMOWA Original  
Lufthansa Edition Check-In M

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Silver
Item no. 

1 40 x 55 x 23 cm 110 cm 35 l 4.3 kg 1756303 225,000 -M- or €840
2 44 x 69 x 27.5 cm 109 cm 60 l 5.4 kg 1756304 270,000 -M- or €1,010
3 51 x 79 x 27.5 cm 119 cm 86 l 6.2 kg 1756305 292,000 -M- or €1,090
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RIMOWA Classic  
Lufthansa Edition
The RIMOWA Classic was developed for 
 travellers with the highest demands and com-
bines effortless luxury with functionality.  
With its high-quality, anodised aluminium alloy, 
riveted high-gloss aluminium corners and 
handcrafted leather handles, this product line 
represents the perfect balance between 
crafts manship and engineering.

 4 |  RIMOWA Classic  
Lufthansa Edition Cabin

 5 |  RIMOWA Classic  
Lufthansa Edition Check-In M

 6 |  RIMOWA Classic  
Lufthansa Edition Check-In L

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Silver
Item no. 

4 40 x 55 x 23 cm 105.5 cm 36 l 4.3 kg 1756306 215,000 -M- or €810
5 47.5 x 71 x 26 cm 109 cm 61 l 5.3 kg 1756307 257,000 -M- or €960
6 53 x 79 x 28 cm 118.3 cm 84 l 6.0 kg 1756308 278,000 -M- or €1,040
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  11  ||  RIMOWA  RIMOWA Essential   Essential  
Lufthansa Edition Gloss Lufthansa Edition Gloss 
CabinCabin

   

2 |2 |  RIMOWA  RIMOWA Essential   Essential  
Lufthansa Edition Gloss Check-In MLufthansa Edition Gloss Check-In M

   

3 |3 |  RIMOWA  RIMOWA Essential   Essential  
Lufthansa Edition  Lufthansa Edition  
Gloss Check-In LGloss Check-In L

   

RIMOWA Essential  
Lufthansa Edition Gloss
RIMOWA Essential, the first suitcase in the 
world made of polycarbonate, was developed 
in Germany and offers high tech functionality  
at its best. This robust and light special edition 
is the ultimate example of innovative luggage – 
with an elegant gloss effect and exclusive, 
recessed Lufthansa symbol.

Size (W x H x D) Handle height Volume Weight
Green gloss
Item no.

Black gloss
Item no.

1 39 x 55 x 23 cm 108.5 cm 36 l 3.2 kg 1756310 1756309 142,000 -M- or €530
2 44.5 x 67.5 x 24 cm 108 cm 60 l 4.1 kg 1756314 1756313 169,000 -M- or €630
3 51 x 77.5 x 26.5 cm 110 cm 85 l 4.8 kg 1756318 1756317 182,000 -M- or €680
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 1 | Cap with Montblanc emblem, three platinum-plated rings with embossed Montblanc lettering, twist mechanism. 13.7 x 1.3 cm. Item no.: 1664414
 2 |  Body and cap made from blue precious resin, JFK engraving on platinum-plated clip, Montblanc emblem made from precious resin. 14.3 x 1.7 cm. 

Item no.: 1748773

2 |  montblanc John F. Kennedy 
Special Edition Ballpoint Pen

   192,000 -M- or €710 

 1 |  montblanc Meisterstück 
 Platinum Line Ballpoint Pen

   99,000 -M- or €370

Leaders in design since 1906
The pace of times is becoming ever faster. Which is why it is all the more 
important to be able to rely on products that can keep up with the sign  
of times thanks to their high degree of quality. Every Montblanc creation 
is characterised by meticulousness and passion – starting with the 
 elegant, traditional writing instruments to stylish trolleys to modern head-
phones. The exclusive products will last a lifetime and add that special 
 little something to your everyday life. Show that you love attention to 
 detail and write history – with the Meisterstück Platinum Line Ballpoint 
Pen, for example.

Elegant lifestyle 
icons for every day
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 5 |  montblanc Extreme Wallet 2.0 4 cc
   79,000 -M- or €290

 6 |  montblanc Belt
   61,000 -M- or €225 

 7 |  montblanc MB 01 
Over-Ear Headphones

   175,000 -M- or €590 

Optimal sound 
and really comfortable  
to wear

3 |  montblanc #MY4810  
Compact Cabin Trolley

   163,000 -M- or €610 

4 |  montblanc #MY4810  
Cabin Trolley with Front Pocket

   198,000 -M- or €740 

A luxurious listening experience – find out 
more about these wireless headphones at 
worldshop.eu/montblanc

 3 |  Four double wheels, high-performance polycarbonate, elegant leather details, extended handle height 105 cm. 35 x 55 x 21 cm, 34 l. Item no.: 1757492
 4 |  Padded laptop compartment, high-performance polycarbonate, leather details, extended handle height 105 cm. 38 x 55 x 23 cm, 37 l. Item no.: 1755368
 5 |  Embossed calfskin in carbon-fibre look, prominent Montblanc emblem, various compartments, RFID protection. 11.5 x 15 x 4 cm. Item no.: 1757508
 6 |  Adjustable reversible leather belt, black/brown, pin buckle with engraved logo lettering. 120 cm long, 3 cm wide. Item no.: 1748415
 7 |  Refined listening pleasure, ergonomic/lightweight, fine leather earpads, Active Noise Cancelling, voice control, proximity sensor. Item no.: 1761031
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 1 |  Fine cowhide, silver clip-on pin buckle with engraved logo, black / dark brown. 100 cm, 3.5 cm wide. Item no.: 1761028
 2 |  Modern single-wrap strap, calfskin, made in Italy, magnetic closure with engraved logo. 20.5 cm long. Item no.: 1761029
 3 |  Elegantly grained design, cowhide, subtly embossed logo, four slots for convenient storage. 7 x 10 cm. Item no.: 1761030
 4 |  Elegant credit card case made of German leather with an LED lamp that can be charged wirelessly, RFID protection, slots for up to  

nine cards, compartment for banknotes, incl. USB cable. 74 x 24 x  37 mm. Classic Brown Item no.: 1759729 | Classic Black Item no.: 1759837

LED lamp with 
two light intensities

 4 |  Ledlenser Lite Wallet  
with 150 Lumens

   19,000 -M- or €69

   

 3 | HUGO BOSS Cardholder
   16,000 -M- or €59 

 2 | HUGO BOSS Leather Strap
   27,000 -M- or €99 

 1 | HUGO BOSS Reversible Belt
   27,000 -M- or €99 

 6 |  Secrid Twinwallet
   21,000 -M- or €75 

 5 | Secrid Miniwallet
   Vegetable Black 18,000 -M- or €65
   Original Navy 14,000 -M- or €49

   

 5 |  Allrounder for bank notes, receipts and up to ten cards. RFID protection, made from cowhide and aluminium. 6.5 x 10.2 x 2.1 cm. 
Vegetable Black Item no.: 1761022 | Original Navy Item no.: 1761021

6 | Compact design, two card protectors. RFID protection, space for bank notes, receipts and 16 cards. 7 x 10.2 x 2.5 cm. Item no.: 1761023
 7 |  Limited edition ballpoint pen. Made from recycled, dark purple Nespresso capsules (Arpeggio). 12.8 x 1.1 cm. Item no.: 1760176
 8 |  Top quality meets maximum stability, tested up to 150 km/h in a wind tunnel. Global bestseller with smooth duomatic function (open/close).  

ø: 98 cm. Black Item no.: 1749613 | Navy Item no.: 1758275

 8 |  Knirps T.200 Medium  
Duomatic Pocket Umbrella

   16,000 -M- or €59 

   

 7 |  Caran d’Ache “849 Nespresso  
Limited Edition 3” Ballpoint Pen

   11,000 -M- or €39 
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In best  
company

For Lufthansa WorldShop, quality is much more than just a 
 selling point. It is part of our belief, of what we are. We love to 
surround ourselves with all the beautiful things of this world 
and provide only products from manufacturers that share our 
high demands when it comes to quality, design and crafts-
manlike perfection. And that’s why you’ll find major brand names 
with us as well as small, exclusive insider tips. And with every 
 further range, new ones are added.

Discover all our brands at worldshop.eu/brands
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What were the most surprising new brand  
additions in 2020?
In 2020, we were able to attract a whole string of inter-
esting brands, such as UMAGE by Vita Copenhagen, 
Sansibar, BENTLEY strollers, BOSS and AIGNER. We’re 
constantly expanding our portfolio in order to be able  
to offer our customers a wide spectrum of top brands.

Which brand would you take to the famous  
desert island?
There would be a whole lot of them. If the island had 
power, I’d go for a brand from the kitchen or garden 
section. Otherwise, something I could barbecue on or  
a hammock would be great. And, of course, a case  
for my personal belongings. Do you notice something? 
It’s not that easy to decide on only one brand with our 
large portfolio.

Have you ever turned down a brand? 
Our standards in terms of brands that we represent are high. Quality is of 
top priority in the luxury product sector. Plus, the products should be  
 innovative and sustainable. We generally test the products ourselves before 
we include them in our portfolio. If we’re not 100% convinced, we don’t 
take them. And yes, that has happened before. Not every brand passes 
our quality check. 

Is there a brand that you really would like to have in the Lufthansa 
WorldShop range? 
We’d like to attract additional top brands and make our range even more 
sustainable. We’re also constantly on the lookout for new ideas and inno-
vations that are not available all over. 

How would you describe your collaboration with the brands?
We have many longstanding partnerships with well-known manufacturers. 
Quality and good collaboration based on partnership are very important  
to us and also pay off. We’ve been working with some of the brands for 
more than 20 years.

Heike Behner 
Purchaser for the “Home” section at miles & more

“Quality is of top priority in the luxury  
product sector.”
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  With these colours you’ll be  
absolutely on trend!
Inspired by the Pantone® Color Trend Report Spring/Summer 2021.

 tHULe tHULe Chasm   Chasm  
Backpack 26 lBackpack 26 l
35,000 -M-35,000 -M- or  or €129€129
Item no.: 1760835Item no.: 1760835

 blomus FERA 
Side Table
39,000 -M- or €139
Item no.: 1760216

 Secrid Secrid Miniwallet  Miniwallet 
  14,000 -M-14,000 -M- or  or €49€49
Item no.: 1761021Item no.: 1761021

 Hunter Kansas  
Carry Bag for Pets
22,000 -M- or €79
Item no.: 1759447

 egosoul egosoul Chronograph  Chronograph 
Men’s WatchMen’s Watch
54,000 -M-54,000 -M- or  or €199€199
Item no.: 1756781Item no.: 1756781

Desert  
Mist

Ultimate  Ultimate  
GreyGreyInkwellInkwell

WillowWillow
Butter 
Cream

 KitchenAid ARTISAN  
Stand Mixer
 165,000 -M- or €599
 Item no.: 1755394

 nomi nomi Highchair with Mini Highchair with Mini
70,000 -M-70,000 -M- or  or €259€259
Item no.: 1755244Item no.: 1755244

More products in trendy colours 
can be found at worldshop.eu
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 1 |  Unisex, polarised lenses for clear vision, strong contrast and reduced eye strain, 100% UV protection. Item no.: 1730033 
2 |  Anniversary Edition, Ronda 5130.D movement, waterproof to 5 bar. ø: 42 mm, strap length: 200 mm, strap width: 22 mm. Item no.: 1735420
 3 |  Elegant leather handbag, adjustable shoulder strap with shiny AIGNER A-logos, magnetic closure. 20 x 15 x 6.5 cm. Item no.: 1761038
 4 |  Minimalistic, Ronda 515 movement, waterproof to 3 bar. ø: 40 mm, strap length: 210 mm, strap width: 20 mm. Item no.: 1757742

3 |  AIGneR Abby Handbag
   54,000 -M- or €199 

4 |  Iron Annie Bauhaus 5070-5 
Wristwatch

   54,000 -M- or €199 

 1 |  Ray-Ban Aviator Sunglasses
   38,000 -M- or €139 

 2 |  Zeppelin Chronograph Alarm 7680-1 
   81,000 -M- or €299
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2 |  nomoS Glashütte Orion 33 Rose 
Watch with Manual Winding

   465,000 -M- or €1,720 

 1 |  nomoS Glashütte  
Tangente neomatik 41 Update  
Automatic Watch

   864,000 -M- or €3,200

3 |3 |  Sinn  Sinn 556 I RS   556 I RS  
Automatic WatchAutomatic Watch

      268,000 -M-268,000 -M- or  or €990€990  

4 |4 |  Sinn  Sinn 356 Automatic  356 Automatic 
Pilot WatchPilot Watch

      473,000 -M-473,000 -M- or  or €1,750€1,750  

  1 |1 |  Men’s watch with ring date, sapphire crystal, waterproof to 5 bar. ø: 40.5 mm, strap length: 190 mm, strap width: 20 mm.   Men’s watch with ring date, sapphire crystal, waterproof to 5 bar. ø: 40.5 mm, strap length: 190 mm, strap width: 20 mm. Item no.: 1757836Item no.: 1757836
  2 |2 |  Ladies’ watch with rose-coloured dial, sapphire crystal, waterproof to 3 bar. ø: 32.8 mm, strap length: 185 mm, strap width: 17 mm.   Ladies’ watch with rose-coloured dial, sapphire crystal, waterproof to 3 bar. ø: 32.8 mm, strap length: 185 mm, strap width: 17 mm. Item no.: 1761032Item no.: 1761032
  3 |3 |  Sporty elegant design, sapphire crystal case back, waterproof to 20 bar. ø: 38.5 mm, strap width: 20 mm.   Sporty elegant design, sapphire crystal case back, waterproof to 20 bar. ø: 38.5 mm, strap width: 20 mm. Item no.: 1761024Item no.: 1761024
  4 |4 |  Date and day display, impact-resistant acrylic glass, waterproof to 10 bar. ø: 38.5 mm, strap width: 20 mm.   Date and day display, impact-resistant acrylic glass, waterproof to 10 bar. ø: 38.5 mm, strap width: 20 mm. Item no.: 1761025Item no.: 1761025

 An elegant  An elegant 
classicclassic
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 5 |  Eco-Drive, sapphire crystal, 4-zone radio time, waterproof to 20 bar. ø: 43 mm, strap length: 200 mm, strap width: 23 mm. 
Grey/Grey Item no.: 1761027 | Silver/Blue Item no.: 1761026

 6 |  Lufthansa Edition, movement can be seen through the glass base. ø: 40 mm, strap length: 196 mm, strap width: 20 mm. Item no.: 1742065
 7 |  Titanium case with black titanium carbide coating, waterproof to 10 bar. ø: 42 mm, strap width: 20 mm.  

Black/Black (silicone strap) Item no.: 1761034 | Titanium Silver / Black (titanium strap, not pictured) Item no.: 1761035

 6 |  mühle-Glashütte  
Terrasport Automatic Watch

   241,000 -M- or €890

 7 |  Seiko TITAN Chronograph
   Black/Black 89,000 -M- or €329 
   Titanium Silver / Black 103,000 -M- or €379
   

  55 | |  Citizen  Citizen Eco-Drive Radio-Controlled Watch Eco-Drive Radio-Controlled Watch
   Grey/Grey    Grey/Grey 149,000 -M-149,000 -M- or  or €549€549
   Silver/Blue    Silver/Blue 135,000 -M-135,000 -M- or  or €499€499
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 1 |  Stimulate/support blood circulation through defined compression (medium), shaping effect, very comfortable to wear.  
Powder Item no.: 1760013 | Black Item no.: 1760014

 2 |  Stimulate/support blood circulation through defined compression (medium), anatomical pressure curve, comfortable.  
Black Item no.: 1760019 | Dark Navy Item no.: 1760020

 3 |  Cooling functional yarn, extremely good moisture transfer, ultra-light padded sole, anatomical fit, very comfortable to wear. 
Black Item no.: 1761103 | White Item no.: 1761102

The new FALKE Travel & Comfort line: 
your ideal travel companion and an 
 officially licensed Lufthansa product
Innovative, elegant socks and tights with defined compression that stimulate blood  
circulation to make your legs feel lighter.

 2 |  FALKe Energizing Wool  
Men’s Knee-High Socks

   8,000 -M- or €29 

    1 |  FALKe Vitalize 20 DEN  
Ladies’ Tights

   8,000 -M- or €29

   

More FALKE products can be found at 
worldshop.eu

 3 |  FALKe Cool Kick  
Sneaker Socks, Unisex, Pack of 3

   8,000 -M- or €29  
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Lufthansa Upcycling Collection  
A320-211 D-AIPC Window Wall Clock 
39,000 -M- or €199 
Item no.: 1761432

Lufthansa Upcycling Collection  
A320-211 D-AIPC Sculpture Clock 
White 34,000 -M- or €169 Item no.: 1761436

Two-tone 38,000 -M- or €189 Item no.: 1761453

All Lufthansa Upcycling Collection products are only available while stocks last.

More products from 
the Lufthansa  
Upcycling Collection 
can be found at  
worldshop.eu/ 
upcycling

Time for sustainability
Whether it’s on the wall on the table:  Whether it’s on the wall on the table:  
the two clocks show not only the two clocks show not only the time  the time  
but also an intuition but also an intuition for zeitgeist.for zeitgeist.

Upgrade  
your life Sustainable and inspiring: unique and strictly limited products 

that make life more enjoyable have been created from the  
decommissioned “Papa Charlie” Airbus.

With the new Lufthansa Upcycling  
Collection A320-211 D-AIPC

Made from 
an aircraft window

Made from
aircraft skin

2014 – painted2014 – painted
in the Star Alliance design in the Star Alliance design 

168 seats168 seats
for guests on boardfor guests on board

30 years30 years
of service for the  of service for the  
Lufthansa GroupLufthansa Group

3rd Airbus A3203rd Airbus A320
in the Lufthansa fleetin the Lufthansa fleet

57,687 flights57,687 flights
completedcompleted

“Papa Charlie” – thank you for a great time“Papa Charlie” – thank you for a great time
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Take-off for living ideas
Elegant lights made from a slat, practical boxes 
 manufactured from aircraft skin – products to  
bring a sense of aeronautical flair into your home.

Enough to make 
 collectors’ hearts soar
 “Show me yours and I’ll show you mine . . .” –  
aviation tags aren’t just very special key rings or 
luggage tags. They are also genuine collector’s 
items. At worldshop.eu/aviationtags you’ll 
 currently find aviation tags from “Papa Charlie”,  
 “Papa Alpha” and “Hotel Oscar”. 

Trendy accessory 
instead of a key ring
A wonderful solution to ensure that you always have the 
right key at hand: the Wunderkey, made from the outer 
skin of the “Papa Charlie”.

Limited and 
numbered

Lufthansa Upcycling Collection  
A320-211 D-AIPC Slat Desk Light 
199,000 -M- or €999
Item no.: 1761433

Lufthansa Upcycling Collection 
A320-211 D-AIPC Wunderkey
18,000 -M- or €89 
Two-tone Item no.: 1761434

White Item no.: 1761435 

 Lufthansa Upcycling Collection 
A320-211 D-AIPC Aviation Tag
7,000 -M- or €32 
Item no.: 1760091

Lufthansa Upcycling Collection 
A320-211 D-AIPC Box 
White 25,000 -M- or €129   
Item no.: 1761437

White/Colour 29,000 -M- or €149
Item no.: 1761454

Blue font 29,000 -M- or €149
Item no.: 1761455
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 3 |  BAG to LIFe Inside Out  
Laptop Bag

   42,000 -M- or €159 

 2 |  BAG to LIFe Bike Cruise Bag BC
   42,000 -M- or €159 

More aircraft models and 
aviation articles can be 
found at worldshop.eu

Upcycling products made  
from original  airline parts

 1 |  BAG to LIFe Out of the Box  
Sideboard

   320,000 -M- or €1,599 

 5 |  tARtAR Leather Belt
   26,000 -M- or  €99

   

 1 |  Upcycling product made from overhead bins, dimmable LED lighting with remote control, Made in Germany. 217 x 80.5 x 50 cm. Item no.: 1761098
 2 |  Upcycling product, bike bag for carrier, extremely easy to attach and remove, laptop compartment. 36 x 38 x 10 cm. Item no.: 1761097
 3 |  Upcycling product, front compartment, laptop compartment for devices up to 38 cm (15″), whistle, can be attached to luggage items. 41 x 30 x 9 cm. 

Item no.: 1761096
 4 |  Collector’s item with Lufthansa children’s mascots Lu and Cosmo, detailed design, true to scale landing gear, stand. Item no.: 1760002
 5 |  Authentic aircraft seat belt buckle as clasp, variable length. Length: 120 cm (S to XL), width: 4 cm.  

Nubuk Black Item no.: 1752747 | Nubuk Brown Item no.: 1757760

 4 |  herpa Lufthansa Airbus A319 “Lu”, 
1:200

   16,000 -M- or €59 
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Protecting the environment and 
sustainability on the agenda

Paper from responsible 
 forestry
By using FSC-certified paper products for the  
Lufthansa WorldShop catalogue, we are choosing 
to use forests responsibly. This will help us to  
preserve them for  future generations.

Climate-neutral distribution
The distribution of the Lufthansa WorldShop catalogues 
across Germany via the Deutsche Post DHL Group and 
Postcon is climate-neutral. By using GOGREEN, the green-
house gases generated during shipping are determined, 
 balanced and offset according to inter national standards 
through internationally recognised gold-standard climate 
 protection projects. With the 100! ProKlima product from 
Postcon, the CO2 emissions generated from mailing through 
to delivery are recorded in a carbon footprint and offset via 
climate protection certificates in line with the gold standard.

The Lufthansa WorldShop catalogue that you’re 
holding in your hands is a responsibly produced print 
product. Our partner – Mohn Media Mohndruck 
GmbH – meets various standards that contribute to 
the sustainable production of print products and  
is rightly considered one of Europe’s leading print  
service providers.

1

Paper from certified  
sustainable production
Mohn Media is certified to FSC and PEFC standards. 
Compliance with the strict regulations for working with 
certified paper is audited annually.

2

Eco-friendly printing inks
The heatset web inks from Mohn Media contain  
a reduced amount (< 1%) of aromatics in the  
mineral oil. The sheet-fed printing inks are based 
 exclusively on vegetable oils.

3

Energy-efficient printing
Since 2013, Mohn Media has been operating an 
 energy management system according to standard 
DIN EN ISO 50001. Energy efficiency is reviewed  
in an annual audit.

4

In-house power generation
Since 1994, Mohn Media has been producing its own 
electricity at a combined heat and power plant. The 
plant’s high level of primary energy utilisation of over 
80% generates 52% fewer CO2 emissions than the 
German energy mix.

© Mohn Media Mohndruck GmbH
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Frankfurt/Main is a cosmopolitan 
city with flair and unites a multi-
tude of cultures. The  European 
Central Bank has its headquar-
ters here and thanks  to the large 
number of other financial insti-
tutions that are  located here, it 
is often called the banking city. 
But Frankfurt has a whole lot 
more to offer. Since the Middle 
Ages, Frankfurt has played a 
major role in the country and is 
also considered a key location 
when it comes to industrial and 
service sectors. In addition, this 
metropolis on the Main River 
boasts a wide range of cultural 
attractions and museums – and 
will be the new home of the 
Fashion Week from summer 2021 
onwards.

Worth seeing: The new  
Frankfurter Altstadt 
Frankfurt’s original old town was almost entirely destroyed 
during the Second World War. But in 2018 the city got  
its heart back. In a complex, large-scale project, the old 
town was faithfully reconstructed down to the last detail, 
allowing people to delve into bygone times again. Idyllic 
alleyways, little shops, museums, cafés and restaurants 
make you want to stroll, shop and linger. 

 Pulsating
 Frankfurt

Facts to make you go 
Wow!
Not a megacity, but certainly a city with an international 
 reputation: With around 760,000 inhabitants, Frankfurt is the 
largest city in Hesse and the fifth largest city in Germany.

Frankfurt Airport (FRA) is Germany’s largest airport, one   
of the most important aviation hubs in the world – and the 
home base of Lufthansa.

Architectural design taken to another level: Frankfurt is 
 Germany’s only city to boast a skyline of skyscrapers, earning  
it the nickname of Mainhattan.

Frankfurt’s top 10 
experiences

1  

Römerberg historical market 
square and old town hall

2  

Eiserner Steg footbridge with 
love locks

3  

Museumsufer (the museum 
 embankment) with unique  cultural 
attractions

4  

The new Frankfurter Altstadt 
(Frankfurt Old Town)

5  

Kaiserdom St. Bartholomäus 

6  

Main Tower with public viewing 
platform (200 m high)

7  

Meals in a traditional  
Apfelweinkneipe (cider tavern)

8

Alte Oper old opera house on the 
impressive Opernplatz square

9  

Top address for high-end 
 shopping: Goethestraße

10  

Palmengarten with its tropical 
plant world spanning 22 hectares

Cult drink 
cider
When it comes to their traditional cider, the 
 locals have their very own language: Äppelwoi  
or Äppler (cider) is poured from a Bembel (jug) 
into a Gerippte (glass) and enjoyed pur (neat)  
or sauer (mixed with sparkling water). The 
Deckelsche (small wooden lid) is placed on the 
glass to protect the golden yellow beverage 
from unwelcome insects.  

Well connected from all four corners of the world
Plan a stopover next time you catch a connecting flight at Frankfurt. Even a fleeting visit is worth your while – with 
the S-Bahn metro rail, it will only take you around 15 minutes to get to the city centre from Frankfurt Airport. 

Tip
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 Mileage 
 bargains
Mileage bargains that will bring you to your dream  
destination for less. Offers are of limited duration  
and available for selected destinations only.

Discover, be surprised and save: 
miles-and-more.com/mileagebargain

Partners

 Eurowings
Fly with Eurowings to destinations within 
 Germany, Europe or even worldwide from  
just 9,000 award miles.

Conveniently book flight awards: 
miles-and-more.com/ew-award 

 One-way 
 flight awards
Flexible travel: one-way flight awards can be booked 
with any Miles & More airline partner for just 50% of  
the regular mileage price (outward and return flight) –  
on selected scheduled flights online as well.

 Children’s 
 flight awards
Enjoy a 25% reduction on the regular mileage price 
for children from 2 up to 11 years and also book flights 
for young travellers online. Available on flights with 
Air Dolomiti, Austrian Airlines, Brussels Airlines, Croatia 
Airlines, Eurowings, LOT Polish Airlines, Lufthansa, 
 Luxair and SWISS. 

Take off with children: 
miles-and-more.com/childaward

You can pay for Star Alliance or Eurowings flights booked 
through lufthansa.com in full or in part with award miles.  
A really useful feature is that even if you don’t have enough 
miles for a flight award, you can use your miles to pay for  
part of the flight ticket.

Imprint 
Publisher: Miles & More GmbH,  
worldshop.eu, miles-and-more.com   
Business address: MAC – Main Airport Center  
Unterschweinstiege 8, 60549 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. 

You can object at any time to our use of your data for marketing  
purposes by telephone (+49 - 69 - 47 86 89 180), in writing  
(Miles & More GmbH – Lufthansa WorldShop Service, c/o davero  
dialog GmbH, Am Pestalozziring 1– 2, 91058 Erlangen, Germany)  
or by sending an email to customerservice@worldshop.eu.

Car Hire Partners

Rent a car from selected partners worldwide 
for as little as 3,000 award miles – or earn  
valuable miles with every booking.

Reach for the Sky with Radisson Rewards

Redeem your Radisson Rewards points  
for  miles and get your free flight faster with 
 Miles & More. Terms and conditions apply.

Read more:  
radissonhotels.com/en-us/rewards/
redeem/miles

Airport partners

You can earn or redeem miles directly at the 
airport – at all HEINEMANN Duty Free & Travel 
Value Shops in Germany, Austria, Italy and 
 Hungary, at the TAX FREE HEINEMANN Shop 
Copenhagen and at heinemann-shop.com*. 
You can also convert points into miles or  
exchange miles for shopping vouchers through 
our Heathrow Rewards partner.

Information on airport partners: 
miles-and-more.com

*  In combination with a valid EU flight ticket; valid for shipping  
within Germany only.



Three regionsThree regions

Economy 100,000

Premium Economy5 140,000

Business 195,000

First Class 310,000

Round the WorldRound the World

Economy 180,000

Business 335,000

First Class 500,000

Domestic Domestic 
(within Europe)(within Europe)

Economy 30,000 

Business 40,000 

Information on Information on 
Eurowings flight Eurowings flight 
awards can be found at awards can be found at 
miles-and-more.com/miles-and-more.com/
ew-awardew-award

Domestic Domestic 
(outside Europe)(outside Europe)

Economy 30,000

Business 40,000

First Class 55,000

From/To Europe North America Hawaii Central America 
& Caribbean South America

Middle East/ 
Caucasus/ 

North &
Central Africa 2

Southern Africa India Southeast Asia Central Asia/ 
Far East

Australia/ 
New Zealand/

Oceania

Europe

Economy 35,000 60,000 3 100,000 70,000 80,000 40,000 60,000 60,000 80,000 80,000 100,000

Premium Economy 5, 6 80,000 95,000 110,000 55,000 80,000 80,000 105,000 105,000

Business 50,000 112,000 192,000 127,000 142,000 70,000 112,000 112,000 142,000 142,000 192,000

First Class 7 182,000 302,000 202,000 222,000 130,000 182,000 182,000 222,000 222,000 302,000

North America

Economy 35,000 40,000 35,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 100,000 80,000 80,000 80,000

Business 60,000 70,000 60,000 112,000 142,000 192,000 192,000 142,000 142,000 142,000

First Class 80,000 130,000 90,000 182,000 222,000 302,000 302,000 222,000 222,000 222,000

Hawaii

Economy -4 60,000 80,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 60,000 40,000 40,000

Business - 4 112,000 142,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 112,000 70,000 70,000

First Class - 4 182,000 222,000 302,000 302,000 302,000 182,000 130,000 130,000

Central 
America & 
Caribbean

Economy 35,000 35,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 80,000

Business 60,000 60,000 172,000 172,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 142,000

First Class 80,000 90,000 242,000 242,000 302,000 302,000 302,000 222,000

South America

Economy 35,000 100,000 60,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 80,000

Business 60,000 192,000 112,000 192,000 192,000 192,000 142,000

First Class 80,000 302,000 182,000 302,000 302,000 302,000 222,000

Middle East/ 
Caucasus/ 
North & 
Central Africa 2

Economy 35,000 40,000 30,000 60,000 80,000 100,000

Business 60,000 70,000 60,000 112,000 142,000 192,000

First Class 80,000 7 130,000 80,000 182,000 222,000 302,000

Southern Africa

Economy 35,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 100,000

Business 60,000 112,000 142,000 192,000 192,000

First Class 80,000 182,000 222,000 302,000 302,000

India

Economy 35,000 40,000 40,000 80,000

Business 60,000 70,000 70,000 142,000

First Class 80,000  130,000 130,000 222,000

Southeast Asia

Economy 35,000 40,000 60,000

Premium Economy 5 40,000

Business 60,000 70,000 112,000

First Class 80,000 130,000 182,000

Central Asia/
Far East

Economy 35,000 60,000

Premium Economy 8 80,000

Business 60,000 112,000

First Class 80,000 182,000

Australia/ 
New Zealand/ 
Oceania

Economy 35,000

Business 60,000

First Class 80,000

Flight awards
Discover the whole world with Miles & More and Star Alliance
Within the framework of the Star Alliance flight awards programme, you can combine flights offered by Lufthansa, Star Alliance partners and other 
airline partners within one award.¹ Exceptions to this include selected airline partners to which special conditions/special mileage amounts apply. 
There is even a “Round the World Award” with which a complete trip around the globe is possible!

1 Information provided is correct as of 1 March 2021. The latest awards chart can be found at miles-and-more.com. Mileage levels apply to return flights. Any changes to the flight award chart that lead to  
an increase in the number of miles required will be announced in the Miles & More newsletter and online at miles-and-more.com three months in advance. 2 For members residing in Egypt, Algeria, Israel, Jordan,  
Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Syria and Tunisia, the award levels for the Middle East/Caucasus/North & Central Africa region apply to flight award bookings made since 9 May 2019.  
3 For members residing in the USA, 60,000 miles instead of 50,000 miles apply to flight award bookings made after 9 May 2019 if the journey starts in the USA. 4 Currently not serviced by Star Alliance. 5 Only on 
flights operated by Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines, Brussels Airlines and Eurowings. 6 For flight awards with LOT Polish Airlines, the following award levels apply in LOT Premium Economy: 40,000 miles within Europe, 
50,000 miles from Europe to the Middle East, 75,000 miles from Europe to North America and 100,000 miles from Europe to the Far East. 7 Flight awards for SWISS First Class are only available to HON Circle Members 
and Senators, subject to availability. 8 Only on flights operated by Cathay Pacific.
Note: in general, the mileage amounts specified in the Star Alliance flight award chart apply to flights operated by the Miles & More airline partners Air Astana (only on selected routes), Air Dolomiti, Air Malta,  
Cathay Pacific (only on selected routes), Condor, Eurowings, Luxair and Olympic.
On certain routes, special mileage amounts apply to flights operated by Austrian Airlines and Croatia Airlines. 
The destinations and travel classes available in the relevant regions depend on the timetable operated by Lufthansa and its airline partners valid at the time of the reservation. Mileage amounts and connections shown here 
may not be covered by the current timetables of Lufthansa and its airline partners. The availability of awards may vary depending on date, season and destination. Individual awards may not be available at certain times. In addition, 
by claiming a flight award, you are liable for any applicable taxes and fees, any surcharges of the relevant airlines as well as any service charges that may apply. Mileage amounts shown here may not be applicable to the most 
favourable flight connection in your case. 
More detailed information can be found at miles-and-more.com/contact; alternatively you can call the Miles & More Service Team on +49 - 69 - 20 97 77 777.
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Fly higher with award miles
Do you want to fly in a higher travel class? That’s no problem with our upgrade offer. All you need to do, for example, is book Economy Class and 
then you will subsequently be able to fly Business Class – available within Europe at a cost starting at just 10,000 miles. The mileage amounts  
quoted below apply to one-way flights; you will need double these for return journeys. 

Upgrade awards

* Upgrades for domestic flights within a European country are only possible on connecting flights in combination with upgrades on intercontinental flights and are already included in the miles used for upgrading the intercontinental flight. 
1 Also applies to LG and DE (with the more favourable levels in each case). Upgrades on codeshare flights are not possible. 2 Upgrades on LH flights are not possible from booking classes K, L, T. 3 On SQ, upgrades from Economy 
Class to Business Class are only possible on flights that have no Premium Economy Class. 4 Only valid on flights operated by LH, OS and SN; more information on the Premium Economy Class of LO, NH, SQ and UA can be found 
at www.miles-and-more.com/upgrade-reiseklasse. 5 For LX and LH, upgrades are possible for booking classes P and Z for a surcharge of 20,000 award miles. 6 Upgrades on routes within Europe from Economy Class (M) to 
Business Class are possible on LH, LO, LX, OU, OS, LG, SN and ZH, and for LG also from Economy Class Y, K, Q. Upgrades on LG are not possible for booking class B.  
7 Only valid on flights operated by LH (K, L, T), SN (K, L, T), OS (K, L, T) and LX (K, T) in Europe; not valid for special offers on flights operated by OU. 8 No upgrades possible with special offers. Only valid on flights 
operated by LH, LX, OS, OU, SN and UA. 9 For members residing in Egypt, Algeria, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Syria and Tunisia who start or end their journey in their country of residence, the Europe region 
award levels apply. 
The destinations available in the relevant regions depend on the timetable operated by Lufthansa and its airline partners valid at the time of the reservation. Mileage amounts and connections shown here may not be covered 
by the current flight schedules of Lufthansa and its airline partners and may therefore be temporarily unavailable. An upgrade award is always only valid for the route covered by one flight coupon of a ticket. The availability of 
awards may vary depending on date, season and destination. Individual awards may not be available at certain times. Mileage amounts shown here may not be applicable to the most favourable flight connection in your case. 
Information provided is correct as of 1 March 2021. The latest awards chart can be found at miles-and-more.com.

Your flight destinations throughout the world with Miles & More
The allocation of flight destinations to individual regions applies to Star Alliance flight awards and all other flight awards.
Country chartCountry chart

Europe
Albania, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Denmark (excl. Greenland), Germany, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Greece, United Kingdom, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania,  
Luxembourg, Malta, North Macedonia, Moldavia, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Poland, Portugal (excl. Azores and Madeira), Romania, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Spain (incl. Balearic Islands, excl. Canary Islands), Czech Republic, Turkey, Ukraine, Hungary, Belarus, Cyprus

North America Greenland, Canada, USA (excl. Hawaii and Virgin Islands)

Hawaii Hawaii

Central America & 
Caribbean

Antigua, Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Guatemala, Haiti,  Honduras, Jamaica, Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Cuba,  
Martinique, Mexico, Nicaragua, Netherlands Antilles, Panama, Puerto Rico, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Maarten, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands

South America Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, French Guiana, Colombia, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Uruguay, Venezuela

Middle East/ 
Caucasus/ 
North & Central Africa

Egypt, Algeria, Equatorial Guinea, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Azores, Bahrain, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Djibouti, Ivory Coast, Eritrea, Gabun, Gambia, Georgia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Iraq,  
Iran, Israel, Yemen, Jordan, Cameroon, Canary Islands, Cape Verde, Qatar, Kenya, Congo-Brazzaville, Congo-Kinshasa, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Madeira, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Oman, Rwanda, 
São Tomé and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, South Sudan, Syria, Tanzania, Togo, Chad, Tunisia, Uganda, United Arab Emirates

Southern Africa Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Zambia, Seychelles, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Swaziland

India Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

Southeast Asia Brunei, Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (Burma), Palau, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam

Central Asia Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan

Far East China (Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan), Japan, South Korea

Australia, New Zealand, 
Oceania Australia (incl. Tasmania), Cook Islands, Fiji, Guam, Mariana Islands, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Tahiti (incl. French Polynesia), Tonga, Vanuatu

Star Alliance upgrade awardsStar Alliance upgrade awards11

RegionsRegions From Economy From Economy 
Class (B, Y)Class (B, Y)

From Economy ClassFrom Economy Class
(other  (other  

booking classes)booking classes)22  

From Economy From Economy 
Class (B, Y)Class (B, Y)

From Economy ClassFrom Economy Class
(other  (other  

booking classes)booking classes)

From PremiumFrom Premium
Economy Class Economy Class 

(G)(G)44

From PremiumFrom Premium
Economy Class (E)Economy Class (E)44

From From 
Business ClassBusiness Class

FromFrom To (v. v.)To (v. v.) To Premium Economy ClassTo Premium Economy Class44 To Business ClassTo Business Class33 To First ClassTo First Class55

Route within:
Europe*, North America, South America, Southeast Asia, Central 
Asia, Far East, Middle East, Caucasus, North & Central Africa

– – 10,0006 – – –

Europe

North America, Southern Africa, India 20,000 30,000 35,000  50,0008 20,000 30,000 50,000

Central America & Caribbean, South America 25,000 30,000 40,000  55,0008 25,000 30,000 55,000

Middle East, Caucasus, North & Central Africa9 20,000 20,000 30,000  35,0008 20,000 20,000 35,000

Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Far East 30,000 35,000 50,000  65,0008 30,000 35,000 65,000

New Zealand – – 60,000  75,000 – – 75,000

North America

Hawaii – – 10,000  15,000 – – 15,000

Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Far East – – 40,000  55,000 – – 55,000

Central America & Caribbean – – 15,000  20,000 – – 20,000

South America – – 30,000  45,000 – – 45,000

Middle East, Caucasus, North Africa, 
Central Africa – – 45,000  55,000 – – –

Hawaii Australia, New Zealand, Oceania, 
Central Asia, Far East, Southeast Asia – – 25,000  35,000 – – 35,000

Southern Africa Southeast Asia – – 40,000  55,000 – – 55,000

India Middle East, Caucasus, North & Central Africa – – 25,000  35,000 – – 35,000

North America – – 60,000  75,000 – – 75,000

Australia – – 30,000  45,000 – – 45,000

Central Asia, 
Far East

Australia, New Zealand, Oceania, India – – 30,000  45,000 – – 45,000

Middle East – – 35,000  50,000 – – 50,000

South America – – 60,000  75,000 – – 75,000

Southeast Asia

Central Asia, Far East – – 30,000  45,000 – – 45,000

Australia, New Zealand, Oceania – – 30,000  45,000 – – 45,000

Middle East, Caucasus, North & Central Africa – – 35,000  50,000 – – 50,000

India – – 25,000  35,000 – – 35,000

15,000
 20,0007
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Support certified sustainability and environmental protection projects, reduce your 
own CO2 footprint and show social  commitment – through the Miles & More partner-
ships, you can achieve a lot with your award miles. 

You can offset the CO2 emissions caused by your flight with miles. Redeem miles for 
reforestation undertaken by the climate protection organisation myclimate or for 
 promoting the use of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) through our partner Compensaid. 
SAF currently saves up to 80% of CO2 emissions generated by one flight. SAF is thus 
one of the most promising options for making air travel more sustainable in the future. 

By donating miles to the help alliance, the charity organisation of the Lufthansa Group, 
you will help to support disadvantaged people around the world.

Redeem miles 
and do good things

Get more information and participate here: 
miles-and-more.com/mindful

Discover the new Lufthansa WorldShop Airport Store   
at Berlin Brandenburg Airport. 135 square metres of  
first-class service and a host of well-known brands and  
exclusive product highlights for globetrotters and globe-
shoppers await you. 
 
Just drop by before your next departure from Terminal 1 
at the Market Place and let us inspire you. We look forward  
to seeing you!  

More information on our Airport Stores can be found at 

 worldshop.eu/stores
 Berlin       Dusseldorf       Frankfurt       Hamburg       Munich

Ready for 
something new? 

Double award miles 
with Fermob

24 exclusive colours, full of intensity, 
lifestyle and fun. This is Fermob. 

For more than two decades Fermob has been 
combining functionality with design and embodies 
the French way of life like no other furniture brand. 

Become one of the #FERMOBPEOPLE

Earn double award miles when you purchase Fermob 
products. Offer available exclusively to Lufthansa WorldShop 

customers from now until 31 August 2021.

design-bestseller.de
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100-
TAGE-

GELD-ZURÜCK-
GARANTIE

   The finishing touch for 
culinary perfection
Solid full metal, elegantly rounded corners and cool, 
shatterproof glass – these are the ingredients  
that professional design from Graef uses to define 
 expressive accents for your kitchen. Let the  
super-fine cutting of the S 72010 food slicer inspire  
the most precise moments of pleasure.

You can find these and many more exclusive kitchen 
aids from Graef at worldshop.eu

* More information about the award  
can be found at plusxaward.de 

 *  

 Graef S 72010 Multi-Slicer 
179,000 -M- or €649 
Silver Item no.: 1760615

Off-White Item no.: 1761451

Iron Mica Item no.: 1761452

 *  
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